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Midwest Ridge-till Conference will be Jan. 21
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New infonnation on ridge-till planting and perspectives from successful ridge-

till corn and soybean growers will be available at the upcoming 1998 Midwest Ridge-

Till Conference. Ridge-tillage is an environmentally friendly and relatively low-cost

system for growing corn and soybeans, says George Rehm, soil scientist with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service.

The conference will be Jan. 21 at the Village East Resort and Conference Center at

Lake Okoboji, Iowa. Registration will begin at 8 a.m., and the program will be from 10

a.m.-3 p.m.

The conference is sponsored by the U of M Extension Service and College of

Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, along with the Natural Resource

Conservation Service. It's designed for farmers who are currently using ridge-till and

those who are thinking about switching to this system.

Ed Huseby, ridge-till farmer from Pennock, Minn., will be the featured speaker,

giving his perspective on the system. Several other ridge-till farmers will be on the

program, covering such topics as the economics of ridge-till, homemade equipment and

large equipment.

Four U of M faculty members will give presentations. Rehm will cover the pros

and cons of cultivation. Plant pathologist Ward Stienstra will discuss disease
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management considerations for ridge-till. Crop pest management specialist Bruce Potter

will discuss insect concerns. Extension educator Jim Nesseth will assess Roundup-ready

soybeans.

There also will be sessions on crop residue management equipment and the

Monsanto view of Roundup-ready soybeans for ridge-till.

The registration fee is $25 per person if the registration is postmarked by January

8, and $30 per person after that date. For more information or a registration brochure,

contact Tracey Benson at (800) 367-5363.
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Dairy Goat Conference at U of M will be Jan. 17
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An opportunity to learn all about dairy goats and even to buy one will be

available at a University of Minnesota conference on January 17. The 20th annual Dairy

Goat Conference will be in the Classroom Office Building on the university's St. Paul

campus.

The conference is designed for all people with an interest in dairy goats,

including producers, veterinarians, veterinary technicians, 4-H members and 4-H

leaders. Registration will begin at 8 a.m., and the program will be from 8:50 a.m. to

4p.m.

Topics and speakers will be:

--Forages for dairy goats, Irene Brown Crowder, veterinarian, Langston

University, Langston, Okla.

--Contagious diseases such as rabies, anthrax and Johnes, William Hartmann,

veterinarian, Minnesota Board of Animal Health.

--Farm photo tour, Sherry Panuska, dairy goat producer, New Richland, Minn.

--Reading feed tags, Crowder.

--Holistic dairy goat health, Christine Grams, veterinarian, Wayzata, Minn.
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Three goats will be auctioned, and there will also be an auction of donated dairy

goat memorabilia, tack and other items. Proceeds will support Minnesota participation

in a national dairy goat show.

The registration fee is $22 for adults 18 and above, $10 for each additional adult

family member, $8 for university students, and free for youths under 18 accompanied

by an adult registration. A box lunch is available for $6 with advance registration. To

obtain a registration brochure or additional information, call (800) 367-5363 or (612) 625-

2722.
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1998 crop weed control bulletin available from U of M Extension Service

Up-to-date weed control information for Minnesota's main row crops, small

grains and forage crops is available in a publication from the University of Minnesota

Extension Service. The publication is the 1998 edition of "Cultural and Chemical Weed

Control in Field Crops," designated BU-3157-NRl.

The publication provides weed control information for com, soybeans, small

grains, legumes, sugarbeets and grass pastures. This year canola has been added to the

list of crops the publication covers. It also has an expanded list of herbicide-resistant

com and soybean crops.

Copies of "Cultural and Chemical Weed Control in Field Crops" are available

from the U of M Extension Distribution Center at (800) 876-8636 or (612) 624-4900. The

price is $5 per copy plus tax and shipping, and credit card orders are accepted. The

publkation is also available from county offices of the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.
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Living snow fences can cut snow removal costs, provide CRP benefits

Deep snow drifts on rural roads often go hand-in hand with winter in Minnesota, costing

local and state governments millions of dollars for snow removal. Planting trees and shrubs is

one way to reduce those costs, says an extension educator with the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.

"Total state, county and township budgets for snow removal averaged $113.5 million per

year from 1992 to 1995," says Gary Wyatt, who works for Extension in Watonwan County.

"During the 1996-97 winter, total snow removal costs at these levels was more than $220 million."

Wyatt says one way to prevent large snowdrifts in the future is to plant "living snow

fences." These are trees and shrubs planted according to a specific design in farm fields next to

roads that tend to drift heavily. A living snow fence slows the wind and causes snow to pile up in

the field, rather than on the road.

"An eight-fo()t-tall single row of shrubs stored 21 tons of snow per lineal foot of row in a

field near Redwoo9 Falls, Minn., last winter," says Wyatt. "The shrub row was 544 feet long and

stored approximately 11,400 tons of snow. The average cost of snow removal is $3 per ton so, in

this case, the shrub row saved over $34,000 in snow removal expense for the nearby highway."

A federal government program established as part of the 1995 Farm Bill offers landowners

an incentive to establish living snow fences to reduce potential snow drifting on roads, says

Wyatt. The program is called the "Continuous Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)." It pays
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landowners to establish living snow fences, with the payment based on cash rental rates for

specific soil types.

"Almost all landowners are eligible for this program if their land is next to a road where

snow drifting occurs annually," says Wyatt. "There is no competitive bid process, but the land

must have been farmed at least two out of the last five years."

Payment to landowners is based on cash rental rates for the soil types that make up the

land, and are available for up to ten years. "In south central Minnesota, the cash rental prices can

easily range from $90 to $100 per acre," says Wyatt. "Cost -sharing for up to 50 percent of the

planting expenses is also available."

Wyatt says the main challenges in establishing a living snow fence involve location of tile

lines, management of broadleaf post-emergence herbicides, and potential planting delays in the

spring due to snowdrifts in the field. Meeting these challenges is a matter of proper planning and

crop management, he notes.

The living snow fence program under Continuous CRP is offered through Farm Service

Agency (FSA) and Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) offices in each county.

Program details are available from these offices.

"The benefits of this program are more than just landowner compensation," says Wyatt.

"There are benefits to neighbors, the community, and the county in the areas of safety, aesthetics,

economics and wildlife."
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Twenty-inch rows for soybeans offer advantages
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A 20-inch row spacing offers yield and weed management benefits for soybeans as well as

corn, according to recent research by the University of Minnesota. Investing in equipment for 20-

inch rows may be easier to justify when the equipment can be used for both corn and soybeans, a

U of M agronomist points out.

"Our research has shown a yield increase of 0-10 bushels per acre for corn in 20-inch rows

versus 30-inch rows," says Gregg Johnson of the U of M Southern Experiment Station at Waseca.

"And it's well documented that in most cases, reducing soybean row spacing tends to improve

yield. But using 10-inch rows for soybeans takes away the option of cultivating for weed contro1."

Johnson and colleague Tom Hoverstad conducted a study from 1995-97 at the Southern

Experiment Station to compare three soybean row spacings for weed control and grain yield.

They compared plots with 10-, 20-, and 30-inch row spacings. Each of these plots was divided

into cultivated and non-cultivated plots. These plots were further divided for application of the

post-emergence herbicide Pursuit at one-quarter (one ounce/acre), one-half (two ounces/ acre),

and full rate (four ounces/acre).

Over the three-year period, there were only slight differences in soybean yield between

wide and narrow row spacings, regardless of cultivation when using a full rate of Pursuit. With a

two-ounce rate of Pursuit, yield tended to increase with narrower rows, especially in non-
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cultivated plots. At the one-ounce rate of Pursuit, yield was slightly higher in 20-inch than 30-

inch rows when cultivation was used.

In the absence of cultivation, there was no difference in yield among 10-, 20-, and 30-inch

rows. Overall, yields improved when cultivation was used to supplement weed control.

Giant foxtail control was greater than 95 percent at the full rate of Pursuit, regardless of

row spacing and cultivation. At the two-ounce rate, cultivation was necessary to provide giant

foxtail control equal to the full rate. Without cultivation, giant foxtail control increased as row

spacing decreased.

Lambsquarter control was greater in cultivated plots than in non-cultivated plots across all

herbicide application rates and row spacings. The ability to cultivate in 20-inch rows results in

greater weed control than with 10-inch rows.

"This study suggests that planting soybeans in 20-inch rows provides a good compromise

between the yield advantages of 10-inch rows and the ability to cultivate in 30-inch rows," says

Johnson.

"The value of cultivation cannot be overemphasized," he adds. "A 20-inch row spacing

allows this option, results in slightly higher yields than 30-inch rows, and offers potential

improvement in disease control over 10-inch rows."

Johnson says the study suggests growers should consider both corn and soybeans when

deciding whether to switch to narrow rows.

Johnson is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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University of Minnesota plans Cow/Calf Days at 6 locations

Making beef cow/ calf operations more profitable will be the objective of the 1998

Minnesota Cow/Calf Day programs coming up at six locations in February. The

University of Minnesota Extension Service is sponsoring these events.

The schedule is:

--Feb. 18, Grand Rapids, Saw Mill Inn, 6-10 p.m., contact Dan Brown, (218) 327-

4490. Topics--profitability factors, manure management, grazing and pasture

management, pasture renovation and bull reproductive health.

--Feb. 19, Staples, Central Lakes College, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., contact Jim Carlson,

(320) 632-0161. Topics--bull selection, choosing a calving period, grazing and pasture

management, Johne's disease, hay harvest and storage.

--Feb. 21, Hinckley, Community Center, includes trade show, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,

contact Terry Salmela, (320) 679-6342. Topics--choosing a calving period, renovation of

rocky and timbered pasture, winter nutrition and Johne's disease.

--Feb. 24, Rushford, Southeast Rushford American Legion, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., contact

Jerry Tesmer, (507) 765-3896. Topics--bull selection, bull reproductive management,

choosing a calving period, profitability factors, grazing and pasture management.
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--Feb. 25, Pipestone, Minnesota West Community College, 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m.,

contact Philip Berg, (507) 825-5416. Topics--winter cow diets, Minnesota cow/calf herd

records database, renovating pasture, extending the grazing season, Johne's disease,

EPDs in bull selection, Minnesota's tenderness project and cattle price cycles.

--Feb. 26, Glenwood, Minnewaska House Restaurant, 9:30 a.m.-3 p.m., contact

Bill Zimmerman, (320) 589-7423. Topics--grazing and pasture management, lohne's

disease, profitability factors, EPDs in bull selection, Minnesota's tenderness project,

Minnesota cow/calf herd records database and winter cow diets.

Harlan Hughes, livestock economist at North Dakota State University, will be on

the program at all six sites. Also on the program at one or more sites will be University

of Minnesota animal scientists Brent Woodward and Alfredo DiCostanzo; U of M

agronomists Greg Cuomo and Russell Mathison; U of M veterinarian Brad Seguin; U of

M Extension educators Bill Zimmerman, Philip Berg, and Troy Salzer; Iowa State

University animal scientist Jim Russell; USDA veterinarians John Piehl and Leon

Boehland; Minnesota Board of Animal Health veterinarian Arnold Jostock; and

pollution control specialist Jerry Hildebrandt.

There will be a modest registration fee at each site. Registration at each site will

begin 15 minutes to 30 minutes before the program begins. Further details are available

from the contact person for each location.
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Consider weed emergence patterns with herbicide-resistant crops

Planting a herbicide-resistant crop variety such as Roundup-Ready soybeans may not

reduce weed control to one herbicide application. You have to consider the weed species that

are in the field. Different weed species emerge at different times, notes Jeff Gunsolus, weed

scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Let's say, for example, that you have planted Roundup-Ready soybeans into a field

known to have giant ragweed, common lambsquarters, giant foxtail and tall waterhemp,"

says Gunsolus. "Giant ragweed and common lambsquarters are likely to emerge prior to

planting. Giant foxtail is likely to emerge about the same time you plant the crop. Tall

waterhemp will probably emerge after planting.

"Roundup doesn't provide soil residual weed control and the first application is to be

targeted to 4-inch to 8-inch weeds. Therefore, it is very likely more than one weed control

operation will be necessary to adequately control this mixture of weed species."

Gunsolus says the diversity of weeds present in the weed seed bank is one of the

reasons why diversification of weed management practices is necessary to prevent

undesirable weed species shifts.
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Conference will focus on modernizing, growing a dairy operation

Expanding dairy profitability through strategic growth will be the focus of a

conference in New Ulm, Minn., April 1-2. The conference is for dairy producers and

others interested in exploring alternatives for modernizing a dairy and building a

profitable dairy business.

The theme of the conference, to be held at the Holiday Inn in New Ulm, is

"Positioning for the Future." The conference is a four-state event, sponsored by the

extension services of Iowa State University, the University of Illinois, the University of

Minnesota and the University of Wisconsin. A two-day session with similar theme and

content will take place March 31 and April 1 in Madison, Wis.

The conference features a variety of speakers from state universities,

agribusinesses and growing dairy farms. Topics include deciding among alternatives,

planing for the future, financial planning and how to use existing facilities. Breakout

sessions and roundtable discussions will cover manure management, housing

alternatives, bunker silos, milking system alternatives and feeding systems. Producers

will discuss their experiences in managing growing dairy operations. Time is also

reserved for questions and answers.
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The conference registration fee is $150 per person, $125 for additional persons

from the same farm if registration is by March 12. After that date the fee is $175 per

person. The fee includes four meals, three refreshment breaks and all printed materials,

but not housing.

For a conference brochure and registration information, contact Leon Meger at

(800) 367-5363, or a county extension office in one of the four states.
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Hog manure boosts corn yield more than fertilizer in U of M study

Hog manure boosted corn yield more than commercial nitrogen fertilizer in a

series of field studies conducted by a University of Minnesota soil scientist.

"Although hog manure may not shine like the gold in jewelry, it definitely has a

strong economic value," says Gyles Randall of the U of M Southern Experiment Station

at Waseca. "It should not be treated as gunk."

Randall says some hog operations produce more manure than their available

land base can environmentally accept. As a result, producers sometimes work out an

arrangement to apply manure to their neighbors I land. However, the neighbors often

question the value of the manure compared with fertilizer nitrogen, and may be

dubious about accepting manure. The need to transport manure can also raise questions

about its value.

Randall conducted seven field studies in five southern Minnesota counties over

the past 11 years in which he compared hog manure to fertilizer nitrogen. At each site,

finishing hog slurry manure from under-barn pits was applied in the spring and

incorporated immediately. There was also fall application at two sites.
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Manure application rates were 3000 gallons to 4000 gallons per acre at six of the

sites and 6050 gallons per acre at the other site. For the comparison, fertilizer nitrogen

was applied at all sites at rates considered to be optimum and non-limiting for corn. Soil

test levels for potassium and phosphorus were high to very high at all sites.

"Corn yields were greater for slurry hog manure than for commercial fertilizer at

six of the seven sites," says Randall. "At these six sites, corn yielded 10.7 bushels per

acre more with spring-applied manure than with the non-limiting nitrogen fertilizer

rate. In the two studies where manure was applied in both the fall and spring, yields

were increased 7.5 bushels per acre with the fall application and 15 bushels per acre

with the spring application."

Randall says the study results clearly show a yield-enhancing effect from hog

manure compared with fertilizer nitrogen. "A yield response of this magnitude is

definitely a good reason to use management practices that efficiently utilize manure

rather than just disposing of it," he concludes.

Randall is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Consider planting date, maturity for herbicide-resistant crops

Roundup-Ready soybeans and Liberty Link corn are stirring up a lot of interest among

producers these days. Planting date and time to maturity are important factors to keep in mind

when considering these or other herbicide-resistant varieties. Both factors can have a big impact

on yield, says Jeff Gunsolus, weed scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Early planting dates are often the most profitable from a yield potential standpoint," says

Gunsolus. "However, early planting can also expose the crop to the most intense weed emergence.

And if you are using a postemergence herbicide, the duration of weed competition between

planting and herbicide application may be longer."

When using herbicide-resistant crops, make sure you plant a maturity that is adapted to

your geographic location, says Gunsolus. If you plant a later-maturing variety or hybrid than is

recommended for your geographic area, you run the risk of lower yield potential if the crop

doesn't fully mature before a hard frost.

"The temptation to plant later-maturing varieties and hybrids is especially great in

Minnesota, where there are currently fewer early season varieties to choose from," says Gunsolus.

"This lack of maturity selection will rectify itself eventually."
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Planting soybeans not recommended where nematode population high

The population density of soybean cyst nematodes is high in many fields in southern

Minnesota. It would be a good idea to plant these fields to a crop other than soybeans, says a

University of Minnesota plant pathologist.

Senyu Chen, who works at the U of M Southern Experiment Station at Waseca, cites a 1996

survey of soil samples collected from counties in southern Minnesota. The survey indicated that 35

percent of these samples contained more than 10,000 nematode eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of

soil.

"These fields should be planted to non-hosts or poor hosts for two or more years to reduce

the nematode population to below 1,000 eggs per cubic centimeter of soil before planting a

nematode-resistant soybean variety," says Chen. "Crops that are non-hosts or poor hosts include

corn, alfalfa and peas."

Chen says planting a nematode-resistant variety is not enough to prevent significant yield

losses in fields with high nematode population densities. "A resistant variety reduces nematode

reproduction rates, but can't prevent nematodes from penetrating soybean roots," he points out. "If

large numbers of nematodes are in the soil, nematode penetrations can cause significant damage to

soybean roots and reduce yield."

Chen conducted a study at Lamberton last year on the correlation between nematode egg
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density and soybean yield. The study began in 1996 in a field infested with a high nematode

density. Forty-eight plots were established in the field and planted to 12 soybean varieties with

various levels of nematode resistance. By the spring of 1997, egg counts in the field ranged from 50

to 38,500 eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of soil.

In 1997, the plots were planted to Freeborn, a nematode-resistant soybean variety. Yields

were measured in the fall.

"Yield of the resistant variety in 1997 was negatively correlated with nematode egg density

in the fall of 1996 and egg density in the spring of 1997," says Chen. "In plots with high egg

density, soybean plants were stunted and the canopy did not close, while in plots with lower

nematode egg counts, soybean plants were tall and vigorous. About 12 bushels of yield reduction

per acre occurred in plots with about 38,000 eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of soil, compared with

yields in plots with about 1,000 eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of soil."

Chen says that although yield was significantly lower in plots with high nematode density,

there were no obvious above-ground symptoms except that plants were smaller.

Chen says soybean producers who want to determine the nematode density in their fields

can send a soil sample to the Plant Disease Clinic in the U of M Department of Plant Pathology.

Details on collecting and submitting samples are available from county offices of the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

Chen is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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Place windbreaks to avoid problems that come with drifting snow

Drifting snow is about as certain as winter itself in rural areas of Minnesota.

Ttree windbreaks and snow fences can help rural residents avoid some of the problems

that often accompany drifting snow.

Larry Jacobson, engineer with the University of Minnesota Extension Service,

says placement is a key to getting the most benefit from tree windbreaks and snow

fences.

"When placing a snow fence or tree windbreak, consider that the protected area

will generally be 10 to 15 times the height of the fence or trees," says Jacobson. "For

example, an 80 percent solid, 12-foot high windbreak fence will protect an area 120 to

180 feet downwind. Also, most of the snow will drop within roughly the first 25 percent

of the affected area. For the example of the 12-foot high fence, most of the snow would

pile up within 30 to 45 feet of the fence."

Jacobson says it's very important to leave space for snow to accumulate when

locating machine sheds or livestock buildings downwind from a windbreak. If the

buildings are too close to the windbreak, they will be within the snow drop area. If they

are too far away, they will be outside of the wind "protection" zone.

(over)
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The prevailing wind direction for a building site or farmstead is another key

consideration. "It's a good idea to obtain a 'wind rose' for your location," says Jacobson.

"Wind roses indicate the percentage of time that the wind blows from different

directions during different times of the year. Knowledge of wind direction will help you

determine the best location for windbreaks. It will also help you estimate cost/benefit

information for establishing different types of windbreaks (such as a fence vs. a tree

shelterbelt) to provide protection from storms coming from an unusual direction. II

The best way to provide some wind protection with a fence is to construct a fence

that has an 80 percent solid surface area, says Jacobson. For example, if using 1 x 10

boards, you would space them 2.5 inches apart. If using 1 x 8s, the spacing would be

two inches.

"you can use corrugated metal roofing or siding to construct windbreak fences,

but you should rip the sheets in half lengthwise, so the maximum width is 14 inches to

15 inches," says Jacobson. "With a sheet width of 14 inches to 15 inches, the spacing

between sheets should be approximately four inches to five inches."
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Handbook on designing, building swine nurseries available from U of M

Up-to-date information and guidance about all aspects of building swine nurseries is available

in a new publication available through the University of Minnesota.

The "Swine Nursery Facilities Handbook," MWPS-41, was developed by MidWest Plan

Service, a cooperative organization representing 12 Midwest land grant universities. It's one of a

series dealing with various phases of swine production, and focuses on design goals for housing pigs

from weaning to 12 weeks of age.

Handbook chapters cover housing and management options, building layout and equipment,

manure handling systems, environmental control systems, utilities and safety. Designs in the book

are intended to meet the pigs' environmental needs; to minimize the time and labor requirements for

removing manure and for feeding, watering, and moving pigs; and to minimize stress on the pigs

while they are being moved. The book includes more than 50 drawings and photographs.

The price of "Swine Nursery Facilities Handbook," MWPS-41, is $15. To order, send a check

payable to the University of Minnesota for that amount, plus 98 cents sales tax, to UM Bio Ag Eng

Dept, Attn: MWPS, 219 BioAgEng, 1390 Eckles Ave, St. Paul, MN 55108. For additional information,

call (612) 625-9733.
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Properly aerating stored grain is one of the keys to maintaining the value of the

grain and keeping it free of mold and insects. Those interested in learning about

designing dry grain aeration systems will find a new, comprehensive resource in a

recently released publication available through the University of Minnesota. Its title is

"Dry Grain Aeration Systems Design Handbook," MWPS-29. It was developed by

MidWest Plan Service, a cooperative organization representing 12 Midwest land grant

universities.

The book provides guidelines for selecting, sizing, locating and evaluating grain

aeration systems. In addition, it presents design examples of commonly used systems.

The publication discusses basic aeration considerations, system design principles

and system components. It contains approximately 50 figures and drawings, 20 tables,

and more than a dozen extensive design examples. Among the examples are designs for

aeration pads, systems for cylindrical bins and designs for rectangular storage with

level fill and peaked fill and for flat storage with level top and sloping sides.

The book does not include design information for moving air through wet grain

to hold it safely until it is dried, or for cooling hot grain coming from a dryer.
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To order the handbook, send a check for $20 plus $1.30 tax, payable to the

University of Minnesota, to UM Bio Ag Eng Dept, Attn: MWPS, 219 BioAgEng, 1390

Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108. For additional information, call (612) 625-9733.
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Phosphorus pollution of Minnesota River will be forum focus

How to reduce phosphorus pollution in the Minnesota River will be the topic of

a Phosphorus Forum in Mankato and Marshall. Several University of Minnesota faculty

members will speak at the forum, which will be Feb. 25 at the Mankato Civic Center

and Feb. 26 at Southwest State University in Marshall.

The forum is designed for municipal government officials, industrial leaders, ag

chemical dealers, ag consultants, farmers, educators, and others interested in improving

water quality in the Minnesota River basin. It's sponsored by the Minnesota River Basin

Joint Powers Board.

liThe forum will center on where phosphorus comes from, how it affects water

quality, and reasonable measures to reduce its influence on water quality, II says Kent

Thiesse, extension educator in Blue Earth County with the University of Minnesota

Extension Service. Thiesse is a member of the planning committee for the forum.

The morning program will include a presentation by David Mulla of the

University of Minnesota Department of Soil, Water, and Climate. His topic will be

pollution trends and patterns. U of M soil scientist Gyles Randall will discuss landscape
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sources of phosphorus and transportation to surface water. Rebecca Flood of the

Metropolitan Council will present the council's new strategy for phosphorus

management in wastewater treatment facilities.

Afternoon breakout sessions will focus on case studies of phosphorus reduction

strategies and technologies for cities, industries, agricultural enterprises, and

homeowners. U of M extension educators Bill Crawford and Lowell Busman and soil

scientist Mike Schmitt will be among the presenters.

Those attending the forum will receive printed U of M guidelines for the

management of commercial agricultural fertilizer and manure, an overview of water

quality in the Minnesota River basin, and a copy of the Minnesota Pollution Control

Agency (MPCA) approach to basin-wide phosphorus management. Continuing

Education Units from the University of Minnesota are available.

The MPCA has identified phosphorus as a major pollutant of the Minnesota

River, which in turn is a major source of pollution in the Mississippi River. Phosphorus

concentrations are high during the summer in lower reaches of the main stem and in

many tributaries of the Minnesota.

Point sources such as municipal and industrial wastewater treatment plants

dominate the river's total load of phosphorus in low-flow years. Non-point sources of

phosphorus such as agricultural and urban runoff dominate in years of normal and

above-normal river flows, according to the MPCA.

(Page 2 of 3)
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Phosphorus harms water quality by stimulating the production of algae. In

excessive amounts, algae can reduce the transparency of river water, reduce the

diversity of aquatic vegetation, and under low-flow conditions can lead to oxygen

depletion. Oxygen is needed to sustain a balanced community of fish and other aquatic

organisms.

The registration fee for the forum is $25, which includes lunch. For further

information contact Steve Hansen or Anne Ludvik in the Twin Cities at (612) 361-6590,

Shelly Schulz in Mankato at (507) 387-8692, or Kerry Netzke in Marshall at (507) 537-

6369.
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Mechanical ventilation systems need cleaning, maintenance

Mechanical ventilation in livestock buildings benefits animals by removing moisture,

heat, carbon dioxide and other airborne contaminants. But ventilation systems need regular

cleaning and maintenance. This allows them to operate effectively and efficiently, says Kevin

Janni, engineer with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Most mechanical ventilating systems for livestock housing have two or more fans,"

says Janni. The fans are staged to turn on and off to provide different ventilating rates for

cold weather, mild weather, and hot weather. A fan creates a static pressure difference

between the inside and outside of a building to overcome flow restrictions through the fresh

air intakes, inlets, and fan shutters and guards. Plugged air intakes and inlets and other flow

restrictions reduce a fan's ability to move air and provide fresh air exchange.

Janni says recent research with 36-inch diameter fans commonly used for poultry

house ventilation showed as much as a 16 percent reduction in airflow rate due to dust

accumulation after 42 days of use. Using fans and shutters for a second flock without

cleaning reduced flow rate as much as 24 percent and research with small, well-used fans

equipped with guards and shutters showed that dirt accumulating on the guards and

shutters reduced flow rates by 23 to 39 percent.
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Maintenance recommendations in the MidWest Plan Service publication "Mechanical

Systems for Livestock Housing Handbook," MWPS-32, are to clean shutters every month.

"Shutter hinges should be lubricated with graphite and not with oil or grease, which can get

gummed up with dirt," says Janni. "Cleaned and lubricated shutters can open more fully and

easily and allow passage of greater airflow."

Most fan motors have sealed bearings and do not need lubrication, the Minnesota

engineer points out. Follow the fan manufacturer's recommendations for maintenance of

other parts of the fan. Belt driven fans should be checked every month to ensure proper belt

tension and alignment.

"Check gable and soffet air intakes every three months for possible blockage and

plugging by dust accumulation," says Janni. "In addition, check room inlets to minimize

blockage and ensure uniform fresh air distribution. II

Ianni is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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Cloquet will host Woodland Owners and Users Conference Feb. 28

Private woodland owners and urban landowners can get practical information

on managing land for wood and wildlife at the Woodland Owners and Users

Conference. It will be held Saturday, Feb. 28 at the Cloquet Forestry Center.

The day-long workshop features presentations on a variety of topics including

white pine management; choosing the right tree species for your site; obtaining

products from your woodland; and management techniques that can attract wildlife

such as grouse, deer, and songbirds to your land. You'll also hear about the various

species of owls commonly found in Minnesota, and you'll get a chance to build a

bluebird or duck house.

The Woodland Owners and Users Conference begins at 8 a.m. with registration

and will conclude at 3 p.m. Registration before Feb. 18 is $16, which includes lunch and

all workshop materials. After Feb. 18, registration is $22. For more information contact

Mary Ann Hellman, Department of Forest Resources Extension, at (218) 624-6279.

Information is also available from local Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

and county extension offices.
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The conference is sponsored by the University of Minnesota Extension Service,

the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, and the University of Minnesota's

Department of Forest Resources.
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Minnesota's acreage of irrigated crops is on the rise. A recent survey of

Minnesota irrigation suppliers shows the upswing, according to Jerry Wright, engineer

with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"The survey shows around 5,000 new irrigated acres with center pivots were put

into production in the spring of 1997," says Wright. "The Minnesota Department of

Natural Resources (DNR) water appropriation permit data for this same period show

that new irrigation water permits were issued for about 6,000 acres between July 1996

and June 1997."

Wright says the DNR's annual pumping reports from irrigators for the 1996

season show 401,100 acres were irrigated in Minnesota in the summer of 1996. That's

from a permitted list of 527,999 acres covered by 4,055 DNR permits.

"Based on the estimated new growth and the DNR permitted acres, our

estimated potential irrigated acres for the summer of 1997 were around 534,000 acres,"

says Wright.
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The 1996 DNR pumpage reports also show irrigated acreage for various crops.

The reports show irrigation of about 192,000 acres of corn, 49,000 acres of soybeans,

42,000 acres of potatoes, 37,000 acres of dry beans, and 18,000 acres of sweet com and

peas. Irrigators reported they used center pivots on more than 335,000 acres and

traveling guns on only 21,000 acres.

A detailed summary of irrigated acres by county is available by contacting

Wright at the West Central Experiment Station, University of Minnesota, P.O. Box 471,

Morris, MN 56267; phone (320) 589-1711 or e-mail jwright@gaia.bae.umn.edu.
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Dairy publications on greenhouse barns, bunker silos available

Publications for dairy producers on greenhouse barns and bunker silos are

available through the University of Minnesota's Department of Biosystems and

Agricultural Engineering. The publications were developed by MidWest Plan Service

(MWPS), a cooperative organization representing 12 Midwest land grant universities.

"Greenhouse Barns for Dairy Housing," AED-40, describes greenhouse barns and

their environmental control, design considerations and economics. "Managing and

Designing Bunker and Trench Silos," AED-43, provides design principles, management

techniques and key concepts to consider before choosing to use bunker or trench silos.

The price of each publications is $4 plus tax.

Minnesota residents can order MWPS publications by sending a check payable to

the University of Minnesota for the cost of the items plus 6.5 percent sales tax to UM Bio

Ag. Eng. Dept,. Attn: MWPS, 219 BioAgEng, 1390 Eckles Ave, St. Paul, MN 55108. To

obtain a MWPS catalog and order form or additional information, call (612) 625-9733.
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The University of Minnesota Extension Service has funded 12 new programs as

part of an initiative called "Sustaining Minnesota's natural resource- based industries. II

The programs, which include 16 new field staff positions throughout Minnesota, are

funded with $692,000 annually from the Minnesota Legislature.

Katherine Fennelly, dean of the University of Minnesota Extension Service, says

the new funds are being used to strengthen university-county partnerships in support

of agriculture and the environment.

The new educational programs cover a range of needs. Examples include

alternative crops, tourism, private forest lands and shoreland vegetation in northern

Minnesota; and agricultural drainage and swine business management in southern

Minnesota.

Improved water quality is an objective of several programs, including an

environmental stewardship program for farmers in central and southern Minnesota and

a statewide program on individual sewage treatment systems.

(over)



In the Twin Cities-St. Cloud rural-urban fringe area, a new program will help

develop land use planning in an area with many livestock farms and an ever-increasing

urban environment.

Extension educators will work out of Staples, Cloquet and southeastern

Minnesota as part of the "Regional Partnerships" programa-- new way for citizens and

the University to work together to develop programs that sustain Minnesota's natural

resource and agricultural industries.

Two other new programs are designed for new immigrants. One, in

southwestern Minnesota, will enhance a "Connecting Communities" program where

bilingual individuals work with new immigrants of Hispanic, Southeast Asian and East

African heritage. In the Rosemount area, new immigrants who wish to farm and make

the transition from welfare to work will receive technical, business management and

marketing help.

"Sustaining Minnesota's natural resource- based industries" is a joint effort of the

University's College of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences, the College of

Natural Resources, and the Extension Service.

The case for the new programs was described in the legislative request: "The

needs of society and Minnesota's agricultural and natural resource-based industries are

changing. The pressures of economic competitiveness and profitability in an

environmental and sustainable context call for even stronger partnerships between the

people of the state and their land grant university (the University of Minnesota).
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"Strengthening these partnerships requires additional state investments in new and

expanded multi-disciplinary research and education efforts that address the

increasingly complex environmental, social and economic issues in our communities. II
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New Positions-Sustaining Minnesota's Natural Resource-Based Industries
University of Minnesota Extension Service

February 1997

Tourism Extension Educator, Northeast Minnesota. An extension educator will
augment University Tourism Center programs in Northeastern Minnesota. These
include the customer service program"At Your Service," "Business Retention and
Expansion," and rural and agricultural-related tourism development. The person hired
for the position will work with the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe to help develop an Indian
Tourism Association. Minnesota's tourism industry accounts for over 160,000 jobs.
Expenditures continue to grow and exceeded $8 billion in 1997. Office Location: North
Central Experiment Station, Grand Rapids. Proposal contact: William C. Gartner,
Tourism Center, (612) 624-4947.

Homeowner/Community Sewage Treatment Systems, Statewide Scope. A person will
be hired to help homeowners and small communities maintain and develop alternative
sewage treatment programs. There are over 500,000 individual sewage systems in
Minnesota and surveys by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency show that up to 46
percent are not treating the sewage correctly. In 30 Minnesota counties, septic systems
are the number one water quality problem. Proposal location: Tentatively Stearns and
Sherburne County Extension Office. Proposal contact: James L. Anderson, Water
Resources Center, (612)625-8209.

Environmental Stewardship, Central and Southern Minnesota. The objective of this
program is to reduce the environmental impacts of agricultural production while
maintaining or improving income to participating farmers. The person in this position
will work with farmers and agricultural professionals throughout central and southern
Minnesota on management planning for nutrients, manure, pests, grazing and tillage.
The person will assist local work groups at the county and watershed level to develop
proposals for the U.s. Department of Agriculture and other agencies to develop
environmentally sound farm management planning. Office location: West Central
Experiment Station, Morris. Proposal contact: James L. Anderson, Water Resources
Center,( 612)625-8209.

Water Management ResearchfEducation Coordinator, Southern Minnesota. Many
agricultural drainage systems are old and need upgrading, and some are too small to
handle current drainage demands for optimum agricultural production. The goal is to
design research and education programs to promote socially acceptable agricultural
drainage programs that are economically and environmentally sound. The position will
be linked with the Water Resource Management Center being developed at the
Southern Experiment Station. Office Location: Southern Experiment Station, Waseca.
Proposal contact: Kent Thiesse, Blue Earth County Extension Office, (507)389-8141.
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Swine Business Management, Southern Minnesota. The goal is to help pork
producers evaluate the current profitability and sustainability of their swine enterprises
and set business goals and management strategies for the future. Minnesota's $2.6
billion swine industry produces about 18,000 full-time jobs; there are about 10,800 swine
operations in Minnesota. Office location: Southern Experiment Station. Proposal
contact: Kent Thiesse, Blue Earth County Extension Office, (507)389-8141.

Community Resources Educator, Extension Cluster 20. The person will work in
Benton, Sherburne, Stearns and Wright counties to help develop land use planning
around animal agriculture and the rural/ urban interface. This area combines the state's
fastest population growth rate with intense agriculture, highly sensitive sandy soils and
775 lakes. Agriculture generates $467 million annually with 78 percent from livestock
production. Population has grown by 23 percent in 10 years and demographers predict
faster growth rates in the next 15 years. Office location: Stearns County Extension
Office. Proposal contact: Jim Deidrick, Sherburne County Extension Office, (612)241
2720.

Forestry and Agroforestry, Northern Minnesota (3 positions). People in the three
positions will work with private, non-industrial forests on farm lands and with small
businesses that depend on forest products. Primary goals: (1) For landowners to make
more informed management decisions to reach personal goals and protect forests for
future generations; (2) improved economics for small farm and forestry enterprises
through new and existing crops, sustainable management systems and better business
and marketing. Minnesota's 16.8 million acres of forest land comprise 33 percent of the
state's ~and area. Over 40 percent of Minnesota's forest land is privately owned.
Demand for timber on private lands is increasing; private landowners should be well
educated about forest harvesting, regeneration and protection. Office location:
tentatively, Central Lakes Ag Center at Staples and Cloquet Forestry Center. Proposal
contacts: Steven Daley Laursen and Melvin Baughman, College of Natural Resources
(612)624-0734.

Horticulture, Shoreland Vegetation and Landscape Educator, Northern and Central
Lakes Region. The northern and central lakes region of Minnesota has the greatest
increase in second home development in the state. Many commonly used management
practices are harmful. In particular, vegetation of shoreland areas is usually removed
during residential lake development. Lack of vegetative buffers increases sediment and
nutrient loading and decreases water quality; research is being conducted on the
viability of re-establishing lakeshore vegetation. Enhancing the aesthetic, economic and
recreational value of lakes, streams and shoreland areas will help sustain the
environmental and economic health of the region. Office location: North Central
Experiment Station, Grand Rapids. Proposal contact: Jean Pitt, Aitkin County Extension
Office,( 218)927-7321.
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Cropping Systems Educator, Northern Minnesota. Will include developing rotational
systems with crops such as canola, soybeans, flax, mustard, alfalfa, and buckwheat with
traditional northwestern Minnesota crops such as wheat, barley, sugarbeets, sunflowers
and potatoes. Some of the problems facing rural Minnesota can be tied to unresolved
problems in cropping systems. Mono-cropping systems (such as wheat grown after
wheat) or inadequate crop rotation with few profitable crop options cause economic
and environmental problems. These systems result in large-scale production since
economic margins are small. Large operations need fewer producers and as a result,
rural populations are reduced, thus reducing the number of small businesses. Office
location: To be determined. Proposal contact: Hans Kandel, Red Lake County
Extension Office, (218)253-2897.

Citizen-University Partnership Educators (3 positions), North Central, Northeast and
Southeast Minnesota. Three new Regional Sustainable Development Partnerships
were funded by the State Legislature in 1997. These Regional Partnerships are meant to
be a new way for citizens and the University to identify and implement research,
education and outreach programs to sustain Minnesota's natural resource and
agricultural industries. Three new Extension educators will work with the new
Regional Partnerships. Office Location: Central Lakes Ag Center at Staples, Cloquet
Forestry Center, southeast Minnesota (location to be determined.) Proposal Contacts:
Steven Daley Laursen, (612)624-9298 and Dick Hemmingsen (612)624-4777.

Community Connector Educator, Southwest Minnesota. The person in this position
will coordinate the "Connecting Communities" program, where bilingual individuals
serve as liaisons between "newcomers" and resources available. The program identifies
needs within Hispanic, Southeast Asian and East African language-based groups.
Needs evolve around housing, education, employment, health, transportation, finances
and legal issues. New immigrants have come to the area to work in agriculture-related
businesses; several towns have increased their population diversity 10 to 20 percent
within the last seven years. Proposal contact: David Werner, Southwest Extension
District Director, (507)752-7372.

Working with New Immigrant Farmers, Metro Cluster. Helping new immigrants who
wish to farm and make the transition from welfare to work will be the responsibility of
the person in the position. The program will provide technical support and develop
new farmer training and safety programs. It will also help develop sound farm
management, record keeping and business plans for farmers to enhance their income
and buy land. It will focus on expanding the market potential for year-around farming
and develop a strong relationship with research at the Rosemount Experiment Station.
Office location: Rosemount Experiment Station. Proposal contact: Warren Sifferath,
Dakota County Extension Office,( 612)891-7712.
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Seed of new U of M soybean varieties available
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Soybean growers can now purchase certified seed of two new high-yielding

soybean varieties recently released by the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station.

MN 0301 was released jointly with the South Dakota Agricultural Experiment

Station. It's classified as an early Group 0 variety, says University of Minnesota plant

breeder James Orf. Relative maturity is three days later than Agassiz and five days

earlier than Lambert.

MN 0301 has outyielded Agassiz by about 12 percent, and yields about nine

percent less than Lambert. Protein content is lower than Agassiz and Lambert; seeds of

MN 0301 are larger than those of Agassiz. MN 0301 has purple flowers, gray

pubescence, brown pods at maturity and seeds with dull luster yellow seed coats.

The other new variety, MN 1301, is classified as an early Group I variety, with

relative maturity three days later than Lambert and three days earlier than Parker. It

has outyielded Lambert by about five percent, and is about eight percent lower in yield

than Parker. Other characteristics of MN 1301 are similar to Parker except for protein

content, which is higher, and lodging and chlorosis scores, which are lower.
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MN 1301 has white flowers, gray pubescence, brown pods at maturity and seeds

with dull luster yellow seed coats.

Orf says certified seed of both new varieties will be available for 1998 planting.

Farmers who wish to buy certified seed should consult the Minnesota Crop

Improvement Association1s directory. It's available at county offices of the University

of Minnesota Extension Service, at farm seed suppliers and from the Minnesota Crop

Improvement Association, 1900 Hendon Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108, 1-800-510-MCIA.

Orf is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food and Environmental Services.
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Resistant soybean varieties aid nematode management

Planting soybean varieties resistant to the destructive soybean cyst nematode is an

effective strategy for managing the nematode. However, it's not a recommended strategy

in fields with high nematode egg density, according to a University of Minnesota scientist.

Senyu Chen, nematologist at the U of M Southern Experiment Station at Waseca,

says high nematode egg density means more than 5,000 eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of

soil. "Above this level, significant yield loss may occur, even with a resistant variety," he

says. "Planting a non-host or poor host crop is a better option, and should reduce the

nematode population."

In 1997, Chen evaluated 20 soybean varieties at Waseca and 19 at Lamberton. He

studied egg density counts from soil samples collected at planting and at harvest. At

planting, there were 7,460 eggs per 100 cubic centimeters of soil at Waseca, and 12,667 at

Lamberton.

"At Waseca, resistant varieties reduced the average egg density 57 percent," he says.

"There was no significant change for susceptible varieties. At Lamberton, resistant

varieties reduced egg density by 48 percent, and susceptible varieties increased the egg

count 88 percent."

(over)
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Chen says resistant varieties generally produced higher yields than susceptible

varieties in fields infested with the nematode. The yield advantage at Waseca was 5.2

bushels per acre; at Lamberton it was 9.8 bushels per acre. At both sites, the higher the

nematode egg density at harvest, the lower the soybean yield.

"Egg density at harvest indicates the level of resistance or susceptibility of a

variety," says Chen. "Thus, it is evident that soybean yield increased with increasing level

of nematode resistance in fields infested with the nematode. However, it is important to

remember that the yield potential of a resistant variety depends on a number of factors.

Some of these are agronomic characteristics, resistance to other diseases and pests, soil

factors, weather conditions, and cultural practices."

Chen says the soybean cyst nematode is one of the most significant yield-limiting

factors of soybeans in southern Minnesota, and appears to be spreading in that region.
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Bale form not important for limiting hay storage loss

Neither large round bales nor large rectangular bales have clear overall

superiority for iimiting hay loss in storage. Other factors are more important when

comparing the two baling systems, says Bill Wilcke, engineer with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

Wilcke cites a study at the U of M West Central Experiment Station at Morris

comparing the two types of bales when stored in uncovered piles outside. In the study,

there was a tendency for large rectangular bales to absorb more moisture than large

round bales. However, the study found no significant difference in average dry matter

loss for the two bale types over an eight-month period.

"Advantages of large round bales include current greater availability of balers

and handling equipment, lower price for balers, and greater ability of bales to shed

water if stored uncovered," says Wilcke. "Disadvantages include less efficient use of

space in hauling and storing bales, and tendency for bales to lose their shape during

storage.

(over)
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IIAdvantages of large rectangular bales include more efficient use of space in

transport and storage, and better shape retention during storage. Disadvantages include

current greater cost and lower availability of balers, and greater moisture absorption by

bales stored without cover. 1I

Wilcke is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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To maximize hay value, bale at proper moisture

Baling hay at the right moisture is a key to maximizing the value of the hay. That

means baling in the 15-20 percent moisture range, says Bill Wilcke, engineer with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Baling at less than 15 percent moisture will result in greater harvesting losses,"

says Wilcke. "That's especially the case with alfalfa, where leaf loss increases as

moisture decreases. Storing hay at more than 20 percent moisture will result in some

molding and heating, greater dry matter and nutrient loss during storage, and some

discoloration. 11

Wilcke says large hay packages, especially large rectangular bales, don't lose

much moisture after baling. Therefore, it's important to bale these at the proper

moisture, rather than baling at a higher moisture and expecting some natural drying in

storage.

Wilcke is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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U of M will host international symposium on swine nutrition

Nutrient requirements for swine will be the subject of an international symposium

at the University of Minnesota April 14-15. The program is designed for professionals in

the field of swine production. This includes consulting nutritionists, animal scientists, feed

company nutritionists, feed additive industry representatives, veterinarians, field swine

specialists, university nutritionists, extension educators and education professionals.

The event will be in the Student Center on the University's St. Paul Campus. It will

include a satellite videoconference and a local program.

The symposium will provide a review of the National Research Council (NRC) 1998

update of the nutrient requirements for swine. The eight-hour satellite videoconference

segment will focus on new discoveries in the biology of swine and how these influence

nutrient requirements. Subject areas covered will include energy, protein, amino acids,

vitamins, minerals, non-nutritive additives and reducing nutrient excretion.

The local program will cover using software that is part of the new nutrient

requirements, generating nutrient requirements and doing case studies. Symposium

speakers will participate in panel discussions based on audience questions from the at

downlink sites.

(over)
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Registration fee for the symposium is $125 per person. Participants should bring a

laptop IBM-compatible computer to the symposium. For further information or to obtain a

symposium brochure and registration information, contact Heather Dorr at the University

of Minnesota at (800) 367-5363.
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Mild weather increases grain storage risk
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Now is a good time to check grain in storage and take action if any problems show

up. Aerating the grain might be necessary, says Bill Wilcke, engineer with the University

of Minnesota Extension Service.

Wilcke recommends checking stored grain for visible signs of insects, molding, and

crusting; for musty or sour odors; and for warm spots.

"To minimize mold, insect, and moisture migration problems in stored grain, we

generally suggest holding grain in the upper Midwest at a temperature of 20 to 30 degrees

F during the winter months," he says. "Since we had a lot of days with temperatures in the

20-30-degree range from December to early February, stored grain should have made it

through that period without too many problems.

"After outdoor temperatures climbed above 30 degrees F in late February, however,

stored grain might have become warm enough to trigger mold and insect activity."

If you detect any problems, says Wilcke, uncover the fans, open the vents, and

aerate the grain for as long as it takes to move a cooling front all the way through the bin.

The amount of time necessary to complete an aeration cycle could be as short at 15 hours

for large drying fans or as long as 150-300 hours for small aeration fans.

(over)
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..It.s important to complete aeration before the weather gets too warm," notes

Wilcke. "Mold and insect growth rates increase rapidly as temperatures climb above 40

degrees, so if possible, try to keep the grain at 40 degrees or less going into spring and

summer. Definitely avoid aerating when the temperature is above 60."

Wilcke says if you plan to continue storage for several more months, corn should be

15 percent moisture or lower. Soybeans or small grains should be 13 percent moisture or

lower. If the grain is too wet, you need to dry it before the weather gets too warm.

"Grain stored in bins equipped with full drying floors and large fans can probably

be dried with unheated air," he points out. "Start the drying fan about March 15 for corn

that is 19-21 percent moisture, about April 1 for com that is 17-19 percent moisture, and

about April 15 for corn that is 15-17 percent moisture."

Wilcke says grain that is dry, is in the 20-30 degree F temperature range, and does

not have any mold or insect problems can usually be stored into spring and summer

without additional aeration. "Just keep the fans covered and vents closed, and check the

grain every week or two until it is fed or sold," he says. "Remember, if you do decide to

aerate this spring, make sure you complete the process before the weather gets too warm."

Wilcke is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Breaking of dormancy could damage alfalfa
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Unseasonably warm weather earlier this year caused alfalfa in many Minnesota

fields to break dormancy. It will take a stand assessment in the spring to tell what

impact this has on the crop, says Neal Martin, agronomist with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

Martin says he received calls in early March about alfalfa "greening up" from

southern Minnesota north to Ada in Norman County.

"Once alfalfa has broken dormancy during the winter it will not go back into

dormancy," says Martin. "And we are pretty certain that after it breaks dormancy it will

have less resistance to sub-zero temperatures. The recent near-zero air temperatures

have probably damaged new growth and could potentially have killed plants."

Martin says a key factor in the health of alfalfa is the effect of temperature on

alfalfa crowns, the root region just below the soil surface. "Normally, alfalfa crowns will

tolerate soil temperatures above 15 degrees F," he says. "To my knowledge, winter soil

temperatures in Minnesota haven't met this threshold this year. However, we don't

know what the threshold temperature is for plants that have broken dormancy."

Last year at Lamberton, says Martin, a soil temperature of 29 degrees F for one

week in early April was enough to damage alfalfa.

Air temperatures lag behind soil temperatures, and it's not clear what air

temperature will kill newly generated alfalfa shoots.

"That depends on exposure time and conditions during exposure," says Martin.

"Normally, excessive exposure time to temperatures in the mid-twenties will kill the

(over)
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plant tissue. But it's also important to remember that quoted temperatures are for three

feet above the ground. Alfalfa shoots are close to the soil surface, which could keep

them warmer."

Martin cautions growers not to panic. He says a stand assessment will be

necessary to determine the extent of possible damage and the stand density of healthy

plants. The final test will be the number of stems per square foot growing to six inches

tall. If there are fewer than 39 stems per square foot, plowing may be the best option. If

there are 40-55 stems there will be some yield reduction. More than 55 stems means

there should be no yield loss.

"We expect to see more damage on south facing slopes of fields, on older stands,

in areas with no snow cover and in fields cut late last fall," says Martin.

He says the younger the stand, the greater the tolerance for cold. He

recommends that growers with the majority of their acreage older than four years old

(in the seeding year the stand is one-year old) order seed to expand their seeded

acreage.

Another weather-related concern for alfalfa is "heaving," in which plants are

physically lifted out of the soil. Martin says this can happen when temperatures

fluctuate between freezing and thawing, but it doesn't happen often in Minnesota.

A publication entitled"Alfalfa Stand Assessment: Is This Stand Good Enough to

Keep?" (FO-6519) is available for purchase from county offices of the University of

ivlinnesota Extension Service. It's also available from the U of M Extension Distribution

Center by credit card at (800) 876-8636 or (612) 624-4900.

Martin is afaculty member in the College of Agricultural, Food and Environmental

Sciences.
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New VIm will host conference on strategic dairy growth

A four-state dairy conference on "Positioning for the Future: Expanding Dairy

Profitability through Strategic Growth" will take place April 1-2 at New Ulm, Minn. The

conference at the Holiday Inn is designed for dairy producers and their advisors.

The conference is sponsored by the extension services of Iowa State University,

the University of Illinois, the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wisconsin.

It features a variety of speakers from the state universities, industry, and growing dairy

farms. Topics will focus around the two areas of deciding among facility alternatives

and managing a dairy business.

The registration fee for the conference is $175 per person. This includes four

meals, three refreshment breaks, and all printed materials but does not include housing.

To register or obtain a conference brochure, contact Leon Meger at (800) 367-5363 or a

county extension office in one of the four sponsoring states.

A two-day conference with similar theme and content will take place March 31

and April 1 at Madison, Wis.
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Volunteers, staff needed for new farm safety initiative

A new program to help make Minnesota farms more safe will be available to

interested persons this summer. The Farm Safety and Health Program of the University of

Minnesota Extension Service will work with rural community residents to set up local Farm

Safety Leadership Teams.

"Your participation on one of these teams could make a big difference in the health of

farm families," says Michele Schermann, U of M farm safety and health program coordinator.

Throughout the summer, the U of M program will be working with community

leaders in four or five separate areas of the state. The objective will be to identify crucial

issues, develop targeted solutions, and connect with state resources and funding.

Together, Farm Safety Leadership Team members might tackle projects such as:

--Farm safety day camps for kids;

--Training for health care professionals;

--Farm worker training to reduce lost time and workers' compensation insurance costs;

--Exhibits at local fairs and farm shows;

--Farm health media campaigns.
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Both volunteers and paid staff members are needed to make the Farm Safety

Leadership Teams a success, says Schermann. Two paid staff members will be hired to

coordinate the teams, starting in May. Coordinators must be proficient in the use of

computers, possess community organization skills, and be familiar with rural health and

safety issues.

For more information about the Farm Safety Leadership Teams or the coordinator

positions, contact Schermann or John Shutske at (612) 624-7444, e-mail to

fs@gaia.bae.umn.edu or check the web site at www.bae.umn.edul -fsloutreach.
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Minnesota farm safety efforts payoff as fatalities drop in 1997

The year 1997 was the safest year in recorded history for Minnesota farm workers,

according to the University of Minnesota Extension Service IS Farm Safety and Health

Program. Twenty people died in the farm workplace last year, a nearly 50 percent decrease

from last year's total of 38. The 1997 figure was down 84 percent from the total of 126 deaths

30 years ago, in 1967.

"The trend over the past 10 years indicates that farm fatalities are dropping, even

when we adjust for the declining number of Minnesota farms," says U of M farm safety and

health specialist John Shutske. "Although 20 deaths a year is still far too many, we are

encouraged by the overall trend. II

The 1997 total included 19 males and one female, a 10-year-old girl who was stepped

on by a horse in Anoka County. Three people were killed by tractor rollovers, and three

others were run over by tractors or other types of farm equipment. Other causes of death

included asphyxiation in manure pits, encounters with livestock, and falls.

Shutske says the trend toward fewer farm deaths and injuries will probably continue

in the coming years. "Although we can't control the weather and other factors
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that contribute to unsafe farming conditions, farm machinery is definitely becoming safer,"

he says. Safety standards adopted in the 1970s and '80s, such as requirements for rollover

protection devices and seatbelts on all new tractors, have helped. Older, unsafe tractors are

gradually being replaced.

However, one trend has not changed. As in previous years, farm children in 1997

were often victims of farm "accidents." Sadly, five of the Minnesotans who died were

children who were either watching farm work or carrying out chores themselves. These

deaths were largely preventable, says Michele Schermann, U of M farm safety and health

program coordinator.

"If someone is carrying a young child on a farm a tractor or combine, something

tragic can easily happen," says Schermann. "We've seen it too often. We also see too many

children who are allowed to play or work unsupervised in dangerous areas, around deadly

PTa shafts, around dangerous livestock, or in dangerous atmospheres such as silos, grain

bins, and manure pits. Farming is dangerous work for adults. It is not child's play."

This summer, the U of M Extension Service will launch a new, community-based

outreach initiative to help develop even more local programs for farmers and their families.

"We will be looking for volunteer farm safety leaders to help coordinate and lead local

outreach activities," says Schermann. "Here's an opportunity for farm community members

to help bring the death and injury rate down even further."
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Weed control is critical when establishing new eRP cover

Controlling weeds is a key challenge this spring for landowners with land

accepted into the new Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). Weeds can be a major

obstacle to successfully establishing a cover crop on CRP land.

"Anticipate weed problems based on field history," advises Bob Byrnes,

extension educator in Lyon County with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Annuals that produced seed during the past one or two seasons are likely to be a

problem, as are the perennial weeds that persist from year to year."

If you are putting land into CRP that was previously in crops, consider the

possibility of herbicide carryover, says Byrnes. "Many native grasses that will planted

on CRP acres are susceptible to injury from herbicide carryover," he points out. "Some

commonly used crop herbicides have label restrictions that eliminate native grass

plantings in the year following application. Check the herbicide label for planting

restrictions, or obtain a listing of carryover restrictions from your county extension

office."

Where herbicide carryover is a concern, Byrnes recommends planting a

temporary cover crop on CRP land.

In some cases, land that was previously in CRP is going into the new CRP. This

usually means replacing previous vegetation with native grass cover. "Previous CRP

vegetation should have been eliminated last fall if you want to seed a new cover this

spring," says Byrnes. "If the ground wasn't prepared last fall, focus this year on

preparing to plant in 1999."

(over)
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For land that was plowed last fall but didn't receive a prior bumdown herbicide

application, that means seeding a temporary cover this year, says Byrnes. Efforts in 1998

should focus on eliminating perennial plants such as brome grass and quackgrass.

IIIf nothing has been done to prepare old CRP land for new CRP cover seeding,

the goal for 1998 needs to be eliminating vegetation by the end of the growing season,"

says Byrnes. IIIf the land is extremely rough, plan to level out the gopher mounds this

spring to allow herbicide application equipment to travel the field later in the year. If

there are patches of nasty weeds such as Canada thistle, plan to spot treat with a

herbicide in mid-summer. Follow this up with an August mowing to facilitate regrowth

prior to application of a burndown herbicide in mid- to late September. II

Eliminating undesirable perennial vegetation is an important part of preparation

for CRP seeding, says Byrnes. Annual grassy weeds such as foxtail and barnyard grass

compete with spring-seeded grass.

"Selective control of grasses is often difficult," Byrnes points out. "Tillage or

herbicide burndown just prior to seeding reduces the foxtail problem. Annual

broadleaves can be very competitive. Clipping above the seedling grass is an option.

Clip before weeds become so large they smother the seeded CRP crop. Mowing should

not remove more than 60 percent of the leaf area of the CRP species."

Byrnes says a number of herbicides are available to use in new CRP seedings. For

a list of these, check with your county extension office.
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Fluid fertilizer in contact with seed doesn't hurt corn, study says

Applying fluid fertilizer in contact with corn seed at planting had no negative effect

on emergence or yield in a three-year University of Minnesota study. The study took place

at the U of M Southern Experiment Station at Waseca and Southwest Experiment Station

at Lamberton.

Three fluid fertilizers (4-10-10, 7-21-7, and 10-34-0) were each applied at rates of 5,

10, and 15 gallons per acre. "The corn was planted so that the fluid fertilizer was placed in

the seed trench," says George Rehm, soil scientist with the U of M Extension Service. "The

probability of soil coming between the fertilizer and the seed in the planting operation was

low."

In each of the three years, there was no negative effect on emergence or yield, even

at the 15-gallon-per-acre rate. "In evaluating this information, it's important to realize that

soil moisture levels were relatively high at planting each year," Rehm points out. "Some

stand reduction may have occurred if the soil at seed depth had been dry at planting time."

Rehm says the results show that seed-placed fertilizer can substitute for the more

traditional starter placement.

(over)
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"Com growers who find that starter fertilizer attachments will not work for their

production situation may want to choose a seed-placed option," says Rehm. "In evaluating

this option, it's important to remember that the risk of damage decreases as soil moisture

content at planting increases."

Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Stomach magnets can protect cows in pastures with storm debris

Cows grazing pastures where there's debris from recent tornadoes or

windstorms are at increased risk for a condition known as "hardware disease." Putting a

magnet into the stomach of a cow can help protect her from hardware disease, says

Ralph Farnsworth, veterinarian with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Hardware disease is the result of cows swallowing small pieces of wire, nails, or

other small, metal objects," explains Farnsworth. "Cows do not chew their food

thoroughly when eating, but rather, they 'chew their cud' later, bringing up food stored

in their first stomach. When eating, they take in large quantities of food such as grass or

hay and swallow almost immediately. If a mouthful of grass contains a small piece of

metal, the cow will probably not even notice."

Farnsworth notes that windstorms can litter pastures with nails, fence staples,

and small pieces of wire or other metal. Hay or silage harvested from fields containing

debris may also pose a danger to cattle. A piece of metal picked up by a silage chopper

may be cut into small pieces that are easily swallowed by a cow.

"After small pieces of metal are swallowed, they tend to remain in the reticulum,

or second stomach, of the animal," says Farnsworth. "The sharp pieces of metal may

pierce the stomach walls, allowing stomach contents to leak out into the body cavity.

(over)
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This can result in infections. The pieces of metal may also go through the diaphragm of

the cow and cause infection of the heart or lung cavities, leading to death in some

cases."

A magnet in a cow's stomach will collect the small pieces of metal and hold them

in place so that they cannot move around and injure the animal, says Farnsworth.

Magnets used for this purpose are about two and one-half inches long and a half

inch in diameter, or about the size of a man's thumb. They can be administered with a

balling gun, like those used for pills. The magnet will move into the second stomach

compartment of the cow. It will usually remain there for at least a year, but may

eventually be expelled through the digestive tract.

Farnsworth recommends placing a magnet in all cows grazing fields containing

storm debris. The magnets are relatively inexpensive, and are available through most

veterinarians.

Farnsworth adds that it is important to clear meadows of debris before

harvesting hay or silage. And if a feed mill, grinder-mixer, TMR mixer, or forage

harvester is equipped with a magnet to remove metal from feed, check to make sure the

magnet is in place so that it works properly.

Farnsworth is afaculty member in the College ofVeterinary Medicine.
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Fertilizer that smells like dead fish may be fishy

Buying crop inputs on the basis of unrealistic claims and unproven results is

likely to be a waste of money. Don't throwaway hard-earned cash, says George Rehm,

soil scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

Looking ahead to the 1998 growing season, Rehm says you could be spending

your money foolishly if you:

--Agree to let someone "balance" your fertilizer program by adjusting ca1cium-to-

magnesium ratios

--Buy a product that is supposed to "activate" the bacterial life in your soil

--Buy a product that promises to make soils "drier in wet years" but "wetter in

dry years"

--Purchase products that promise to improve crop yields if used as foliar

applications,;

--Think that there are really fertilizers that are two or three times more effective

or available than others

--Buy a product that smells like dead fish, yet is supposed to do great things

when applied to soils at very low rates.

Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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A high level of magnesium in the soil is not a problem for Minnesota crop

producers. The ratio of calcium to magnesium is also not a concern, says George Rehm,

soil scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

Rehm says some soil magnesium is essential for crop production. If the level of

this nutrient in the soil is low, adding it in fertilizer will often improve crop yields. "In

Minnesota, the probability of measuring a yield increase from adding magnesium is

highest on sandy soils that are very acid," Rehm points out.

Rehm says he has heard reports that some crop producers believe high levels of

magnesium in the soil can "make the soil hard" or cause it to be "out of balance." Some

also believe there is an "ideal ratio" of calcium to magnesium in soils. According to this

theory, the ratio of calcium to magnesium should be in the range of 4.3 to 1 to 7.5 to 1.

"Several researchers have thoroughly evaluated the impact of these ratios on

crop production," says Rehm. "In Ohio research on corn and soybeans involving a wide

range of calcium-to-magnesium ratios, there was no relation between any ratio and

highest or lowest yields. In Wisconsin, researchers adjusted the calcium-to-magnesium

ratio in a sandy soil and then measured alfalfa yield. Yield was similar through a wide

range of ratios."

(over)
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Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Good planning can help recover from tornado, wind damage

Nearly every year in the upper Midwest a number of unfortunate farm families

experience the destructive forces associated with tornadoes or high winds. In a matter

of minutes, these storms can damage or destroy homes, livestock buildings, storage

buildings, windbreaks, and grain handling systems that took generations to establish.

Individual reactions to these kinds of losses vary, but many people experience

shock and extreme stress, say Larry Jacobson, Kevin Janni, and Bill Wilcke, engineers

with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. People need time to go through a

grieving process, they say. Even though there is a tendency to repair, rebuild, replant,

and get on with life as soon as possible, the time shortly following a devastating loss is

probably not ideal for making important, long-term decisions.

Following a disaster when immediate personal and family needs are taken care

of, the farm family and the volunteers who are helping them can start making

provisions for caring for livestock and for preventing further loss to salvageable feed,

grain and equipment. It might be best to avoid making irreversible decisions. Instead,

the engineers suggest trying to do things that will buy time to do the planning and

information gathering necessary for making long-term decisions. The engineers offer

these examples:

eInstead of immediately deciding to sell the dairy cows after the parlor is

destroyed, it may be possible to place the cows on other dairy farms temporarily.

(over)
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-Rather than immediately rebuilding a damaged swine finishing building on the

old foundation, consider erecting hoop houses or adapting other solid floor buildings.

In situations where storm damage is wide-spread, it might be difficult to get materials

and builders right away, so using simple facilities that you can construct yourself might

make the most sense.

-Instead of immediately selling grain from a damaged bin at a low price, perhaps

it could be stored at a neighbor's farm for a few months.

After immediate needs are met and initial dean-up is completed, it is time to

start thinking about the future and making longer-term decisions. This might be a good

opportunity to reassess family goals. If the family decides that they are quite satisfied

with the farm operation and quality of life that they had before the storm, they can start

rebuilding a similar type of operation.

But if the previous operation had some shortcomings and quality of life goals

were not being met, it could be time to make some changes to part or all of the

operation. Here is a long list of questions that might be asked during the planning

process:

-For families who raised animals, did you really enjoy working with animals?

Would you rather quit raising animals, or perhaps start raising a different kind of

animal?

-If you had an operation that required lots of labor, would you rather rebuild a

more automated system that requires less labor? Or, if you had an expensive,

automated system, are you willing to replace it with a less expensive system that

requires more labor and management? Are you interested in switching from

confinement to a pasture-based system, or vice versa?

-Are there problems with the current farmstead site (environmental problems,

not enough space, poor traffic problems) and would it be better to start over at a new

site

_ Was the windbreak in the right position relative to driveways, buildings and

feedlots?
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.Should facilities be repaired or completely replaced? (In general, if repairs to

damaged facilities cost more than two-thirds the cost of new facilities, it's probably

better to tear down the old facilities and build new ones.)

.Were the old facilities in the right place, or would it be better to put them in a

new spot?

.Were the old facilities the right size, or is it time to expand or to down-size?

. Were you satisfied with the old manure handling system, or is it time to switch to a

new system that is more convenient or less expensive or more environmentally sound?

.Was the old feeding system appropriate? Could you switch from dry grain to

high-moisture grain or more forage? Would bunker silos be a good replacement for

tower silos, or vice versa?

.Did your old grain handling system provide the quality, capacity and energy

efficiency you'd like? Would a different type of grain drying and cooling work better?

Many of these questions are difficult to answer, so take your time and gather as

much information as you can. Visit other farms, contact Extension personnel and other

information providers, get bids from several contractors, and consider hiring

consultants. A $500 to $1,000 investment for planning services could save you lots of

headaches and thousands of dollars in the long run.

Midwest Plan Service (MWPS) publications are a good source of general

planning information for farmsteads, livestock facilities and grain handling systems. A

catalog of MWPS publications can be obtained from the University of Minnesota

Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering Department, Attn: MWPS, 219 BioAgEng,

1390 Eckles Avenue, St. Paul, MN 55108, telephone (612) 625-9733 or the University of

Wisconsin Biological Systems Engineering Department, 460 Henry Mall, Madison, WI

53706, telephone: (608) 262-3310.
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New organic certification handbook available

A new publication is available for anyone interested in certifying organic crop

acres in Minnesota. "Organic Certification of Crop Production in Minnesota" is a user-

friendly guide produced by the Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture (MISA)

and the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

This 40-page handbook is written by organic consultant and trained organic

inspector Lisa Gulbranson. It gives a detailed description of the organic certification

process. While focused on certification in Minnesota, the concepts apply across the

region.

The handbook discusses the decision of whether to become a certified

organic producer, leads the reader through a step-by-step description of the certification

process and provides sample forms to use on farms. It also introduces organic livestock

production and organic certification of on-farm and off-farm processing, suggests a

strategy for moving forward and includes a list of helpful resources.

"The Organic Certification guide is comprehensive, but not overwhelming. We

have been certified since 1994, and I learned some things from it," says Greg Reynolds,

organic farmer in Delano, Minnesota.
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The cost of each manual is $3 (Minnesota residents add 7% sales tax), plus $2 for

shipping. To order, send a check (in U.s. dollars) payable to : University of Minnesota

Extension Service, Distribution Center, University of Minnesota, 1420 Eckles Ave., St.

Paul, MN 55108-6069. To order by credit card, call 1-800-876-8636 (Twin Cities: 624-

4900). Call for information on bulk orders.
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Warm, dry weather could encourage grasshoppers

Warm, dry spring weather could set the stage for serious grasshopper outbreaks

in some areas of northwest Minnesota. Early scouting is the best strategy for

minimizing grasshopper damage, according to Curt Nyegaard, extension educator in

Kittson County with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Scouting may need to begin in late April or early May, depending on how warm

it gets and how fast degree days accumulate," says Nyegaard. "This early scouting

should focus on known 'hot spots' from last year."

In 1996 and 1997, Nyegaard found several spots where grasshoppers were

damaging young crops in early June during short dry spells. The grasshoppers were

moving into fields from ditches, field windbreaks, and other grassy areas.

"Protective treatments may be necessary along field borders and margins," says

Nyegaard. "Effective treatment should take place when most of the hoppers are in the

fifth instar. If treatment occurs too early, it will have to be repeated. When it occurs too

late and hoppers are larger, they are more resistant. Those with wings can cause more

crop damage than nymphs that cannot fly."

(over)
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Nyegaard says two-striped, migratory clear-winged, red legged, and differential

grasshoppers damage crops in northwest Minnesota and northeast North Dakota. For

detailed information on scouting and control measures, contact Nyegaard at the Kittson

County Extension Office at (800) 770-7029 or (218) 843-3674 and ask for a publication on

"Grasshopper Management."
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Some fertilizer materials applied in contact with seed can damage corn

Some fertilizer materials can damage corn if applied in contact with the seed at

planting time. Stand and yield can suffer, says George Rehm, soil scientist with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"It would be wise to avoid using urea fertilizer in contact with the seed," says

Rehm. "In a Wisconsin study, urea applied in contact with the seed at a rate of five

pounds of actual nitrogen per acre produced a substantial yield reduction. When

ammonium nitrate was the nitrogen source, stand damage was not measured until the

nitrogen rate was 20 pounds per acre."

Rehm says ammonium thiosulfate, a liquid material, can also reduce emergence

if placed in contact with the seed. This material has an analysis of 12-0-0-26 and is used

to supply the sulfur in some fluid fertilizers. Since sulfur is necessary in fertilizer for

corn only when soils are sandy, this material should not be a component of fluid starter

in most of Minnesota, says Rehm.

The micronutrient boron is another concern. "Stand reduction has been measured

when boron has been applied in contact with the seed," says Rehm. "The explanation for

this damage is not known. However, boron is only needed in fertilizer in a small part of
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Minnesota. As with sulfur, damage from this nutrient should not be a concern for corn

production in most of Minnesota."

Rehm says producers who plan on using fertilizer with the seed should pay

attention to soil moisture during planting. "The potential for damage from any fertilizer

placed with the seed increases as soil moisture decreases," he points out.

Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Late frost not likely to damage com or soybeans

Don't worry about the possibility of a late spring frost when deciding when to

plant corn or soybeans. It's not very likely that a frost will damage the crops, says Dale

Hicks, agronomist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"A late spring frost may kill some leaves or entire plants," notes Hicks. "Leaf

injury of corn in the seedling stage will not affect grain yield. A late spring frost will

only affect corn grain yield if a significant stand reduction occurs so that the plant

population is less than optimum."

Hicks says soybean leaves are thicker than corn leaves and can endure lower air

temperatures for a longer time without leaf injury. "Should the low temperature kill

some soybean plants, yield is not likely to be affected," he points out. "That's because

the remaining soybean plants compensate for a few missing plants."

Hicks is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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If phosphorus tests low, soybeans can benefit from phosphate

Soybeans can benefit from phosphate fertilization where soil test values for

phosphorus are low or very low. Research from 1997 shows this, says George Rehm,

soil scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

Rehm cites a 1997 study at the U of M West Central Experiment Station at

Morris. The study evaluated the effect of phosphate fertilization at various rates on

soybeans grown no-till and with fall chisel tillage.

"The response to phosphate was substantial," says Rehm. "Applying 23 pounds

of phosphate per acre produced the largest yield increase. The optimum rate with both

tillage systems was 69 pounds of phosphate per acre. The phosphorus soil test at this

site was in the low range."

The results of a soil test should be the guide for phosphate fertilization of

soybeans, according to Rehm. He says a profitable yield increase is likely if the

phosphorus test is below 10 parts per million with the Bray test or eight parts per

million with the Olsen test.

Rehm is ufaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Farm income plummets in southwestern and northwestern Minnesota

Dry weather in southwestern Minnesota and scab disease in northwestern

Minnesota have left many farmers in dire financial straits.

Average 1997 net farm income was down 35 percent from 1996, according to the

annual Southwestern Minnesota Farm Business Management Association report. The

report included 208 farms in 16 counties in an area roughly south of Marshall and south

and west of New Ulm. For the "average" farm in the report, financial results were

mixed in 1997, says Kent Olson, economist with the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

Olson says average farm income was $40,598 in 1997. But the bottom 20 percent

of farms had an average loss of -$25,337, much larger than in 1996. Dry weather was

the culprit in some cases.

"For those lucky enough to be living under some wet clouds in July and August,

yields and profits for a 650-acre farm could easily be $20,000 to $40,000 higher than a

neighboring farm that didn't get rain," says Erlin Weness, extension farm management

specialist at Worthington.

"There's a segment of farmers who aren't doing very well," Weness says, and

some whose debt to asset ratio hasgone up could have more financial problems in the

future.

In contrast, farmers in the Southeastern Association had another good year

financially, Olson says. Average net farm income in 1997 was $73,311, an increase of 8.5

percent from 1996 and the highest average on record.

(over)
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In northwestern Minnesota, farm bankruptcies are all too common, says Howard

Person, Pennington County extension educator at lbief River Falls. "Northwestern

Minnesota farmers are really hurting. Scab on wheat and barley the past five years has

made it impossible to get crop insurance. And without crop insurance, farmers can't get

operating loans.

"Many farmers are switching to canola and soybeans since they can get crop

insurance at reasonable rates. But soybeans are very risky/' Person says. "An August

frost-which we get an average of once every five years-means no crop."

Person says farmers "too far gone financially" to get operating loans for any crop

are planting oats and flax. The theory is use no fertilizer and limited chemicals to cut

costs, and "take what you get" for yields.. "These are cheap crops to raise, but farmers

haven't grown oats and flax for years due to low prices," Person says.

"Farmers are going out of business big time.' In the mid-1980s farm crisis, the

emphasis was on reorganizing to improve cash flow. But now it's how to liquidate, go

out of farming and make the transition to another job/' he says.

"The farm crisis is affecting everyone/' Person says. "In the mid-80s we had 120

dairy farms in the county, now there are 25. And I'm working with farmers ranging

from 35 to over 70 years of age. In one case, a retired farmer tried to help his son-in

law. A divorce complicated things, and now the retired farmer has nothing left. He lost

everything."

The Extension Services of Minnesota and North Dakota and several other

agencies have started "Northwestern Minnesota Farm Wrap/' a free program to

prevent financial and other life crises facing farm families who are already going

through difficult times.

Farm Wrap proposes to "surround farm families with support services they may

need, at no cost." The program has three components. One is to coordinate social

services for rural families. Secondly, the program subsidizes costs of bankruptcy

(Page 2 of 3)



attorneys and certified public accountants for farm families going out of business.

Without sound financial planning, it's possible to go bankrupt and still owe $40,000 or

more in taxes, Person says.

And third, a program at the University of Minnesota-erookston will provide a

clearinghouse for career transition help, including job searches, training and education.

Rural families in Northwestern Minnesota may call 1-800-543-7709, or (218) 281

3820 to talk with a Farm Wrap worker. Families have the freedom to choose a team of

specialists to help come up with a manageable solution to help deal with their life's

pressures, including bankruptcy, taxes, personal safety, family harmony, stressors, faith

and other issues.

The Farm Business Management Association reports are available on the web at

http://www.cffm.umn.edu/dfm.farmmgt.htm.
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u.s. agriculture is an economic "miracle," economists say

Agriculture's efficiency gains have helped the U.S. economy grow, and most

reward from these gains have been passed on to consumers rather than being retained

in agriculture, according to a study by applied economists at the University of

Minnesota.

However, this growth in efficiency appears to be stagnating due to declining

public investments in agricultural research and development. "This may be the biggest

threat to the future competitiveness of U.S. agriculture," their report says.

The two-year study of how agriculture can retain or increase its competitiveness

in the domestic and world markets was done by Terry Roe, professor in the Department

of Applied Economics, and graduate student Munisamy Gopinath, now an assistant

professor at Oregon State University. A condensed version titled "The miracle of U.S.

agriculture" was published in the Winter, 1998 issue of the Minnesota Agricultural

Economist, published by the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

About 1950 the growth in "total factor productivity" started to pass that of the

rest of the economy. Growth in total factor productivity means technological change

that causes output to grow even though prices and inputs such as land, labor,

machinery and chemicals are held constant. Growth in total factor productivity is also

characterized by the production of an increasing variety of higher quality food. And,

"this was achieved in the face of long-term declining real prices for (agricultural)

products," the economists wrote in their report.

(over)
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The value of agriculture's exports exceeded the value of agricultural imports

from the late 1800s through the early 1920s. From then through the early 1950s,

agriculture was a net importer due largely to world economic conditions and the high

value of the dollar relative to other currencies.

The U.S. was a small net exporter from the early 1950s until the late 1960s. In the

early 1970s agriculture emerged as a major net exporter. Its rate of growth averaged 6.8

percent a year. Currently, agriculture accounts for about 8.5 percent of total U.S.

exports, even though its share in the total economy is only one percent.

It's surprising that this growth occurred at a time of declining real prices received

by farmers, the economists said. With the exception of two "oil-shock" episodes during

the 1970s, the index of real prices received by farms has declined to only slightly over 30

percent of its value in the early 1950s.

In contrast, the real price index of manufacturers remains above 85 percent,

while the real price index of services has risen to nearly 140 percent of its value of

earlier years. Both supply and demand forces determine these trends.

"As real incomes grOW, the amount of new income consumers spend on services

rises relative to that spent on food. So even if demand for and money spent on food

rises, it doesn't rise as fast as the demand for services/" the economists say.

But in spite of the decline in agriculture's share relative to other sectors of the

economy, the supply of food has grown faster than demand, and agriculture's real

growth domestic product has risen. "Access to foreign markets has been critical.

Otherwise, farmers will face even more rapid declines in prices/Ii they say.

Investments in public research and development in agriculture account for

nearly two-thirds of total factor productivity. However, both the public and private

sectors continue to under-invest in agricultural research and development, the

economists say. "Social profitability of these investments have been estimated to yield

returns of 50 percent of each dollar invested per year/" they add.

(Page 2 of 3)



Due to declining farm prices, over half of the gains from growth in agriculture's

total factor productivity don't show up in higher payments to family labor, buildings,

equipment and land. Instead, gains have passed to the food processing sector.

"But these gains don't stay in the food processing sector," the economists say.

The ultimate beneficiaries of efficiency gains in agriculture and food processing are

consumers-through retail and wholesale trade, hotels and restaurants.

Copies of the Minnesota Agricultural Economist article are available at

www.extension.umn.edu/newslet.html, by calling (612) 625-1705, or e-mail

lletnes@dept.agecon.umn.edu.

Terry Roe is afaculty member in the University's College ofAgricultural, Food and

Environmental Sciences.
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Post-emergence herbicides give highest yields in ridge-till trials

Effective weed control is usually a concern for growers who use the ridge-till

planting system. "Since some cultivation is needed to build ridges, there has been some

question about the need for herbicide use in this planting system," says George Rehm,

soil scientist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

Rehm found that use of post-emergence herbicides in a ridge-till system

produced higher soybean yields than cultivation in a recent two-year study in

Kandiyohi County, Minn.

Average yields of soybeans not cultivated were compared with yields where the

soybean crop was cultivated one or two times. Each of the cultivation systems was

evaluated with or without post-emergence herbicides. Herbicides used varied each year

due to differences in populations of the broadleaf and grass weeds in the field.

With no cultivation and no herbicide use, the yield was 14 bushels per acre.

Post-emergence herbicides without cultivation controlled weeds, and the average yield

was 47 bushels per acre. "The value of this increase was much more than the cost of the

herbicide program," Rehm says.

(over)
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Herbicide use was also important when two cultivations were used. Two

cultivations without herbicides produced 26 bushels per acre. The combination of two

cultivations and post emergence herbicides produced average yields of 36 bushels per

acre. The reason for the drop from 47 bushels with herbicides and no cultivation to 36

bushels with herbicides plus two cultivations is unclear, Rehm says.

Some weeds were controlled by the cultivations. But the post-emergence

herbicides with or without cultivation produced the highest yield. "The post-emergence

herbicides were very effective in controlling weeds in the ridge-till planting system," he

says.

The study was funded by the Energy and Sustainable Agriculture Program,

Minnesota Department of Agriculture. For more information, contact Rehm at (612)

625-6210, e-mail grehm@extension.umn.edu.

George Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food and

Environmental Sciences.
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Natural Resource Adventure Camp for teens is Aug. 2-7

A Natural Resource Adventure Camp for young people ages 12 through 16 is

scheduled Aug. 2-7, 1998. It will be held at the Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning

Center in Lanesboro, Minn.

Youth can learn about careers in science, natural resources and other

environmental fields. They can also explore wildlife habitats, astronomy, shooting

sports, reptiles, rock climbing and a high ropes course.

No previous experience or skills are needed and all equipment is provided.

Instructors are natural resource professionals from the University of Minnesota, the U.s.

Forest Service, Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning Center and the Minnesota

Department of Natural Resources.

The number of participants is limited, so register early. Cost of the camp is $220

per person. Some partial scholarships are available.

For more information, contact Stephan Carlson, Center for 4-H Youth

Development, University of Minnesota Extension Service, at (612) 626-1259, or (800)

444-4238, e-mail scarlson@extension.umn.edu Or, contact your local county extension

office.
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Help with identifying weeds in farm crops available from U of M

Identifying weeds is an important task for producers of farm crops. Help with

identifying weeds is usually available from such local sources as county extension

educators, vo-ag instructors, and agricultural inspectors.

If a weed in a farm crop can't be identified locally, assistance is available from

Kevin Cavanaugh of the University of Minnesota Extension Service. Crop producers

can send weed specimens by mail to Cavanaugh in the Department of Agronomy and

Plant Genetics. He lists the following mailing instructions:

--Do not put weeds into plastic bags or wrap in plastic wrap. The plants will turn

to mush.

--Put the plants in a fold of a paper towel or newspaper. Press them overnight

under the weight of a heavy book and mail them in the paper. Plants can be folded, if

necessary, to accommodate the envelope.

--Mail all plant samples at the beginning of the week. This will help avoid having

the plant samples sit in the post office over a weekend.

(over)
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--Send an identifiable portion of the plant, usually the top growth with flowers

and/or fruits. Roots are not normally needed for identification of older plants.

However, if sending weed seedlings or vegetative plants, send the entire plant.

Send specimens to Kevin Cavanaugh, Department of Agronomy and Plant

Genetics, University of Minnesota, 411 Borlaug Hall, 1991 Upper Buford Circle, St. Paul,

MN 55108.

Information on weed management and herbicide application and timing is

available in extension publication BU-3157-NR2, "Cultural and Chemical Weed Control

in Field Crops--1998." It's available for purchase from county extension offices in

Minnesota, or by calling the Extension Distribution Center at (800) 876-8636 or (612)

624-4900.

Cavanaugh is the IPM and ag professional program coordinator in the College of

Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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Cow lameness is costly for dairy producers

Cow lameness is a problem that's becoming more common in dairy herds today,

especially in confinement systems. Economic losses from lameness add up quickly,

notes Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

"Lameness is the third most common reason for culling cows, exceeded only by

reproductive problems and mastitis," says Kjome. "Less clearly defined losses from

lameness include treatment costs, milk discarded because of antibiotic residues, adverse

effects on dry matter intake, reduced milk yield, weight losses, delayed interval from

calving to first service and longer interval from calving to conception."

Kjome says various surveys have shown lameness affecting from 3 to 30 percent

of dairy cows annually. Claw disorders account for 75 to 90 percent of the diagnosed

lameness. Confinement systems, where cows are housed, fed and milked largely under

roof and on concrete, tend to magnify the problem.

(over)
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..The two most common infectious causes of foot lameness are foot rot and hairy

heel warts," Kjome points out. "The most common non-infectious cause of foot lameness

is chronic subclinical laminitis."

Kjome says each underlying cause of lameness is unique and requires specific

treatment and control measures. However, some general guidelines are useful for

identifying and treating lameness problems. They are:

(1) The herd owner or herdsperson needs to continually observe cows and

pinpoint those that do not stand or walk normally. (2) Any lame cow needs to be sorted

out, confined and have her leg lifted to see what actually is occurring in and around the

foot. (3) Lame cows should receive treatment to relieve pain and correct the cause of the

problem. (4) Any nutrition consultant involved in formulating herd rations needs to

know and understand consequences if the ration is not in balance. Concentrate-to

forage ratios are extremely important. Monitoring the impact of feeding

recommendations on the foot and leg condition of the herd is crucial. (5) A trained,

skilled and experienced hoof trimmer is a necessary member of the dairy work team.

This person needs to be on the farm a minimum of several times per year to do

maintenance and corrective foot care, closely observing all animals scheduled for

trimming.

"The dairy producer can rely on a professional to do the maintenance and

corrective foot care for the herd," says Kjome. "However, it's also very important to

have a designated on-farm person serve as a daily watchdog to identify and treat cows

showing signs of lameness. Waiting for a foot trimmer or veterinarian to identify and

treat all the foot problems that arise daily in a confined dairy housing and feeding

system can be costly."
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Oats with no hulls are good feed for dairy calves

Oats that have no hulls work well as an ingredient in a grain starter ration for

dairy calves, a University of Minnesota study shows.

The study compared Paul, a hulless oat cultivar, and Milton, a conventional oat,

in starter rations for both preweaned and weaned dairy calves. George Marx, dairy

scientist at the U of M Northwest Experiment Station at Crookston, conducted the

study. It involved 20 Holstein calves during a four-week preweaning period and 16

calves that went through postweaning to eight weeks of age.

The main ingredients in the calf starter used in the study were equal amounts of

oats and shelled com, along with soybean meal. The starter contained 18 percent

protein and was fed free choice.

A nutrient analysis showed the hulless oats were lower in fiber and higher in

protein and fat than control oats. Marx said the hulless oats performed equally well

compared with the control oats in the calf starter. Calf growth and weight gains were

excellent with both types of oats for both weaned and preweaned calves. Starter intake

was adequate, indicating acceptability and palatability. No unusual health problems

showed up in either group or treatment.
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"Hulless oats have only half the fiber content of conventional oats," Marx points

out. "This is an advantage for young calves, which are still monogastric and not able to

digest fiber very well."
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University of Minnesota plans Instate Dairy Tour June 23-25

Opportunities to see viable alternatives for successful dairy expansion will

highlight the University of Minnesota's Instate Dairy Tour June 23-25. Tour stops will

be at six farms in Wright, Carver, Dakota and Sibley counties.

The farms selected for the tour will demonstrate various alternatives for cow

numbers and facilities. The tour will provide insight into different types of business

arrangements, employee relationships, and housing options. It will also provide an

opportunity to share ideas with other dairy producers and advisors from around

Minnesota.

Farms on the tour include Stangen Minkota Holsteins of Howard Lake, Square

Deal Dairy of Randolph, the Drier Farm of Norwood/Young America, the Darrol

Engelman farm of Glencoe, the Leonard Wozniak farm of Cokato, and the Battcher

Family Dairy of Gaylord.

Cost for the three-day tour is $200, which includes two nights lodging at Country

Suites in Chanhassen, bus transportation, all meals except one lunch, and a resource

book. Space on the tour is limited. Brochures with additional information on the farm

stops and the program are available from county extension offices in Minnesota or by

calling the Wright County Extension Office at (612) 682-7394 or (800) 362-3667.
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Four-state Professional Dairy Management Seminar will be June 23-24

The relationship between nutrition and reproduction in dairy cattle will be a

main topic at an upcoming four-state dairy seminar in Dubuque, Iowa. The Professional

Dairy Management Seminar will be June 23-24 at the Dubuque Five Flags Center.

The seminar is designed for top dairy producers, veterinarians, nutrition

consultants, educators, and other agri-service providers who work directly with dairy

producers. The extension services of the University of illinois, Iowa State University,

the University of Minnesota, and the University of Wisconsin are sponsors. A

registration fee discount is available through June 1.

Conference registration will begin at 8:30 a.m. June 23,and the program will

begin at 9 a.m. Topics that morning will be fat sources for lactating cows, alternative

protein sources, and soy protein alternatives. Afternoon topics will be respiratory and

reproductive diseases, Johne's disease and salmonella, contagious mastitis, and

controlling diseases when bringing in new cattle.
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Topics June 24 will be strategies to improve reproductive efficiency, new

information on pregnancy diagnosis and pregnancy losses, effect of nutrition on

reproductive performance, and modernization.

Most of the seminar speakers will be extension animal scientists or veterinarians

from one of the sponsoring universities. The final conference session, from 1:00-3:15

p.m. June 24, will be an "update on timely topics" presented by the conference speakers.

The registration fee for the conference is $95 per person if paid by June 1 and

$125 per person after that date. The fee includes three meals and four breaks, but does

not include lodging. To register, send a check payable to Iowa State University to

Carole Seifert, Iowa State University, Extended and Continuing Education, 102

Scheman Building, Ames, Iowa 50011-1112. To obtain a registration brochure, call

Seifert at (515) 294-1400. For further information about the program, call Jim Linn at the

University of Minnesota at (612) 624-4995.
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June is still a great time to plant gardens, trees and shrubs

Memorial Day has traditionally been peak time for garden planting. However,

June is still a good time to plant many things in the garden or landscape, according to

Deb Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. She

adds that your only problem may be finding much selection of potted perennials and

flowering annuals at garden centers. "The May weather was so lovely that nurseries

and garden centers saw their wares flying off the shelves," Brown says.

Young trees and shrubs whose roots are balled and burlapped can be planted

successfully now and right through the growing season, according to Brown. "Be sure

to mulch them with a circle of wood chips or shredded bark mulch that's four to six

inches deep to help conserve moisture and insulate their roots from high temperatures,"

she says. "And you must be prepared to water them regularly, probably every five to

seven days during hot weather."

There's also time to transplant small tomato and pepper plants early in June and

larger, potted specimens throughout this month. Brown adds that herbs also transplant

successfully into the garden any time in June or even July.
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..In the southern half of the state, some vegetables can still be started from seed,"

she says. "These include snap beans, cucumbers, short-season sweet com and, for fall

harvesting, carrots, beets, cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower." Brown suggests planting

these seeds as you harvest earlier vegetables such as radishes, spinach and leaf lettuce.
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Beef Cattle Field Day will be June 30

Tours of farms in western Minnesota featuring innovative beef cattle production

techniques will highlight a June 30 program for Minnesota beef producers. The Beef

Cattle Field Day is sponsored by the Minnesota Beef Cattle Improvement Association

(MBCIA) and features presentations by beef producers and University of Minnesota

Extension Service faculty members.

The event begins at 2 p.m. with a session oriented toward youth. This session

begins at the Adrian Gordon farm a mile west of Murdock on Highway 12 in Swift

County. Topics and speakers will be:

--Current trends in beef cattle evaluation, Kirby Hettver, Simmental producer,

DeGraff, Minn.

--Beef cattle selection, Robert Padula, Chippewa County extension educator;

--Utilizing performance records and live evaluation, Charles Christians, U of M

extension animal scientist.

A pasture tour and viewing of Limousin cattle on the farms of Adrian Gordon

and Reed Carlson will follow.
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At 7 p.m. there will be a session at Gary Sonstegard's farm at Montevideo in

Chippewa County. Sonstegard will present an overview of the farm's Red Angus

operation. He will also discuss pasture management and quality forage production on

the farm, covering pasture rotation, interseeding forages and storing forages in plastic

bags. In addition, there will be a presentation on managing forages to optimize cow

condition by Alfredo DiCostanzo, U of M extension beef cattle scientist.

The event will conclude with the MBCIA annual meeting and presentation of the

group's Beef Performance Awards to a seedstock producer, a commercial producer and

a young producer.

For further information, contact Charles Christians at (612) 624-0766.

# # #
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Use professionals for tree cleanup after storms

After a storm damages trees in an area, many people - some whose only

qualification is owning a chain saw -- want your tree care business. Gary Johnson,

urban forester with the University of Minnesota Extension Service, says tree care work

is dangerous and requires the services of a professional arborist with the proper

equipment.

"When searching for a tree care/arboricultural company, make sure it's a

reputable business," says Johnson. "Such companies can be found in the Yellow Pages

or recommended by your city forester or the local Department of Natural Resources

field forester."

To make sure you receive quality work, Johnson recommends choosing tree care

professionals by following these steps:

*Make sure they meet minimum qualifications. Ask if they are fully insured for

property damage, personal liability and workers' compensation. Ask to see a current

insurance binder. Are they members of any professional organization such as the

Minnesota Society of Arboriculture, the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) or

the National Arborist Association? Are they certified by the ISA? If they say they are

certified, ask to see their membership card with an expiration date and membership

number for proof.

(over)
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* Ask for local references. Contact these references. Were they satisfied? If

possible, investigate two or more tree care companies to get their analysis of your

property damage and the cost to do the necessary tree work.

* Insist on a contract. After selecting the company you feel will do the work best

(low bidders are not necessarily the best choices), have the company assemble a contract

for the work. Don't hire a company without a contract. Make sure the contract states

exactly what work will be done and who is responsible for cleanup and stump removal.
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Approach a storm-damaged tree with extreme caution

Trees or large limbs that have fallen into power lines or any energized lines can

be deadly and should be approached with extreme caution. That is the advice of Gary

Johnson, urban forester with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"If you suspect the tree has contacted energized lines, call your local electric

company immediately," Johnson says. If there are no wires present, Johnson

recommends the following steps to repair the damage:

*Decide if the tree is worth saving. Johnson says some trees have stronger wood

than others and warrant repair work if they aren't badly damaged. Other trees may not

be worth the effort because they are likely to split out more or be weakened by decay.

*Decide if the tree is a hazard. A hazard tree is any tree that, if it falls or splits

open, would result in damage to property, people or other valuable trees. Trees with

cracks and inner wood decay may be hazards. Consult a tree care professional for an

evaluation of a tree's hazard potential.

*Determine if a damaged tree can be repaired. Johnson says if the tree is small

and is only suffering from broken branches or stems, you can do the repair work

yourself. Remove broken branches using a three-step technique. First, cut part way

(over)
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through the branch from underneath at a point one or two feet from the trunk or larger

branch. Second, make a cut from the top of the branch at a distance of two to four

inches further out from your initial cut. This should allow the branch to fall from its

own weight, breaking at the "hinge" without ripping the bark down the trunk. Finally,

complete the job by making a final cut next to the trunk or larger branch just outside the

swollen branch collar.

"Never top trees," says Johnson. "Decapitating trees only delays the death and

creates more branches to get rid of." He adds that larger trees should be evaluated and

repaired by professionals. Sometimes, split trees can be repaired with braces or cables,

but this should only be done by a professional who has determined that the procedure

will be useful.
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Summer Sheep Roundup at University of Minnesota will be June 24

Grazing sheep using various forages and grazing systems will be a main topic at

the University of Minnesota's 1998 Summer Sheep Roundup June 24 in St. Paul. The

event at the University's St. Paul campus is designed for sheep producers and persons

with a small acreage who are interested in sheep. A highlight will be a tour of the St.

Paul campus sheep facilities to demonstrate ongoing sheep management and product

development research

The event will begin with registration at 6 p.m. at the U of M Sheep Research

Bam at 1794 Dudley Ave. on the St. Paul campus. There will be short presentations on

comparing harvested and grazing feeds, grazing Fresian sheep and results of a Business

Retention and Expansion survey.

The bam tour will cover use of ultrasound to diagnose pregnancy and embryo

development, synchronization technology, results of grazing trials, a grazing project

involving ewes and lambs, and evaluation of four different sheep breeds.

Presenters include U of M animal scientists, veterinarians, agronomists, graduate

students, and an extension educator.

A barbecue and social will follow the tour.

For further information, contact your county extension office or Charles

Christians, Department of Animal Science, phone (612) 624-0766.
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Beef produced for organic market requires higher prices

Beef producers would need a selling price at least 39 percent above conventional

beef prices when feeding steers for the organic beef market, according to a University of

Min..llesota study.

The study also showed diatomaceous earth (DE) had no effect on internal

parasites or overall performance (many sustainable and organic livestock producers use

DE for parasite control). And, consumers should not be concerned about nutritional or

chemical residue differences between organically and conventionally produced beef.

There was no detectable pesticide residue level in feedstuffs, drinking water, muscle,

liver or kidney tissue from any group.

The U of M study by animal scientists Maribel Fernandez and Brent Woodward

compared conventional and organic beef production systems. Twenty-four steers from

conventional and 30 from low-input farming systems were randomly divided into two

groups and assigned to either organic or conventional feedlot systems, resulting in four

treatment groups.

Steers in the conventional group were dewormed, implanted, fed ionophore and

treated with antibiotics as soon as necessary. They had higher rates of gain, better feed

efficiency and required fewer days on feed. Total cost of gain was 39 percent higher for

steers finished organically.

"There were no surprise findings," Woodward says, "but we did give producers

interested in organic beef production some ideas of what they can expect."

(over)
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The definition of "organic" in the study was based on 1994 recommendations of

the US National Organic Standards Board; and organic feedstuffs were certified by an

organic foods association to have been raised without any synthetic compounds.

"Organic standards were followed, but we chose not to go to the expense of getting our

research facility certified," Woodward says. "Low input" means reduced inputs

compared to conventional management, and may fall outside organic standards in

some cases.

Producers considering organic beef production must be prepared for differences

in time to develop cattle to desired weights and potentially lower retail product yield.

Both could have significant impacts on profitability, Woodward says. Genetic

composition of steers will also affect the final product. "Producers need to analyze the

genetic composition of their herd and its effect on final product to determine what beef

production system is best for them," Woodward says.

The project was financed by the Agricultural Experiment Station and the

Graduate School; University of Minnesota; a gift from Mrs. Janice Haarstick Dayton;

and sales of beef from the project, which raised more than $60,000.

More information is available in the Minnesota Beef Cow/Calf Report, available

for $6 from the Department of Animal Science, 122 Peters Hall, University of Minnesota,

St. Paul, MN 55108. Woodward can be contacted at (612) 624- 3667, email

brent@cowboy.agoff.umn.edu.

Brent Woodr.!.mrd is afaculty membe'l" in. the College cfAgricultural, Food an.d Environmental
Sciences.
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Minnesota Livestock Hall of Fame adds 3 members

Three Min...'lesotans were honored recently for their longtime contributions and

service to the livestock industry. David Pierson of Lake City, Eugene Schrader of

Northfield, and Ray Arthaud of St. Paul were inducted into the Minnesota Livestock

Hall of Fame. Their induction took place during the 102nd annual meeting of the

Minnesota Livestock Breeders' Association in St. Paul.

Pierson grew up at Lake Elmo and was active in 4-H. In 1963 he was one of six

national winners in the 4-H dairy project. He earned a B. S. degree in animal science

from the University of Minnesota, where he was a member of the dairy judging team.

In 1971 Pierson and his wife Cheryl moved to Lake City and began farming with

his parents. The family's dairy operation has continued since then, with David's father

retiring in 1977. The current Holstein herd includes 90 cows with a rolling herd average

of nearly 24,000 pounds of milk. The herd produced the "Best Three Females Bred and

Owned by Exhibitor" at the 1996 Minnesota State Show and the 1997 Minnesota State

Fair.

Pierson served as president of the Minnesota Holstein Association in 1988 and

1989. When Minnesota hosted the Minnesota Holstein Association convention in 1989,

he served as vice-chairman and finance chair. In 1993 he was elected to the board of

directors of the Holstein Association, USA, and continued to serve on the board. He has

also been active in the Wabasha County ADA and DHIA, and is a past president of the

Lake City Lions Club.
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Eugene Schrader grew up on a farm near Northfield. When he graduated from

high school his father bought him a team of Belgian mares. The horses became a family

project, and the Schraders have raised over 150 draft and saddle horses over the years.

Gene and his wife Joyce are the parents of five children, all of whom have

finished college and now have homes of their own.

Ray Arthaud was an extension animal scientist at the University of Minnesota

from 1959 until he retired in 1989. He grew up in Nebraska and earned a B. S. degree in

animal science from the University of Nebraska in 1947, ranking number one in his

class. In 1952 he completed his Ph. D. degree in population genetics from the University

of Missouri.

As an extension animal scientist, Arthaud believed in total enterprise,

multidisciplinary education for livestock producers. He developed, organized and

helped instruct such programs as area swine days, swine short courses, and area beef

cow-calf days. He was also the editor and a major contributor for annual Beef Cow-Calf

Reports for 10 years. He provided leadership to demonstration farm projects that

involved hundreds of farm families.

Arthaud conceived the idea for the 4-H Animal Science Workshop (now

Extravaganza) and coordinated it from the beginning until he retired. He interviewed

the 4-HLivestock Achievement Award candidates for 25 years. He was coordinator of

the 4-H State Fair Sheep Show and 4-H Market Lamb Show for six years and of the 4-H

Swine Show for four years. He was assistant general superintendent of the Ak-Sar-Ben

4-H Livestock Show in Omaha, Nebr., for eight years and was showmanship judge for

all meat animal classes for eight years.

He was active in livestock judging for many years and is a member of many

agricultural organizations. He has served as an agricultural advisor in Indonesia and

Taiwan and has hosted and/or advised individuals or groups from some 20 countries

in visits to Minnesota.
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New publication on whole farm planning

Farm families can use the "Whole Farm Planning" process to balance quality of

life with the farm's resources, the need for production and profitability and long-term

stewardship. A new publication, Whole Farm Planning: Combining Family, Profit and

Environment, can help. It's available from the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

Minnesota farmers are facing tough questions, the publication points out:

Should I expand my livestock operation? How about direct marketing or a value-

added enterprise? How can I bring my children into the business, or spend more time

with my family?

Whole Farm Planning, also known as Comprehensive Farm Planning, can help:

• Develop a vision for your farm 10, 20 or 50 years into the future.

• Improve the profitability and efficiency of your farm operations.

• Build community respect for your work in protecting the environment.

• Make the farm a safe and healthy place for you and your family.
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The publication is part of a new series of informational materials developed

through the Sustainable Agriculture Information Exchange, by the Minnesota Institute

for Sustainable Agriculture (MISA). It's available from county offices of the University

of Minnesota Extension Service or from its Distribution Center. Single copies are $2.50

plus sales tax and shipping charges. For more information and prices on bulk orders,

call 1-800-876-8636, or 624-4900 in the Twin Cities.
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Midwest Dairy Management Conference will be Aug. 17-18

Reducing heat stress on dairy cows, getting more milk out of forages, and

transferring the farm business are topics on the agenda at an upcoming dairy

conference in Minneapolis. The event is the Midwest Dairy Management Conference,

Aug. 17-18 at the Minneapolis Convention Center.

The conference is designed for dairy producers, veterinarians, educators and

dairy business and service providers. The University of Minnesota and 11 other

Midwest land grant universities are sponsors. Presenters include 16 of the nation's top

dairy scientists and nine leading-edge producers.

The program will focus on four primary dairy management topics that have a

major impact on profit. Each topic area will be addressed in the main session by

scientists and producers, with opportunity for more in-depth follow-up in concurrent

breakout sessions.

Transition cow management, including nutrition and udder health management,

will be a primary topic Aug. 17. The other primary topic that day will be forages and

nutrition, with sessions on high quality forages, fiber digestibility, custom harvesting

and measuring profitability.
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One of the primary topics Aug. 18 will be business management. There will be

sessions on planning to meet your goals, capital management, putting together a

management team and a producer panel on expansion experiences. The other primary

topic Aug. 18 will be cow comfort and housing. It will include sessions on taking

advantage of cow behavior, freestall barn design, managing heat stress and hoof health.

The conference will include a trade show featuring some 100 providers of dairy-

related products and services.

The cost of the conference is $149 for registrations postmarked by Aug. 1 and

$199 at the door. This includes two noon lunches and two continental breakfasts but

does not include hOUSing. Registration materials are available through county extension

offices in the 12 Midwestern states. They are also available from Leon Meger at (612)

625-2722 or (800) 367-5363. Conference hotels are the Regal Hotel at (800)-522-8856 and

the Hyatt Regency Minneapolis at (800) 233-1234. Blocks of rooms will be held until July

23. For conference program information, contact Joe Conlin at (612) 624-4995.
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Dairy facilities can handle more cows when heifers raised on contract

The opportunity to milk more cows without building more facilities is

encouraging some dairy producers to have someone else raise their heifers. Producers

can expand their herd by 25 percent or more using this strategy, says Dave Kjome,

southeast Minnesota dairy educator with the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

"A producer who contracts to have someone else raise the heifers can specialize

in milking cows," says Kjome. "A disadvantage is the producer lacks management

control over heifer raising. Also, disease is always a concern when heifers from multiple

farms are co-mingled."

Growing heifers may work well for a person who has a feed and water supply

and facilities that have adequate ventilation and allow animal grouping based on size.

Growing heifers on contract can provide employment for a semi-retired person, notes

Kjome. It can also provide full-time work for a person who wants to own and manage a

business.

"A challenge for the grower is to keep a steady supply of contract animals from

multiple sources," says Kjome. "To build a credible reputation and be successful, a

grower must maintain above-average sanitation and use sound management practices."
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In some contract arrangements, says Kjome, the dairy producer sells replacement

animals to a grower, but reserves the right to repurchase the grown heifer at a

predetermined price. The problem for the grower is that the producer may buy back

only the best replacements, leaving the lower end with the grower. Also, the grower

may be without income for 18 months or more.

In the direct contract option, the producer retains ownership of the heifers and

pays the grower a daily fee.

"The contract should protect both the dairy producer and the heifer grower,"

says Kjome. "It should specify the length of contract term, a provision for termination

and a method of arbitration for unknowns. It should spell out health requirements such

as calfhood vaccinations, how to handle death losses and who is to pay for veterinary

care. It should specify who is responsible for breeding the heifers and paying for service

and semen and who is to pay for transportation costs."

Contracts are usually flexible in establishing fees and costs and should permit the

addition and deletion of animals as conditions dictate, says Kjome.

Kjome says many dairy producers don't have a good knowledge of their cost of

raising heifers. "Growers with a proven track record are showing they can do it better

and often cheaper," he concludes.
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Keep your cool and know your options with storm insurance claims

Recent storms have reminded Minnesotans of the value - and the limitations -

of homeowners' insurance. When dealing with insurance companies and adjusters,

consumers have options if they feel they haven't been treated fairly. However, it's

important to keep a level head and be persistent.

That's the advice of Jean Bauer, family resource management specialist with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service. "Too often consumers don't read an

insurance policy carefully for what's covered until they've incurred a loss. That's a bad

time to discover that something isn't covered," Bauer says.

In general, homeowners' policies won't cover tree trimming or tree removal

made necessary by a storm. Most will cover structural damage to a house or garage

caused by a falling tree, but removal of that tree will still be an out-of-pocket expense

before rebuilding can begin. Few policies cover flood damage whether flooding is

caused by streams, torrential rain or sewer back-ups. Water damage related to roof

destruction usually is covered, however.

All of this is spelled out in your insurance policy document, Bauer says. "The

interpretation of what's covered and what isn't, however, may be a point of discussion

between a homeowner and his or her insurance company," Bauer says. "Remember that

adjusters are there to provide quick, easy settlement of a claim but that's both good and
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bad. Everyone wants quick resolution, but structural damage may include things that

aren't immediately apparent. Be patient and thorough in having damage assessed.

Once you cash an insurance check labeled 'full, final and complete settlement' you may

have no recourse if you discover additional damage later."

She advises consumers to keep careful records of storm damage and losses and

to work closely with their insurance companies. "Insurance companies are in business

to assist you and to work with you, but if you reach an impasse or feel you've been

treated unfairly, there are places you can tum," Bauer says.

The Minnesota Attorney General's office has a consumer information line at

(612)296-3353 that may be helpful. The Minnesota Department of Commerce can also

look into complaints against insurance companies. Their number is (612)296-2488.
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Proper design, construction are keys to long deck life

If you're planning to add a deck to your home, plan carefully and give special

attention to potential problems during construction. Those are keys to building a deck

that's durable and long-lasting, according to Tom Milton, forest products specialist with

the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Even through decks are rather simple structures, deck problems occur all too

often," says Milton. "You can avoid most deck failures by getting a building permit and

planning the deck so that it meets the building code in your municipality. Most

municipalities provide an information sheet that covers the codes required for

residential decks."

Milton says building inspectors are good sources of information. They can also

help you avoid future problems that become costly to fix.

Milton says deck failures frequently occur when the following details are

ignored: (a) proper sizing and depth of footings; (b) proper sizing and spacing of posts,

beams, and joists; (c) proper flashing of ledgers attached to the house; (d) using designs

and details that avoid moisture uptake in wood connections and end grain; (e) using

non-film forming finishes.

Footings provide the foundation for a stable, durable deck. In the Twin Cities,

any deck attached to a building must have footings that are at least 42 inches deep to

avoid frost heaving under the footing. Building scientists have also found serious frost

lifting problems, especially in fine-textured soils such as clay, when soil freezes to the

sides of foundation piers and posts. If you're using concrete piers, wrap the fiberboard

tubes with polyethylene first, before placing them on the concrete footings. The

polyethylene makes the pier or post surface smoother and more slippery, so frozen soil

can't adhere to it.
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Unless your deck design is very unusual, the design specifications available from

your local building inspector make it easy to select the proper size, spacing, and span of

joists, beams, and posts. A number of deck failures have occurred due to excessive

cantilevers, Le. joists that overhang beams by more than two feet. Be sure your deck

substructure is designed for anticipated loads and is sized accordingly. For obvious

safety reasons, the design and construction of guard rails, balusters, stairs, and

handrails must strictly follow code rules.

The ledger forms the connection between the deck and the house, and carries

roughly half the deck load. It's a critical component that is sometimes poorly anchored

and flashed. Ledgers must be securely connected to the home's rim joist, studs, or

foundation with two 3/8-inch lag screws, bolts, or concrete anchors every 16 inches.

Proper flashing is essential to prevent moisture from migrating behind the siding

material and causing deterioration in the wall.

Wood selection is another key factor. Whenever wood is exposed to the weather,

it's essential to use a decay-resistant species such as cedar or redwood, or preservative

treated wood. If you're using cedar or redwood, select lumber that is all heartwood, the

darker-colored portion of the tree. Sapwood, which is light-colored, is not decay

resistant.

However, if you're using treated wood, try to select pieces with a minimal

amount of heartwood overall, or pieces that have heartwood surrounded by sapwood.

Sapwood treats quite easily, but the heartwood of many species is more difficult to

treat. Only use treated material that is labeled and conforms to AWPA standards.

Due to its economy and added durability over cedar and redwood, treated wood

for the substructure of most decks (posts, beams, ledgers, joists) is usually

recommended. Proper handling and appropriate uses for treated lumber are described

in an EPA-approved Consumer Information Sheet available at your lumber yard. Read

and follow the information in the sheet.
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Most importantly, don't burn treated wood scraps, and always wear a dust mask

and eye protection when cutting treated wood. Treated lumber, such as you find at

lumber yards, is very safe to handle and use because the preservatives are chemically

"locked" into the wood cells. However, when you're cutting and generating sawdust,

the chemicals, along with the find dust particles, can be inhaled. Many woodworkers

also find cedar dust to be particularly irritating. To avoid any possible soil

contamination, collect treated sawdust in a plastic tarp so it can be easily disposed of.

Moisture is the enemy of wood, so it's essential to implement construction details

that direct water away from wood or allow it to re-dry quickly. For example, installing

gutters on roofs adjacent to decks will keep excessive run-off away from the wood.

Uptake of moisture into the end grain is a particular concern. Water will penetrate the

end grain of wood 15 times faster than the side grain.

The following details will add years to the life of your deck by minimizing

moisture uptake: (a) Where wood posts meet concrete piers, use metal post brackets

between the two, so the bottom of the post is up and off the concrete. (b) Use a metal

flashing to cap the top of posts. (c) Use a railing design that protects the tops of

balusters. (d) Whenever you have to make fresh cuts or holes on treated wood, (e.g. the

tops of posts; the ends of joists, beams, deck boards, or stair stringers), always retreat

the cut surface with a generous coating of copper naphthenate, an over-the-counter

wood preservative.

How you finish your deck can also add to or detract from the deck's durability.

Avoid using paints or heavy-bodied stains, especially on horizontal surfaces such as the

decking. Paint often does more harm than good on deck structures because it tends to

trap moisture in the wood and doesn't let it dry out. Paint is also likely to peel.

A clear, water-repellent finish or a semi-transparent stain is usually the best

choice for exterior structures. Although these finishes have to be renewed more

frequently than paints (1-2 years for clear finishes, 2-5 years for semi-transparent stains),

surface preparation and finish application are much easier.

(Page 3 of 4)



For further information on building a deck, Milton highly recommends the

following two publications: "Wood Decks--Materials, Construction, and Finishing,"

published by the Forest Products Society, Madison, Wis., phone (608) 231-1361, ext. 209;

and "Building and Designing Decks" by Scott Schuttner, published by Taunton Press,

Newtown, Conn., phone (800) 888-8286.

Milton is afaculty member in the Dept. ofWood and Paper Science in the U ofM

College ofNatural Resources. The forest products information line is (612) 624-7712.
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U of M looking for pork producers who use alternative systems

The University of Minnesota is looking for a few good pork producers interested

in alternative systems for raising hogs. Such systems might involve hoop structures,

deep bedding, or pasture production.

"The University is developing a research and educational program on

Alternative Swine Production Systems," says Julie Tranquilla, associate director of the

program. "The intent of this program is to gain a better understanding of these

production systems in Minnesota conditions. Developing educational tools for use by

pork producers interested in using these systems is also a goal."

As the program develops, Tranquilla is looking for input from interested

producers. "If you are using hoop structures, deep-bedded systems, pasture farrowing,

or some other pork production system that you consider to require relatively low

capital investment, please send us your name and a little information about yourself,"

she says. "We'd also like to hear from you if you're simply interested in finding out

more about these systems. We'd like to know that questions you have and what kind of

research projects would interest you. In addition, we're looking for producers to

participate in on-farm research focusing on pig production and economic viability."

(over)
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Tranquilla says those joining the mailing list for Alternative Swine Production

Systems will receive information about publications, field days, and conferences

concerning these production techniques.

To join the list, write down your name, address, and phone number and indicate

if you are currently using pasture for hogs, deep-bedded housing, hoop structures, or

some other system. Also indicate any pork production challenges relating to your

system with which you would like help. Send the information to Julie Tranquilla, 385

Animal Science/Vet Med, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108, or call her at

(612) 625-6224.

# # #
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Growth stage, plant location affect corn yield loss from stalk breakage

The numerous windstorms that have hit Minnesota recently have left broken

cornstalks in their wake in some areas. Cornstalks are most likely to break one to two

weeks before tasseling, says Dale Hicks, agronomist with the University of Minnesota

Extension Service. At this growth stage, stalks are growing rapidly, are brittle and are

very vulnerable to breaking when hit by high winds.

A study by Hicks and his colleagues indicated yield losses are greater when stalk

breakage occurs after tasseling. "Breakage prior to tasseling caused a yield loss of 18.8

percent, but the loss was 22 percent when breakage occurred after tasseling," he says.

"Breakage earlier gives the plant more time to switch from filling the top ear to filling

kernels in the second ear."

Yields decrease as the percentage of plants broken increases. Hicks cites a two-

year trial in which the grain yield reduction was 0.42 percent per percent of plants

broken. For example, if ten percent of the plants in a field are broken. the grain yield

loss would be 4.2 percent.

"In our research, we broke plants in a constant pattern," Hicks points out. "When

25 percent of the plants were broken, every fourth plant down the row was broken.

Under field conditions, the breakage pattern will not be that regular. With blotchy

break patterns, the effect on grain yield could be slightly larger."

(over)
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Hicks says the location of the break is a key factor in determining the effect on

grain yield. "Yields are cut more when the stalk breaks below the uppermost ear,

compared with when the break is above the uppermost ear," he says. "At the tassel

stage, the potential size of the ear just below the uppermost ear is pretty well

determined. The plant can't adjust the number of kernels on the second ear. The plant is

expecting to fill kernels in the top ear, so there is usually little or no grain produced on

the second ear."

In University of Minnesota trials, breaking 40 percent of com plants above the

top ear at tasseling reduced grain yield 13.5 percent. The reduction was 37.3 percent

when 40 percent of the plants were broken below the top ear.

Stalk breakage before versus after tasseling and above versus below the top ear

had no effect on kernel moisture content. "Kernel moisture content was slightly lower as

the percentage of plants broken increased," says Hicks. "That would be expected,

because removing plant tissue above the ear favors faster kernel drying."
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Good harvest timing benefits canoia

Harvesting canola at the right time cuts down on seed losses and green seed

problems. It's also a key to a high quality crop that will bring a top price, says Curt

Nyegaard, extension educator in Kittson County with the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.

"For those growing canola for the first time, gauging the correct time to swath

and combine calls for more care and adjustments than with small grains," says

Nyegaard. "It's important to adjust swathers and combines to facilitate a smooth flow of

crop material through the machines while minimizing seed losses."

Nyegaard says that within 40-60 days after the first flowers appear on canola, the

seeds in the lower pods will have ripened and fully changed color. To know when to

swath a field, he recommends checking every two to three days after some color change

appears in the first formed pods on the bottom of the main stem.

"To know the exact time to swath, examine plants from several different parts of

the field," he says. "The stage of maturity in an evenly maturing field will vary from

plant to plant and from area to area of the field."

(over)
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Nyegaard says the ideal time to swath a field of canola is when the pods on the

main stem are at the following stages:

Bottom third--These pods mature first and all the seed will be yellow or dark

brown to black. At this color, the seeds will be about 20-30 percent moisture.

Middle third--Ninety percent of the seed will be green in color and very firm and

pliable. The other ten percent may be light yellow or reddish brown to dark brown.

These seeds will be about 30-40 percent moisture.

Top third--Most of the seeds will be green in color and firm and pliable when

rolled between the finger and thumb. These seeds will be about 40-45 percent moisture.

"Run swathers just low enough to get all the seed pods while leaving the

maximum amount of stubble to anchor the windrow and ensure adequate air

circulation through the windrow," says Nyegaard. "In areas where light, fluffy

windrows could be lifted and blown by the wind, a light roller pulled behind the

swather will help anchor the windrow in the stubble. Set the roller so that it just anchors

the windrow into the stubble without shelling any ripe pods."

Canola in the windrow is ready to pick up and thresh when seed temperature

and moisture content have dropped to a safe storage level, and most seeds are mature

with no green color. "Canola is considered dry at ten percent moisture but should be at

nine or eight percent moisture for long-term storage," says Nyegaard. "If there are some

green seeds, a few more days in the windrow is probably all that is necessary."

# # #
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Fire is danger for wet hay in storage

Concerns about wet hay heating in storage are cropping up in Minnesota this

summer, according to Bill Wi1cke, engineer with the University of Minnesota Extension

Service. Wi1cke says many farmers have experienced rainy, humid weather after they

cut their hay this year and have ended up baling hay at a moisture content that is too

high for safe storage.

"Haythat was baled at 25 percent moisture (wet basis) or greater and was not

treated with a preservative is susceptible to mold growth that can cause heating,"

Wi1cke points out. "This microbial heating can lead to chemical reactions that can cause

even more heating--possibly to the point that the hay would burst into flames. For hay

stored inside a building, hay fires can cause loss of buildings, equipment and possibly

livestock, in addition to the loss of hay."

Wi1cke says if hay is harvested much wetter than 20 percent moisture, its

temperature should be monitored carefully to make sure it isn't heating abnormally and

heading toward combustion. He lists some danger points to watch for:

125 degrees F--Not unusual.

150 degrees F--Entering the danger zone.

(over)
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160 degrees F--Danger! Check temperature every four hours.

175 degrees F--Look for isolated spots that are even hotter. Call your insurance

agent and have the fire department on stand-by.

185 degrees F--Remove animals and equipment from building. If possible, have

fire department on site while you move hay out of the building.

212 degrees F--Critical! Temperature will continue to rise rapidly to the ignition

point. Consider wetting hay before moving it.
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Lodging severity is often indicator of corn root health

The strong winds that accompany summer thunderstorms sometimes leave

flattened, or lodged, com plants in their wake. The severity of the lodging is often an

indicator of the root health of com plants, says Bob Byrnes, extension educator in Lyon

County with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"After a thunderstorm, it may not be clear why some cornfields lodge and others

are unaffected by the wind," says Byrnes. "While high winds and rain are the major

factors in lodging, contributing factors are com hybrid lodging susceptibility, soil

compaction, herbicide injury to roots, hot ,dry soils during brace root development, and

com rootworm feeding."

Byrnes explains that as a com plant grows and the stalk begins to elongate, the

lowest five or six leaves are lost due to stem enlargement and the development of nodal

roots. Brace roots develop from the seventh leaf node from the base of the plant. The

nodal and brace roots provide the plants with moisture and nutrients, as well as

stability. Injury to the nodal or brace roots or poor development of the root system not

only reduces yield potential, but also makes the plant more susceptible to lodging in

strong thunderstorms. The injury can come from soil compaction, late application of

broadleaf herbicides, or hot, dry soil during brace root development.

(over)
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Com rootworm damage is a likely contributing factor in many storm-damaged

lodged fields, Byrnes points out. "You can check this in the field by digging up the

plant," he says. "Shake off the dirt, wash the roots with water, and check for evidence of

rootworm activity. Rootworm feeding can be as mild as feeding scars on the roots to as

major as destruction of entire root nodes. More extensive feeding means increased

lodging potential."

Historically, rotating between com and soybeans has effectively controlled corn

rootworms. However, corn rootworms with extended diapause can adapt to this

rotation, says Byrnes. Extended diapause refers to the ability of com rootworm eggs to

survive for two or more years before hatching. In extended diapause, rootworm beetles

can lay eggs in a com field, and the eggs will hatch two years later when corn is again

growing in the field. That com is vulnerable to rootworm damage.

"It's a good idea to check for rootworm injury in com fields where there is

lodging after a thunderstorm," says Byrnes. "Now is also a good time to check fields for

corn rootworm beetle activity. Beetles may be found feeding on ear silks and tassels.

Beetle activity may be a consideration in future insecticide use decisions. An instruction

sheet and management decision aid for com rootworm beetle scouting are available

from most county offices of the University of Minnesota Extension Service."
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U of M agricultural policy VP accepts post at U of Florida

Michael Martin, the University of Minnesota's vice president for agricultural

policy and dean of the College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences, has

accepted the position ofvice president for agriculture and natural resources at the

University of Florida in Gainesville, effective Oct. 12.

Martin joined Minnesota's faculty in 1992 as associate dean for research, after 15

years on the faculty at Oregon State University. He was named agriculture dean in 1995,

and acting vice president for agricultural policy in 1997, a position that was made

permanent earlier this month. A native Minnesotan, Martin received his bachelor's and

master's degrees in economics from Mankato State University and his doctorate in

applied economics from the University of Minnesota.

"Mike Martin has been a great dean and an extremely effective spokesperson for

agriculture in the state and nation," said university President Mark Yudof. "His

departure is a great loss to the University of Minnesota."

"I leave this post with great confidence that Minnesota's agricultural future is

well-secured," said Martin. "President Yudof understands the importance of agriculture

to this state. The agricultural community can be assured that his administration is

fundamentally committed to maintaining and enhancing the university's role in

agricultural research and outreach."

(over)



Yudof plans to launch a search for a new vice president and dean in the coming

weeks. Martin said he will use the time between now and October to advise the

president on the agricultural aspects of the upcoming legislative request, wrap up

unfinished business and "leave a clean desk" for his successor.

"The University of Florida is delighted to welcome Mike Martin," said UF

President John Lombardi. "Martin has wide ranging experience in agriculture, natural

resources and the agricultural industry, and he has consistently demonstrated superior

leadership in his various prior positions."

Martin succeeds James Davidson, who retired Jan. 31, 1998.
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Johne's testing now available at no charge

The Minnesota Board of Animal Health has received additional funds from the

1998 legislative session for a testing program to control Johne's disease in dairy and beef

cattle. This is a widespread disease that can be very costly, according to Dave Kjome,

southeast Minnesota dairy educator with the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

Kjome says the funding will assist herd owners with the laboratory cost of

testing for Johne's disease, and will also be used to continue an educational campaign

on the disease.

Kjome outlines the protocol the Board of Animal Health is offering. "Each herd

owner can test 30 adult animal samples per year," he says. "The blood must be drawn

from second-lactation and older cows by a Minnesota-licensed and accredited

veterinarian. The board will pay the $6 laboratory cost per sample with no prior

authorization necessary. Testing of additional samples requires prior authorization by a

district veterinarian, and must be accompanied by an approved herd clean-up plan. The

board will pay one-half the laboratory cost for the additional samples, or $3 per

sample."

(over)
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The program began June 1 of this year and will last as long as funds are

available, says Kjome. Herd owners with a goal of attaining a negative status for Johne's

for their herd can follow a protocol that will allow them to reach that goal over a three-

year period. At that point they can be virtually assured of no infection in the herd.

"Dairy producers need to understand Johne's and be willing to deal with

management and testing procedures that provide a clean herd," says Kjome. "The

disease can be very destructive if it is present in a herd and no action is taken."

For more information on the testing program to control Johne's disease, contact

your local veterinarian.
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Recent lodging likely to cut corn yields

Com yield losses and difficult harvesting are likely consequences when strong

winds cause bending over, or lodging, of com plants. That's the assessment of Dale

Hicks, agronomist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service. Hicks says

recent thunderstorms in western and southern Minnesota have caused a considerable

amount of lodging in some com fields.

"Grain yields will be affected because of poor sunlight interception," says Hicks.

"When plants are leaning, leaves are 'stacked' on top of each other. The top layer of

leaves gets good sunlight, but the leaves farther down are shaded and are less efficient

in photosynthesis. With normally standing plants, more of the leaves intercept sunlight,

or the solar energy penetrates to a lower level in the corn canopy and is captured by

more leaves."

Some corn was pollinating at the time it was knocked over by wind, but Hicks

says lodging doesn't have much effect on pollination. "The amount of pollen is not

likely to be a limiting factor," he points out. "Those plants remaining erect after the

wind should shed enough pollen to provide complete pollination for good kernel set."

He notes that a portion of the plants of some hybrids may not be male fertile.

These plants don't shed pollen, but this shouldn't adversely affect pollination.

(over)
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Plants that are leaning over will shed pollen. However, the pollen may not land

on silks as much as it would have if the plants were standing up straight, says Hicks.

"Some silks of leaning plants may not catch pollen because they are physically

hidden below other silks when the ear is leaning and not in it's normal position," says

Hicks. "This should not reduce the number of kernels substantially, although some loss

on some ears is likely. The missing kernels will be on the lower side of the ear, facing

the ground."

While some upright straightening of plants will occur, they will gooseneck and

will not completely stand erect, Hicks points out.

Higher-than-normal harvest losses often occur with lodging. "Slower harvest

speeds will help to reduce the harvest difficulty and should help to lower or minimize

harvest losses," says Hicks.
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Seeding alfalfa in late summer can be successful

Although spring is the usual time to establish alfalfa, late summer seeding is an

alternative that can be successfuL Seeding directly into established alfalfa to thicken up

stands is also an option, says Bob Byrnes, extension educator in Lyon County with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"No-till can be used to thicken up stands of alfalfa," says Byrnes. "Stands that are

less than one or two years old can be re-seeded with minimal risk of autotoxicity. In

thin or bare spots, direct-seed eight pounds of alfalfa seed per acre. Plan to complete

seeding by mid-August. This method works very well to salvage new stands that have

bare spots caused by establishment failures or moisture stress, assuming weed

competition has been controlled."

For late summer seeding to establish a new crop, the main risk is a dry seedbed

at the optimum planting time in early August, says Byrnes.

"Seeding should be complete by August 15 in southern Minnesota so the young

plants can grow sufficiently before the end of the growing season," says Byrnes. "Similar

to early spring alfalfa planting, a firm seedbed is necessary to keep the small seeds in

place at approximately one-fourth to one-half inch deep in the soiL Weed control and

any necessary fertilization should take place before seeding."

More complete information on alfalfa production is available from county offices

of the University of Minnesota Extension Service.
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Check stored grain for insects

Keep grain cool to keep insects out. Grain temperature is usually the main factor

in stored grain insect activity, according to Bill Wilcke, engineer with the University of

Min..n.esota Extension Service.

If grain has been in storage since the 1997 harvest, Wi1cke says now is a good

time to check it for insects. "Inspect the outside of the bin, the grain surface, and

samples taken from below the grain surface for live insects and insect-damaged grain,"

he says. "While you're checking for insects, it would also be a good idea to check grain

moisture, temperature, and cleanliness. If you find insects, it's likely the grain is too

warm, too wet, or contains too many fines--small pieces of kernels and foreign

materia1."

Grain temperatures from 60 to 90 degrees F are ideal for insect reproduction and

growth, Wilcke points out. The first step for controlling an insect problem is to cool

grain as soon as possible. To do this, run the fan at times when the outdoor air

temperature is less than 60 degrees F.

"The amount of time necessary to cool a bin of grain depends on the fan's airflow

per bushel," says Wi1cke. "With a large drying fan, you might be able to cool an entire

bin in one night. Smaller aeration fans might require 150-200 hours of operation to cool

the entire bin. Check grain temperatures to monitor cooling progress."

If you plan to store the grain until winter, Wilcke recommends cooling the grain

as far as you can this summer and early fall, then cooling it again to about 20 degrees F

in late fal1. At 20 degrees, most of the insects will die.

If grain containing insects is in a bin that doesn't have aeration equipment, it will

be very difficult to control the insects. In that case, Wi1cke suggest moving the grain to

(over)
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another bin or getting rid of it as soon as possible.

"If you plan to store com or small grains for a full year or more, the moisture

content should be 13 percent or less," says Wilcke. "Soybeans should be no wetter than

11 percent moisture for a year or more or storage. Dry any grain wetter than these

levels as soon as possible. If you have to move grain to dry it or to get it into a bin

equipped for aeration, consider running it through a grain clearer to remove fines and

some of the insects during grain transfer."

As a last resort to kill insects in stored grain, you might consider fumigation.

Wilcke says the most common fumigants used on farms and in commercial storage are

solid pellets or tablets that are probed into bins or dropped into conveyors during grain

transfer. The solid material reacts with moisture in the grain and air to produce toxic

gases that kill insects. Bins must be tightly sealed for several days to allow time for the

gases to move throughout the bin.

After fumigation, the bin is opened and gases dissipate into the atmosphere, and

there is no residual insect control. If insects are present because the grain is too warm or

too wet or contains too many fines, the insect population will rebound after the gas

dissipates, says Wilcke.

"Fumigants are very dangerous materials, and you are required to have safety

and gas monitoring equipment on hand during and after fumigation," says Wilcke. "If

you decide to fumigate grain, consider hiring a licensed commercial applicator who has

the proper equipment, and who has experience with grain fumigants."

For further information about grain aeratIon, contact Wilcke by phone at (612)

625-8205 or e-mail at wwilcke@extension.umn.edu. For information about insect

identification, insecticides, or fumigants, contact Subramanyam Bhadriraju (Subi) by

phone at (612) 624-9272 or e-mail at sbhadriraju@extension.umn.edu.
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Obsolete facilities can hinder dairy farm future

The following commentary is from Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator
with the University ofMinnesota Extension Service. Kjome has been involved in dairy education
for 28 years.

Minnesota has its share of older dairy facilities, and it creates real nightmares

when producers look to some type of phased or major expansion. Having been on

many dairy farms over the past three decades, I have seen many facilities that have

become outdated and inefficient. In the upper Midwest, many dairy buildings are not

located so as to fit into a system that reduces labor. There are many facilities that were

adaptable to new bam additions of 10-20 cows and some upgrading in feed handling

and livestock waste. Today, however, their location leaves no room for any additional

structure.

During a visit to a very successful dairy business in Pennsylvania a couple of

years ago, I heard the owner remark that every livestock facility should be self-

destructive in 20 years. Sound wasteful? Well, how many dairy farmers are operating

today with the same tractor, com planter, or pickup as 20 years ago? There comes a

time in the life of a dairy farm when the old barn built 60, 70, or 80 years ago no longer

is useful. The problem is we can't trade it for a new one or an upgraded model.

(over)
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Upgrading a currently used, older dairy facility located in an undesirable

location is an insurmountable task for any builder or dairy consultant. Dairy producers

need to be visionary and project where they might be in five, ten, or twenty years down

the road. Is this older dairy barn an asset or just plain liability? Is it going to save

significant borrowed capital, and will it be comfortable to work in if retrofitted? These

are questions that must be addressed.

There is no question the upper Midwest dairy industry is girdled with many

older dairy facilities. The tie-stall bam for 20 to 40 cows was the model to build in the

early to middle twentieth century. However current dairy technology has offered us

new ways to house, feed, handle, and milk cows in Minnesota and Wisconsin in a more

efficient manner.

Today, we need to get out of the 1970s, 1950s, and even the 1940s--to get with the

times and get modem. We need to get out of that old bam and accept the standards that

have been offered and accepted in the past decade. There is a new way and a new day

for dairy producers wanting to make dairying a business with a high quality of life in

the twenty-first century.
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59th Minnesota Nutrition Conference will be Sept. 21-23

An afternoon mini-symposium on "Livestock Production and Society in

Minnesota" will headline an upcoming conference in the Twin Cities involving leading

animal scientists from across the United States.

The 59th Minnesota Nutrition Conference and IPC Technical Symposium will be

Sept. 21-23 at the Marriott Hotel in Bloomington. The conference is designed for animal

nutritionists, animal industry representatives, veterinarians, educators and livestock

producers. Dairy, beef, swine and poultry nutrition topics will be on the agenda.

Conference presenters will be from universities and private companies across the U.S.

The mini-symposium will be Sept. 22 from 1:30-4:45 p.m. Topics and speakers

will be:

--Requirements for environmentally sound and progressive livestock production,

Paul Strandberg, assistant to Minnesota attorney general;

--Revitalization of a livestock industry, Maynard Hogberg, chair of the

Department of Animal Science, Michigan State University;

--Effects of environmental regulations on current and future food production,

Jerry Adwell, Hormel Foods Corp.;

(over)
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--Impact of regulatory compliance on production costs for livestock producers,

Mike Veenhuizen, owner of Livestock Engineering Solutions, Greenwood, Ind.

The IPC Technical Symposium will take place the afternoon of Sept. 21, and the

Minnesota Nutrition Conference will begin the next morning.

The conference fee is $75 per person in advance, $100 at the door. The deadline

for advance registration is Sept. 10. To obtain a conference brochure or further

information, contact Leon Meger at (800) 367-5363 or (612) 625-2722.
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Recruiting, training employees will be subject of U of M swine seminar

Personnel training and management in swine operations will be the subject of a

University of Minnesota seminar Sept. 19 at the Northland Inn in Brooklyn Park, Minn.

The seminar is designed for veterinarianS, educators, agri-business personnel,

producers and other interested persons. Hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Bernie Erven, professor of agricultural economics and rural sociology at Ohio

State University, will focus on recruitment of employees during the morning session.

Topics he will cover include: seeing employees as an investment rather than a cost,

using job descriptions to make jobs more attractive, building a pool of applicants,

planning employee interviews, interviewing "dos" and "dont's," getting useful

information from references, motivating employees and building a reputation as a place

to work.

Topics and speakers in the afternoon will be:

--Using personnel profiles to help manage people, Paul Yeske, veterinarian from

St. Peter, Minn.;

--Recruiting and selecting employees for a hog farm, Miquell Collell, veterinarian

from Spain;

(over)
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-Training programs for hog farm employees, Juan Jose Maqueda, veterinarian

from Mexico.

The seminar registration fee is $105 per person. To obtain a registration flyer or

further information, contact the U of M Office of Veterinary Outreach Programs at

(800) 380-8636 or (612) 624-3434. Information is also available on the Internet at

www.cvm.umn.edu/outreach.
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Educator says dairying is changing, not dying

The following commentary is from Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator
with the University ofMinnesota Extension Service. Kjome grew up on adairy farm and has a
master ofscience degree in dairy farm management from Michigan State University. He has
judged dnifl} cattle at several national shoUJs and at international shows in Columbia, Brazil,
and Australia. He has been involved in dairy education for 28 years with the University of
Minnesota Extension Service.

We often hear the statement around dairy circles that nobody is getting into

dairying today. We all hear and read of the "aging" dairy farmer and losses of dairy

farms in the upper Midwest.

The sense of mortality and gloom that often accompanies such statements

contrasts with what I often see in travels and educational contacts. I see real excitement

and activity in the dairy industry today in the younger generation--the individuals and

couples ages 25 to 40. These are the people hungry for dairy information and wanting to

meet the changes and challenges in the dairy industry. The are equipped, prepared, and

willing to grasp the opportunities that lie ahead for them in the twenty-first century.

There have been many changes in agriculture and the dairy industry in the past

three decades, fueled by computerization and technology innovations. Some changes

have helped dairy producers, while others may not have been very beneficial.

(over)
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However, time has a way of changing any industry, and an industry cannot remain

static if it is to stay viable and provide opportunity for those in it.

As we age, it is human nature for us to look back and reminisce about the good

old days. Often it is said, "Oh, if we could just return to the good old days." When were

the good old days? If we think seriously about it, were they really the good times?

Life on this earth is not designed for the past. The anticipation and excitement for

all of us, especially the young, is in today and tomorrow, not yesterday. It is the

younger dairy generation who makes life exciting for people such as me in my late

career. The young keep me challenged and invigorated!

Yes, it takes moms and dads, capital, commitment, and energy of the brain and

body to be in the dairy industry today and tomorrow. However, it is refreshing and

encouraging to see young people choosing dairying as the vocation for themselves and

their families. The dairy industry is not dying--it is merely changing.

It's time that we in the seasoned generation come to meet this younger

generation on their turf and begin to understand and appreciate their business and

family goals. A pat on the back and a word of encouragement to these young dairy

families is possibly the greatest gift we can offer them--and it won't cost any of us one

red cent. I, for one, am most appreciative of what they have taught and offered me.
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Swine odor control technologies will be focus of U of M seminar

"Current Technologies in Odor Control" will be the focus of a University of

Minnesota swine seminar Sept. 19 at the Northland T.nn in Brooklyn Park, Mhm.

The seminar will present current research and knowledge on a number of

strategies to control odor in swine operations. It's designed for veterinarians,

government policy makers, educators, producers, agri-business personnel and other

interested persons. Hours are 9 a.m.-S p.m.

The first session will be an overview of the odor issue by Pat Henderson, U of M

senior fellow who has assessed public concerns and attitudes about odor. Then Jerry

Hatfield of the National Soil Tilth Lab at Ames, Iowa, will discuss measurement of

odors. Allan Sutton, Purdue University nutritionist, will close the morning session with

a presentation on using nutrition to control odor.

After lunch there will be a series of six IS-minute presentations on various odor

control technologies. Those covered will be biofilters, covers, non-thermal plasma, pit

additives, spraying oil, and primary and secondary treatment systems. The presenters

will be engineers from the University of Minnesota and Iowa State University.

(over)
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Later in the afternoon, there will be a presentation on the capital and operating

costs of various odor control technologies. The speaker will be Jeff Lorimor, Iowa State

University engineer. The final presenter will be Jose Bicudo, U of M engineer, who will

discuss European odor control technologies.

The seminar registration fee is $105 per person. To obtain a registration flyer or

further information, contact the U of M Office of Veterinary Outreach Programs at

(800) 380-8636 or (612) 624-3434. L'1.formation is also available 011 the Internet at

www.cvm.umn.eduloutreach.
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Farm storage space for '98 crops likely to be in short supply

A need for extra grain storage space is likely to show up on many Minnesota

farms this fall in light of prospective bumper crops and low prices. Checking with

neighbors is a good first option for many producers needing extra storage space

"Cylindrical metal bins are hard to beat for convenience and preservation of

grain quality," says Bill Wilcke, engineer with the University of Minnesota Extension

service. "Before putting a lot of money or effort into adapting facilities for temporary

storage, it would be worth checking to see if neighbors have any bin space for rent. This

includes neighbors living on older farmsteads that are no longer part of a working

farm."

If you do rent space, Wilcke recommends developing a written agreement. The

agreement should spell out who is responsible for checking grain, paying for electricity,

and providing any necessary repairs.

For some producers, the best option for extra storage may be to adapt a silo,

machine shed or livestock building, or to pile grain outside. He recommends evaluating

any potential surplus storage facility according to the following factors:

1. Ability to keep grain dry. Grain needs protection from precipitation, surface

water and soil moisture. This means a good roof or cover, good drainage

away from the storage site and a vapor barrier or some kind of base that

prevents soil moisture from rewetting the bottom layers of grain. If you

intend to store grain for more than a few months on concrete that was poured

without a vapor barrier, it would be best to put down a vapor barrier

between the grain and the concrete.

(over)
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2. Ability to withstand the pressure exerted by dry grain. Most building

sidewalls and some older silos will not withstand grain pressure without

reinforcement. Alternatives to reinforcing building walls include setting

portable bulkheads inside the walls or assembling metal bin rings inside

buildings.

3. Ease of aerating the grain. In any situation where dry grain will be in storage

more than a month or so, it's important to install some kind of system for

moving air through the grain to control its temperature. Aeration in tower

silos can be quite simple--a fan and perforated metal duct at the bottom of the

silo and an air vent at the top are usually adequate. Designing aeration for a

flat storage building containing an odd-shaped pile can be tricky. However,

some air movement through the pile is essential. Since it is usually difficult to

move air uniformly or move large volumes of air per bushel through facilities

that have been adapted for temporary grain storage, it is generally best not to

dry grain or hold wet grain in temporary storage facilities.

4. Ease of moving grain in and out. For each potential storage site, consider

needs for labor and equipment and potential amount of grain damage when

filling and emptying the structure. Tower silos are relatively easy to empty

(make sure, though, to withdraw grain from the center of the silo to prevent

uneven pressures and damage to the walls). However, silos can be quite a

challenge to fill. Depending on available equipment, flat storage buildings

can be hard to both fill and empty. Pneumatic grain conveyors are slew and

require a lot of power, but offer a lot of flexibility in loading and unloading

grain. Some equipment dealers and elevators rent pneumatic conveyors.

5. Economics. Make sure that whatever facility you select doesn't lead to spoiled

grain or have excessive cost per bushel. Consider C?sts for remodeling,

aeration, labor and equipment rental. The amount of grain you can get into a

structure is an important factor. Flat storage buildings often have a
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disappointingly low storage capacity. Because dry grain forms relatively flat

piles, buildings that have low ceilings don't hold very much grain--especially

if you can't pile grain against the sidewalls.

As an alternative to storing dry grain, dairy and beef producers might consider

harvesting more of this year's corn as silage, high-moisture com or ear com, says

Wilcke. "Silage and ground ear corn can be stored in tower silos, bags, bunkers, or if

necessary, in covered piles," he points out. "High-moisture shelled corn can also be

stored in tower silos and bags, but is more likely to spoil in bunkers or piles. Ear corn

can be stored in renovated cribs, or if necessary, can be piled on the ground in late fall

and fed during the winter."

Wilcke says farmers who normally sell grain for cash could consider selling part

of their crop to livestock feeders as silage or high-moisture corn.

Wilcke is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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California dairy production presents challenge to Minnesota

The following commentary is from Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator
with the University ofMinnesota Extension Service. Kjome has been involved in dairy education
for 28 years.

It is interesting to see how the dairy belt shifted from the upper Midwest to the

West Coast in the '90s. Three years ago, Wisconsin lost its claim as the number one

dairy producing state in the nation. Recently, California surpassed Wisconsin in

number of dairy cows, so it's now the top dairy state in the U.S. in both milk production

and number of dairy cows. Minnesota ranks fifth in total U.S. milk production, so we

are in the upper bracket of dairy states.

So, what is the California dairy climate like? The California Department of Food

and Agriculture recently reported that the state produced 27.6 billion gallons of milk in

1997. That was up 6.8 percent from the previous year and almost 5.3 billion pounds

more than runner-up vVisconsin.

California accounted for almost 18 percent of the nation's milk supply last year

and ranked first in the production of butter, nonfat dry milk, and frozen dairy products.

It ranked second in cheese and yogurt. Officials say California cows produced almost

21,000 pounds of milk per cow, compared with an average nationwide of just under

17,000 pounds of milk per cow. Minnesota production figures for 1996 show average

milk production per cow at 15,800 pounds.

(over)
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California reported milk cow numbers at 1.4 million cows on 2,308 dairy farms,

for an average of 606 cows per herd. Minnesota currently has 9,325 dairy farms with

560,000 dairy cows. California's dairy herd size is over 10 times larger than Minnesota's,

and California's production per cow is 5,000 pounds higher.

Therein lies the challenge for the Minnesota dairy producer--not to match

California in herd size, but rather to set a goal to attain milk production per cow

comparable to California.

The upper Midwest exports lots of dairy genetics to West Coast dairy producers

in the form of heifer replacements. California producers just seem to have the uncanny

ability to harvest more milk. Yes, climate is most often in their favor, but much more

appears to be related to feeding and management. Selfishly, I hate to see the dairy belt

migrate to the West Coast. However, dairying, like any industry, is often most

competitive and does its best where it can maximize production and bottom-line profit.

Really, our next-door dairy neighbor is not our competitor; it's the West Coast

dairy producer.

# # #
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Workshops on developing crop nutrient, pest management plans set

Tools for developing crop nutrient and pest management plans in conjunction

with the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) will be available at

upcoming two-day workshops in Rochester and Mankato.

The workshops will be Sept. 14-15 in Rochester and Sept. 16-17 in Mankato.

They're designed for persons who want to learn to prepare crop nutrient and pest

management plans for EQIP, such as agribusiness personnel; local, state and federal

agency staff members; and agricultural producers.

EQIP offers assistance to landowners on natural resource concerns. Cost-sharing

and incentive payments are available for installing or implementing structural,

vegetative, and management practices called for in five to ten-year contracts.

Workshop sponsors include the Natural Resource Conservation Service,

Minnesota Department of Agriculture and University of Minnesota Extension Service.

Most workshop speakers are on the staff of one of these agencies.

The workshop fee for agribusiness personnel is $35 with early registration and

$50 the day of the workshop. For agricultural producers the fee is waived for early

registration and is $15 the day of the workshop. For further information or to register,

contact Kevin Blanchet at the Dakota County Extension Office at (651) 480-7700.
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This is the best time of year for grass seed planting, U of M expert says

The coming weeks until about mid-September are the best time all year to plant

grass seed in Minnesota, according to Deb Brown, horticulturist with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service. She adds that several other lawn activities now will also

pay big dividends next year.

*Aerating - This process helps grass grow better if your soil is heavy and c1ay-

like or compacted. "Be sure the aerator you rent takes plugs out of the soil and deposits

them back onto the lawn," Brown says. "Don't remove the plugs. Just let them crumble

over time. It's like 'top dressing' your grass with soil that's a perfect match, which is

better than hauling in black dirt that's nothing like your original soil."

*Fertilizing -- Fall lawn fertilization encourages good root and runner formation

so grass comes back greener and thicker next spring. You'll need to rake thoroughly in

October so the fertilizer can reach the soil. Brown recommends two rounds of fertilizer,

one now and one in mid-October for best results.

(over)
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*Controlling weeds - If you aren't doing any fall seeding, it's a good time to

attack tough perennial weeds such as creeping charlie. Brown says fall is also a good

time to go after dandelions and other broad-leaf weeds. If possible, spray them once

around mid-September and again in early October if they still look green and healthy

then. Don't spray if rain is forecast the following day or two or if the weather is

unusually hot.

Experts on horticulture, plant diseases and insect problems can answer your

lawn and garden questions week days between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. through the

University of Minnesota Yard and Garden Clinic. Call (612)-624-4771 in the metro area

or (888)-624-4771 toll-free from outside the metro area. There is a $5 fee, billed to a

credit card, to speak to a University expert. Free recorded messages are available on a

wide variety of gardening topics 24 hours a day from the Info-U option at those phone

numbers. Callers can also request a free call back from a Master Gardener volunteer in

their county, or they can speak to a wildlife or water quality expert at the University at

no charge.
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Sept. 20-26 is National Farm Safety Week
Partnerships necessary for successful farm safety, health effort

Everyone in agriculture needs to take farm safety seriously during the entire

year. That means farmers, their families, and all who provide farm-related goods,

services and information, says John Shutske, farm safety and health specialist with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service.

This year marks the 55th annual observance of National Farm Safety and Health

Week by proclamation of the President of the United States. Shutske says partnerships

are key to solving the complicated problems of farm-related injuries and illnesses and

the high levels of stress that are part of farming today.

"We're concerned about the stress that comes with the current, widely publicized

'farm crisis,'" says Shutske. "Several studies show that stress has a profound impact on a

farmer's potential for a traumatic injury. Stress also increases the likelihood of serious

health problems. The entire agricultural community needs to be vigilant in working to

reduce the level of farm hazards and promote 'protective' behaviors."

Michele Schermann is a registered nurse who serves as program coordinator for

the U of M Extension Service Farm Safety and Health program. During the past eight

years the program has carried out research and conducted education for farmers,
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agribusiness leaders, migrant farm workers, health professionals and others. 'These

groups have helped to significantly reduce the high rate of work-related injuries in

farming," says Schermann.

Highlights of the U of M program's work include the development of:

--Children's farm safety educational materials and programs now in use in 40

states throughout the U.S. and internationally.

--A unique health promotion and leadership education program for more than

500 migrant farm workers and their families in southern Minnesota.

--Safety sensors and a machinery control system with the potential to protect

people working around PTOs and other rotating machinery.

--Specialized services for farmers, farm workers and family members with

disabilities who wish to remain active in farm work, yet need special adaptive

equipment to work with tractors and machinery and in farm buildings.

--A new initiative, "Partners for Farm Health and Safety." It's designed to bring

together farm families, community leaders, rural businesses, farm organizations, health

professionals and others to address the issue of stress and its impact on farm health and

safety.

John Shutske is afaculty member and Michele Schermann is a program coordinator in

the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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Sept. 20-26 is National Farm Safety Week
Theatrical presentation helps custom pesticide applicators handle stress

Although most jobs can be stressful and tiring at times, 100-hour work weeks are

usually not part of a job scenario. They are, however, for those who apply pesticides to

cropland for pay. Professional pesticide applicators often report working 100 or more

hours a week for several weeks in a row during the crunch season from mid-April to

late July.

Stress and fatigue are major concerns for pesticide applicators. Industry

representatives reported this during planning meetings for educational sessions

required for applicator certification.

To respond to these concerns, the University of Minnesota Extension Service

conducted research to document the magnitude of stress and fatigue among

applicators. Research results were used to develop a special educational presentation to

help applicators. Titled "Stress-Ticide--A Theatrical Presentation for Custom Pesticide

Applicators," it was written and performed by the St. Paul-based company "Theatre at

Work."

Stress-Ticide portrayed several weeks in the life of a typical professional

pesticide applicator and those who live and work around him. The presentation has

been seen by more than 2,000 certified applicators in Minnesota from 1996 through

1998. Other versions were developed for pesticide applicators in the lawn care industry

as well as for applicators in residential and industrial buildings.

The effectiveness of the presentation shows up in evaluations, says John Shutske,

project coordinator for Stress-Ticide and farm safety specialist with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service. "Our evaluation comments showed that applicators loved

the play and the follow-up workshop and viewed it as being very effective," says
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Shutske. "We interviewed more than 20 applicators, managers and industry experts in

developing the play. The stress and fatigue management tips and skills came from

them. We learned that successful companies take stress, safety and health concerns

seriously and are proactive in developing solutions."

Applicators who have participated in Stress-Ticide remember and are using the

specific techniques it recommends for managing stress and fatigue more than two years

after seeing it. "It recommends common sense techniques such as eating a balanced diet,

holding frequent planning sessions among applicator employees and managers, and

hiring outside help for managing routine at-home chores," says Shutske. "We have had

many applicators tell us that these techniques have been extremely useful for them and

their families."

Shutske surveyed all applicators participating in the workshop and found that

more than 40 percent were aware of misapplications and other errors caused by

excessive fatigue and stress. Another 45 percent were aware of injuries, spills and other

accidents where stress and fatigue were factors. Applicators cited the primary sources

of stress as (1) customer demands and expectations, (2) lack of time, (3) concerns about

potential health effects of pesticide exposures, (4) lack of sleep, (5) concerns about the

potential for application errors, and (6) increasing complexity of equipment and

products.

"Agricultural producers who use the services of custom applicators can help to

decrease the stress levels of the applicators they depend on," says Shutske. "Open

communication and understanding with applicators is critical. Farmers need to

understand that this is an increasingly important and widely used service. Applicators

are educated professionals who take their work very seriously."

More information is available on a web page highlighting the Stress-Ticide effort.

It's at http://www.bae.umn.edu/fs/stress2.html. In addition, a new publication titled

"Stress, Fatigue, and the Custom Applicator" is available from county offices of the U of

M Extension Service.
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An entirely new version of the Stress-Ticide play is being developed for farm

families facing high stress loads during the current farm crisis. The play will be shown

throughout Minnesota starting in late 1998.

Shutske is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Sept. 20-26 is National Farm Safety Week
New play will bring stress reduction, safety messages to farm families

Although entertainmenfis the main purpose of most theater productions, a new

play about stress also has the health and safety of Minnesota farm families in mind.

The play is part of a new University of Minnesota Extension Service project

called "Partners for Farm Health and Safety." It's funded by the Minnesota Department

of Agriculture, and involves three regional coordinators working with U of M faculty

and staff on the St. Paul campus.

Carolyn Weber, Partners project coordinator in the Red River Valley, says stress

is an increasing concern in farming today. "Early in this project, I talked with dozens of

people to find out which farm health and safety issue they are most concerned about,"

she says. "The response was overwhelming--'stress.' "

Weber is active herself in a farming operation near Crookston. "Farming has

become a very demanding big business with time constraints, deadlines and enormous

financial pressures," she says. "Many farmers I've talked with are also consumed at

times with internal stressors such as being afraid of failure, pressure to succeed and

concern about the possibility of losing the family farm."

Weber says the play and the workshop that follows will help farmers see that

they're not alone as they work through the current farm crisis. The play and workshop

will provide very specific, concrete, manageable strategies to reduce stress and the

potential for a serious injury or illness.

The play should work well as an educational vehicle, says John Shutske, farm

safety and health specialist with the U of M Extension Service and Partners project

(over)
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director. "Good educational programs are engaging, fun and involve participants in an

interactive way," he notes. "We will be presenting true stories through the actors. The

stories are based on our research with dozens of farm families, as well as agribusiness

people such as feed and fertilizer salespeople, lenders and consultants."

"Our own research supports the fact that farmers like to learn from other

farmers," adds Shutske. "A study we've just completed on the occupational health and

safety needs of livestock industry employers indicated 'other producers' are among the

most credible sources of information. Many farm magazines feature stories of helpful

hints gleaned from their producer-readers. Often, these are the most popular sections.

We hope farmers and their families will share ideas and positive methods for reducing

stress and improving safety."

The play will be written and performed by St. Paul-based Theatre at Work. The

group has produced similar theatrical workshops for specialized agricultural audiences,

including pesticide applicators. The play will be presented in at least six Minnesota

locations beginning late this year. For more information, contact Michele Schermann at

(612) 624-7444.

John Shutske is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences.
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Sept. 20-26 is National Farm Safety Week
Partners project involves local leaders in farm health, safety effort

Local leaders at Crookston, Bagley and Watkins have joined the staff of a new

University of Minnesota project called "Partners for Farm Health and Safety." Dealing

with stress will be a focal point of the project, according to Michele Schermann, a

registered nurse who serves as project coordinator.

Schermann says a 1997 grant from the Minnesota Department of Agriculture

provided funding for the program.

"The 'Partners' project focuses on educational and community-based activities

surrounding the high level of stress among farmers and farm families," says Schermann.

"We know for a fact that stress is a primary factor in many tragic farm injuries and

illnesses."

The three who have come on board as local leaders are:

--Carolyn Weber, who coordinates events in the Red River Valley. She and her

family live and work on a farm near Crookston. She is also a student at the University

of Minnesota-Crookston in ag industries sales and management with an agronomy

emphasis.

--Ruth Rasmussen of Bagley, who coordinates events in several northwestern

Minnesota counties. Rasmussen works in the Clearwater County Extension Office as a

program assistant and is a registered nurse with an interest in community health issues.

--Barb Ruhland of Watkins, who coordinates events in the south central region.

Ruhland is also a registered nurse. She and her husband ran a dairy farm for 20 years

and they now grow hay and raise cattle. Barb has been active in farm safety for nearly

10 years, and serves as a member of the local planning and zoning commission.

One highlight of the Partners' work will be the presentation of a newly created

theatrical presentation and workshop on farm stress, safety and health. The new play
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and workshop are being developed in cooperation with the St. Paul-based company

Theatre at Work.

In addition to coordinating events, the three local leaders will help with research

related to farm health and safety. All three are excited about the Partners project.

"As a farmer myself, I cannot tell you how much I enjoy going to bat for other

local farmers and their families," says Ruhland. "My heart feels and cries for everyone

affected by the stresses and dangers we see in farming. This gives me energy to help be

their advocate."

Rasmussen sees some optimism among farmers in her area, despite the hard

times. "Many people in my area are saying, 'If we hang in there, something will change

and things will get better,'" she says. "Many people are handling the current stress level

pretty well. However, others think that the answer is to simply work harder. Hopefully,

our project can provide people with effective methods for helping reduce stress levels

and improve their health and safety."

Weber sees the play and workshop as valuable tools. "We hope this educational

play and workshop will inform people about stress and how to manage it," she says.

"And we want to support those who are striving to protect their family from the

economic and emotional impact of a farm injury, death or chronic disease. Our goal is

that the play will create a catalyst for helping people in agriculture work together to get

through these tough times."

Members of the Partners staff will be available to help groups and individuals in

the target areas plan and carry out various programs and events on farm safety and

health. For more information, contact the Partners project staff at (612) 624-7444, or visit

the Web site at http://www.bae.umn.edu/fs/partners/ .

Michele Schermann is a program coordinator in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences.
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Sept. 20-26 is National Farm Safety Week
Stress, fatigue are major farm safety risk factors

Stress and fatigue are major factors in making farming the country's second most

hazardous occupation. Several research studies show-this, according to John Shutske,

farm safety and health specialist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Farming ranks second on the list of hazardous occupations compiled by the

National Safety Council, just behind mining," says Shutske. "So far this year 15

Minnesota farmers, workers and children have died in the farm workplace."

Shutske cites research from the National Institute for Occupational Safety and

Health ranking farming twelfth most stressful among 130 high-stress occupations.

"Farmers face a variety of stressful things, many beyond their control," he points

out. "Two prime examples are weather and markets, both of which directly affect a farm

family's livelihood. Factors people can't control cause them the most stress."

Farming is also one of the few remaining occupations where much of the work

takes place outside. In Minnesota, this means weather extremes ranging from sub-zero

temperatures and the risk of frostbite to hot, humid summer conditions with high

potential for heat stress.

In addition, farm families face psychological pressures during tough economic

times. "Families facing the possibility of having to give up farming are often torn," says

Shutske. "They face the pressure of leaving a long farming tradition that goes back

many generations. Some people feel like. a 'failure' even though they are in a situation

that's beyond their contro1."

Stress increases the potential for an accident or injury, Shutske points out.

Farmers under economic and emotional stress are often distracted. They are more likely
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to make critical mistakes, perform tasks out of sequence or forget important procedures

such as turning off a rotating machine part before servicing it.

"I once had a farmer tell of being so pre-occupied during com harvest that he

found himself on top of the combine's com header late at night trying to unplug it with

the header still engaged and the engine running at full idle," Shutske recalls. "He

suddenly snapped out of this trance-like state and realized he was inches from possible

death."

Fatigue is another risk factor for nearly all types of industrial injuries. Shutske

cites a recent study of dairy farmers showing their risk for serious injury rises rapidly as

they increase their work houFs. During busy harvest seasons, it is common for farmers

to work 100 hours-a week or- more, sometimes for several weeks straight.

While stress is part of everyday life, farmers and their families need to recognize

that too much stress can be deadly, says Shutske. Frequently, people think if they "work

harder" problems will eventually go away. This can lead to a vicious cycle of more

stress and more fatigue, and eventually something or somebody breaks down.

Other suggestions Shutske offers for reducing farm stress and fatigue are:

--Ask for help from people who have access to information or services that can

help you through tough times. Often, people have difficulty realizing they are not alone

in dealing with high stress levels. Helpful groups include churches, local technical

schools and colleges, extension educators, health professionals and social services.

--Take time to make purposeful, concrete changes to reduce farm hazards. It's

impossible to be stress free, so make sure you have backup measures in place. These

include machinery guards, rollover protection on tractors and machinery lighting and

marking for road travel. Tractor rollovers and roadway collisions are among the

greatest farming hazards. Wear seatbelts when driving any vehicle.

--Take care of yourself. Get regular medical checkups. Let your doctor know how

you feel physically and emotionally. Take the time to eat right. No producer would

dream of putting poor, low-grade fuel in a tractor. Yet during the busy harvest season,

(Page 2 of 3)
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we may eat junk food or high-fat food on the run, or worse yet, not eat at all.

--Use exercise and humor, which are natural stress relievers. Stress is caused in

part by measurable chemical changes inside the body. Exercising (if your doctor

approves) and laughter can interrupt these chemical changes and lead to a more

positive outlook.

--Be extremely careful with your kids! Of Minnesota's 15 farm work deaths this

year, five have involved children. Make sure young kids have a safe, out-of-the-way

place to play. Take precautions to insure that teens operating equipment or doing

chores have the appropriate mental and physical maturity to do the job safely.

--Communicate as a family. Planning during stressful times is extremely

important. Set personal, financial and family goals, and use the variety of community

resources wisely. Too often, producers think "things will simply work out." Sometimes

they do, but it usually takes a pro-active, planned approach.

"We are concerned about the health and safety of farm families as we look at the

tough times that may lie ahead," says Shutske. "For more information, or to learn more

about managing stress and improving the safety and health of you and your family,

contact your county Extension office or call (612) 624-7444."

John Shutske is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences.
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Don't let high-moisture com get too dry

If you're planning to harvest and store high-moisture com, don't wait too long

and let the crop get too dry. Corn moisture content in the field drops rapidly in early

fall: says Bill Wilcke, engineer with the University of MLrmesota Extension Service.

"Livestock producers intending to store com in silos as fermented high-moisture

com need to watch their crop closely and harvest before it gets too dry," says Wi1cke.

In high-moisture com storage, naturally-occurring bacteria cause fermentation

by consuming oxygen and a small amount of com dry matter, Wi1cke explains. The

bacteria produce acids and carbon dioxide that inhibit growth of the storage fungi

(molds) that cause undesirable quality loss and spoilage.

Wi1cke says the optimum com kernel moisture level for fermentation is 25-30

percent on a wet basis. "At moisture levels greater than 30 percent, production of

undesirable acids and excessive leaching of nutrient-rich liquids from the silo is likely,"

he points out. "At moisture levels lower than 25 percent, corn is often too dry for proper

fermentation, and spoilage is likely. Attempts to rewet overdry com to bring about

fermentation are not usually very successful."

Wi1cke recommends starting harvest of high-moisture com near 30 percent

moisture, then filling silos as quickly as possible.
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Letting com field dry can be money-saving strategy

With Minnesota's com crop maturing about two weeks ahead of schedule, producers may

be money ahead to let their crop dry in the field until the end of September. Doing so can reduce

or elLrninate artificial drying expenses; says DaIe Hicks, agronomist with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

"Grain is drying rapidly and will continue to quickly drop in kernel moisture content with

the air temperatures that are likely to occur during the next two weeks," says Hicks. "This can

reduce drying costs and possibly increase profitability. In addition, field dried grain should have

a high test weight."

Field drying carried some risks, notes Hicks. Harvest losses are likely to increase when

com is combined at lower kernel moisture levels, due to ear droppage and machine loses.

"The potential for preharvest ear droppage due to com borer tunneling in the ear shank is

low this year, since the com borer infestation is very light," says Hicks. "However, warmer

temperatures could cause stalk rots to develop more quickly and reduce stalk quality, which

would increase lodging and harvest difficulty."

Hicks says machine losses increase at lower kernel moisture levels because of snapper

roller shelling and grain cracking. Grain cracking may also lower com storeability and quality.

"When machine losses are less than two percent, the savings in drying cost is greater than

the value of the lost com," says Hicks. "This makes it economically feasible to let grain dry in the

field to moisture levels substantially lower than normal harvest moisture levels. Growers should

evaluate stalk quality and the potential for ear droppage in deciding when to harvest."
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Extension Service appoints panel on rural options

Recent floods, tornadoes, crop diseases and low commodity prices have

been in the nev.'s. But adversity in many rural cOlllmurljties is a long-term trend

that warrants special attention, says the dean and director of the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

Director Katherine Fennelly has appointed a panel on "rural options" to

address problems in rural Minnesota. The panel is looking at ways to help

families and communities create long-term alternatives in an era of change and

transition, Fennelly says.

Chair of the panel is Jan Baedke, extension educator in Faribault County.

"There's a lot being done already," she says, "and we'll document this before

recommending other programs."

"There are some megatrends such as declining populations in rural

towns that individuals can do little about, " Baedke says. "Some people in rural

communities are in denial about rural problems and don't talk about them. But

the panel will recommend programs that can make a difference to families and

communi ties in transition."
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A total of $160,000 of special funding has been provided by the University

of Minnesota Extension Service, the College of Agricultural, Food and

Environmental Sciences and the College of Human Ecology.

The panel will serve for one year to address problems facing rural

Minnesota and develop strategies and programs to address them, Fennelly says.

Other panel members include: John Bryson, (Collegiate Program Leader,

Humphrey institute), Bob Craven (Extension Economist, Farm Management),

John Cunningham (County Extension Leader, Big Stone County and Lac qui

Parle), Sharon Danes (Extension Family Resource Management Specialist), Joyce

DeBoe (Extension Communications and Marketing Specialist), Bev Durgan

(Assistant Dean & Assistant Collegiate Program Leader, COAFES), Kari Foord

(Extension Educator, Dakota County), Carlos Gallego (Extension Educator,

Carver County), Rod Hamer (Extension Program Leader), Dick Hemmingsen

(Director of Governmental Relations), Dave McAllister (Extension

Administrative Intern, Emergency Management Issues), Jerry Miller (Collegiate

Program leader, COAFES), Barb Muesing (Collegiate Program Leader,

Crookston), Pauline Nichel ( Co-Station Head & Outreach Coordinator, SW

Experiment Station), Howard Person (County Extension Leader, Pennington),

Larry Smith (Head, NW Experiment Station), Kent Thiesse (Extension Educator,.
Blue Earth County, on leave as an intern with the Association of Minnesota

Counties), Aimee Viniard-Weideman (Extension Public Relations Manager),

Erline Weness (Extension Educator, SVv Mumesota Farm Management

Association), Bill Wilcke (Extension Engineer, Biosystems and Agricultural

Engineering) and Deb Zak (District Director, NW).
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New U of M engineer will focus on swine odor control

Helping pork producers deal with odor control will be the main focus of a new

University of Minnesota Extension Service faculty member.

Jose Bicudo is an environmental engineer in the Department of Biosystems and

Agricultural Engineering on the U of M St. Paul campus. He will be working

exclusively on environmental issues affecting the Minnesota pork industry. The

position is a partnership funded for two years in equal amounts by the Minnesota Pork

Producers Association; the U of M College of Veterinary Medicine; the U of M

Extension Service; and the U of M College of Agricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.

Bicudo will assist and provide information to pork producers to implement odor

control techniques based on research at the University of Minnesota and other research

institutions. He will assist campus and outstate faculty in setting up farmstead

demonstration sites for promising odor control technologies. He will work with county

extension educators in arranging and presenting educational programs, including office

visits, farm visits, farm tours and statewide meetings. He will also help develop
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publications on both the technical and social solutions to outdoor air quality concerns of

the pork industry.

Bicudo comes to Minnesota from North Carolina State University where he did

post-doctoral research in the Department of Biological and Agricultural Engineering.

His work involved evaluating innovative treatment technologies for flushed manure

from swine. Previously he worked in Portugal for seven years doing research on

management and treatment of animal manure.

He received a Ph. D. in environmental engineering from the University of

Newcastle upon Tyne in England in 1988. He completed a five-year course in sanitary

engineering at the Maua School of Engineering in Sao Paulo, Brazil in 1985.
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Course will provide entry level training for pork production employees

A six-session course designed to train entry level employees in pork production

will begin Oct. 20 at Morris, Minn. The course will cover basic confinement pork

production using safe and humane animal care techniques.

The course is a joint effort the University of Minnesota and Ridgewater College.

Those successfully completing the course will earn two credits from Ridgewater

College. Classes will meet at the U of M West Central Experiment Station at Morris on

six Tuesdays from 6-9 p.m. The registration deadline is Oct. 10.

The course is designed for workers or potential workers in confinement pork

production operations. Course content is geared toward those who care for animals on

a daily basis but are not the primary decision-maker or manager of the operation. The

course will cover career opportunities in the swine industry; working successfully on a

team; care of gestating sows, lactating sows, herd boars, and nursing piglets; and

computerized production records.

Cost of the course is $122 plus a $40 lab fee. For further information or to register

by the Oct. 10 deadline, contact Dan Perkins, Ridgewater College, at (320) 589-4394.
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Northfield, Caledonia 4-Hers top State Fair sheep carcass show

4-H sheep exhibitors from Rice County and Houston County took top honors

this year in the Minnesota State Fair 4-H sheep carcass show.

Eleanor Coyle-Franz of Northfield in Rice County exhibited the champion

carcass in the field of 172 entries. It weighed 64.8 pounds, with 0.13 inches of twelfth rib

fat thickness, 0.60 inches of body wall thickness, and a 3.65-square-inch rib eye.

Julie Abrahamson of Caledonia in Houston County earned reserve champion

honors. Her lamb had a 59.5-pound carcass. It has 0.10 inches of twelfth rib fat

thickness, 0.60 inches of body wall thickness, and a 3.25-square-inch rib eye..

Carcass placings are based on the percentage of boneless, closely-trimmed retail

cuts. The percentage is calculated from hot carcass weight, twelfth rib fat thickness,

body wall thickness, and rib eye area.

Over 2,200 4-Hers from 87 counties exhibited livestock at the 1998 Minnesota

State Fair. The 4-H sheep show at the fair is one of nwnerous educational events

coordinated by the University of Minnesota Extension Service and conducted by county

extension educators and 4-H volunteers.

Sponsor of the State 4-H sheep carcass show is Northern Star Livestock Services,

operated by Tracy Stade and Jeff Repasky. The two produce registered Suffolk and
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Southdown breeding sheep and dub lambs on their farm near Lonsdale, Minn. Their

sponsorship of the 4-H market lamb carcass contest has provided premium money for

50 exhibitors and covered the cost of data collection for the past four years.

Northern Star Livestock Services is also an active supporter of the State Fair 4-H

auction, purchasing the champion market lamb the past four years.

Stade and her family have been long-time members in the Scott County 4-H

program as members and volunteers. The couple's children, Kristina, Krystal, and Jon

are members of the Eagle Creek Eagles 4-H Club in Prior Lake, Minn.
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New ways to control swine odor is topic of Oct. 13 field day

Using biofilters to control odor from swine buildings will be the subject of a

Biofilter Field Day Oct. 13 near Hector, Minn. Biofilters are an air pollution control

technology used worldwide.

The field day will from 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Oct. 13 at the Nicolai Pork Producers,

Inc. (NPPI) farm near Hector in Renville County. Field day sponsors are the Renville

County Pork Producers, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, and the University

of Minnesota Extension Service.

University of Minnesota researchers are studying livestock odor emissions,

dispersion, and control. The field day will include a tour and demonstration of the

biofilter, the first in Minnesota used to treat all of the ventilated air from a 700-sow

gestation-farrowing barn. The field day will also include updates and displays on

current U of M odor research work, including biocovers, an odor rating system, and a

farmstead odor database. Researchers will be available to answer questions.

For biosecurity at the field day site, all attendees must not visit a hog facility for

at least 24 hours before coming to the event.

The field day includes lunch provided by the Minnesota Department of

Agriculture and Renville County Pork Producers. To reach the field day site, take
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Highway 212 west from Hector for about three miles to County Road 16. Tum left

(south) on County Road 16 and go a mile and a quarter to the NPPI farm on the west

side of the road.

For further information, contact Jose Bicudo, Kevin Janni, or Larry Jacobson in

the U of M Department of Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering at (612) 625-9733.
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Milker Training School in Rochester will be Nov. 12-13

A two-day school on proper techniques for milking cows will take place

Nov. 12-13 in Rochester. This Milker Training School will be at the Olmsted County

Extension Office.. according to Dave Kjome: southeast Minnesota dairy educator with

the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

The program is designed for persons who milk cows and those who train others

in proper milking techniques. Subject areas include milk quality, cow handling and

behavior, milking machine operation and maintenance, mastitis control, cow comfort

and sanitation, post-milking equipment cleanup, and residue avoidance and record

keeping guidelines. The first-day schedule includes a visit to Borst Brothers Dairy

southeast of Rochester to observe and critique milking procedures.

Ralph Farnsworth, U of M extension veterinarian, and Jeff Reneau, U of M

extension animal scientist in dairy management, will be program specialists for the

school.

The registration fee is $40, payable in advance or at the door. The fee covers

materials, noon lunches, and refreshment breaks. Advance registration is encouraged

through your county extension office or with Dave Kjome, University of Minnesota

Extension Service, Southeast District Office, Rochester, Minn.; phone (507) 280-2869.
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Urea fertilizer should not be fall-applied in south central Minnesota

Anhydrous ammonia is the only form of nitrogen fertilizer to apply in the fall in

south central Minnesota. Research this year at the University of Minnesota's Southern

Experiment Station at Waseca confirms this, according to a soil scientist at the station.

Gyles Randall says the research project compared anhydrous and urea when

applied in the fall and spring.

Both urea and anhydrous were applied to plots at Waseca in late October, 1997

and this spring, says Randall. The urea was injected four inches deep in bands.

Soybeans were the previous crop. Com on the plots this year yielded 28 bushels per

acre less with the fall-applied urea (195 bushels per acre with anhydrous; 167 bushels

per acre with urea). Yields with spring application were 193 bushels per acre with urea

and 190 bushels per acre with anhydrous.

"These results confirm University of Minnesota recommendations that urea is not

to be fall-applied in south-central Minnesota," Randall concludes.

Gyles Randall is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences.
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Australia, New Zealand are U of M agricultural study tour destinations

The scenic and agricultural highlights of Australia and New Zealand will be the

focus of a 29-day University of Minnesota agricultural study tour set for early 1999.

The 15th Annual International Agricultural Study Tour to Australia and New

Zealand will be Feb. 4-March 4,1999. The tour includes stays with host families in

Australia and New Zealand and occurs during late summer in those countries. It may

be tax deductible or provide a Lifetime Learning Tax Credit for qualifying farmers.

The tour includes visits to dairy, beef and sheep farms, cheese factories, dairy

research stations and demonstrations farms. There will be visits to a Maori Village, a

cruise in Sydney Harbor and Milford Sound, a ride on the Trans-Alpine Railway and a

whale watch excursion. There will be stops in several key cities as well as mining, saw

milling, winery, fishing and whaling communities.

A faculty member from the University of Minnesota Extension Service will serve

as a resource for agricultural information on the tour.

Cost of the tour is $5,995 ($5,595 with registration by Nov. 2), double occupancy,

from Los Angeles. Included are air and ground transportation, 38 meals and lodging.

For a brochure about the tour, call Fred Hoefer or Leon Meger at

(800) 367-5363. The tour web page is

http://www.extension.umn.edu/Courses/tours/austnz99.htm.
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Shurson Appointed Director of Swine Center at University of Minnesota

Jerry Shurson has been appointed director of the University of Minnesota Swine

Center, home to more than 40 faculty members exploring the many facets of pig

production. As director, Shurson will guide swine nutrition and management research,

serve as an extension specialist, instruct and advise students.

Phil Larsen, Interim Dean of the College of Agricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences and Vice President for Agricultural Policy welcomed Shurson

with high expectations. "His technical expertise, knowledge of pork industry issues,

together with his excellent communications skills," said Larsen, "will be great assets to

the University and Swine Center."

Shurson grew up on a hog, daily, and crop farm in Adams, fviinnesota, where

he was an active member of the Mower County 4H and FFA organizations.

He holds a 1981 bachelor's degree from the University of Minnesota in animal

science and agricultural economics. Shurson earned a master's degree in 1983

and doctorate in 1985 for his work with swine nutrition and management at

Michigan State University. He held a faculty position at Ohio State University from

1986 to 1990, when he joined the University of Minnesota as an assistant professor.

Shurson was promoted to associate professor in 1992, and became a full professor in

1997. He became Swine Center director on July 1, 1998.

(over)



..My goals for the Swine Center," said Shurson, "include efforts to promote

greater cooperation and coordination among those engaged in swine-related

research and educational activities at the University of Minnesota. We also need to

improve our stakeholders' access to the data we gather, and the ways we get this

information into their hands."

The Swine Center is dedicated to bringing greater awareness to pork-related

issues. The Center collects information from the University's many research and

education arms, then reaches out to bridge the gaps between the industry and the

University, as well as the consumers they both serve.

To learn more, visit www.cvm.umn.edu/swineforupdated information about

the Swine Center's faculty and initiatives.
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Philip O. Larsen, senior associate dean of the College of Agricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences and professor of plant pathology at the University of Minnesota has

been named interim dean of the College of Agricultural, Food and Environmental Sciences and

vice president for agricultural policy. He will also serve as interim director of the Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station.

Larsen replaces dean and vice president Michael Martin who has accepted a position at

Martin's tenure including increasing enrollment in the college, making the transition to

semesters and working with Southwest State University in Marshall, Minnesota to build the

joint degree in agricultural industries and marketing."

Larsen has served as the College's associate dean since 1996 and has been a distinguished

member of the University of Minnesota faculty since 1985. He served as head of the department

of plant pathology from 1985-1994, a period of growth and development of important programs

in the plant pathology department. During his tenure as department head, an external review

committee cited the plant pathology department for its outstanding academic programs.

(over)



University of Minnesota President Mark Yudof said he had consulted with the faculty

and staff of the College as well as members of the greater agricultural community seeking

possible candidates for this position. Phil Larsen received overwhelming support from the

majority of individuals who were consulted. "We are confident he will provide effective

support to our work with the agricultural industries community and will ensure that

agricultural policy is appropriately represented in the upcoming legislative session," said

University President Mark Yudof.

Beverly R. Durgan, assistant dean, professor and weed scientist in the department of

agronomy and plant genetics, has been appointed interim associate dean of research. Durgan

received her B.S. in agriculture business from Montana State University; and her M.S. and Ph.D.

in agronomy-weed sciences from North Dakota State University.

Durgan's responsibilities include applied field research and extension in small grains.

She is responsible for research and extension education on plant and weed identification.

Durgan is an active member of various weed science societies and serves as a member of the

National ES/USDA IPM Task Force. Durgan has received teaching and extension awards,

including the distinguished educator award from the North Central Weed Science Society, the

distinguished teacher award from the College, and the ?ean and director's award for

outstanding state extension educator. Dean Phil Larsen says "I look forward to a continuing

good working relationship with Beverly. She brings to this position extensive experience in

critical research and an informed knowledge of the state's agricultural needs".

Both Larsen and Durgan can be contacted in 277 Coffey Hall, St. Paul campus of the

Univei~ii;y Of l"Lllne~uta. For more information: http:/ / www.coares.urrm.edu
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Classes focusing on careers in Minnesota dairies set

A series of classes for persons interested in careers in Minnesota dairies will take

place at several Minnesota locations in the coming months. The classes will cover such

topics as nutrition, feeding, milking and labor management.

The classes are designed to provide dairy farm owners, managers and present

and potential employees with an opportunity to increase their dairy skills. They are a

cooperative effort of the University of Minnesota Extension Service, Minnesota Job

Skills Partnership, Ridgewater College, the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, and

Saint Cloud Technical College.

Class titles, dates, locations, and contact persons are:

--Basic Dairy Nutrition, Browerville, Dec. 4 and 10, contact Harouna Maiga, (218)

847-3141; Norwood, Dec. 9 and 16, contact Vern Oraskovich, (612) 442-4496.

--Nutritional Monitors and Ration Interpretation, Browerville, Dec. 17, contact

Maiga; Norwood, Dec. 30, contact Oraskovich.

--Milker Training, Rochester, Nov. 12-13, contact Dave Kjome, (507) 280-2869.

--Labor Management, Melrose, Nov. 17-18 and Dec. 9, contact Lee Gross,

(320) 255-6169; Paynesville, March 2-3 and 23,1999, contact Gross.
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--Feeding Systems, Altura, Feb. 18 and 25,1999, contact Neil Broadwater,

(507) 457-6440; Norwood, March 9 and 23, contact Oraskovich.

A registration brochure on "Successful Careers in Minnesota Dairies" provides

class content details and lists class fees. The brochure is available from county offices of

the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

For more information on Minnesota dairy careers, contact Harold Stanislawski at

(218) 739-7632, Gross at (800) 450-6171, or Julie Joplin at (800) 722-1151. Information is

available on the Internet at http://www3.extension.umn.edu/Courses/scmndary.htm.
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Grain stored this fall needs aeration to counter warm harvest weather

Don't hesitate--aerate! That's a key step for grain producers who have just put a

new crop into on-farm storage, according to an engineer with the University of

!\1in..11.esota Extension Service.

"A lot of upper Midwest grain went into the bin at abnormally high temperatures

this year," says Bill Wilcke. "The temperature in the center of the grain bin or pile will

remain high well into winter without aeration."

Wilcke says a warm center in grain storage means insects and molds are more

likely to infest the warm areas. In addition, temperature differences in stored grain

cause moisture to migrate from warm areas to cold areas, resulting in mold growth and

crusting in the rewet areas.

Target grain temperatures for winter storage in the upper Midwest are 20-30

degrees F, says Wilcke. If current grain temperatures are 40-50 degrees, wait for

outdoor weather that is 20-30 degrees. Then start the aeration fans and run them as long

as necessary to cool all the grain.

The amount of time fans need to run depends on the airflow per bushel. Wilcke

says typical grain aeration systems deliver about 0.1 cfm/bu (cubic foot of air per

minute per bushel). At that rate, cooling is likely to take about 150 hours. Aeration used

with temporary storage may deliver much lower airflow, meaning aeration cycles could

last much longer than 150 hours. In storage facilities where airflow is not uniform, it's

important to check grain temperatures in many different places and run fans until all

the grain is cool.

(over)
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If you have grain in storage that's much above 50 degrees, Wilcke recommends

cooling it in 15-20-degree stages as outdoor temperatures drop.

Either positive pressure (air pushed upward) or negative pressure (air drawn

downward) can be used to aerate grain. However, positive pressure aeration tends to

provide more uniform distribution in large grain piles that have long aeration ducts,

says Wilcke.

"With positive pressure systems watch for condensation under the roof when

you aerate warm grain during cool weather," Wilcke points out. "You can reduce

condensation by opening doors and hatches to provide plenty of air movement over the

top surface of the grain during aeration. Cooling grain in stages so that the difference

between the outdoor temperature and grain temperature is less than 20 degrees also

helps."

Once grain is cooled to 20-30 degrees, you might not have to aerate it again

during the winter, says Wilcke. Check the grain every two to four weeks for signs of

mold, insects, crusting or heating. If you find problems, start the fans to cool and dry

the problem area. "If aeration doesn't seem to be working," says Wilcke, "remove the

problem grain to prevent additional spoilage."

###
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Stored soybeans can spoil due to green trash in bin

Green trash in your soybean storage bin could cause the beans to spoil. An

engineer with the University of Minnesota Extension Service recommends checking

bins this fall for pockets of green trash.

"In a number of upper Midwest soybean fields this fall, beans matured and dried

on plants that were still green," says Bill Wi1cke. "Combining soybeans on green plants

can result in large amounts of green, wet pods, pieces of stems, and other trash in the

harvested crop. During handling, the seeds and green trash tend to segregate, and the

trash accumulates in pockets in the storage bin."

Wilcke says such pockets of high-moisture material are likely to mold and heat in

storage, and could lead to significant spoilage of the soybeans around them.

"If you find enough trash that you're likely to have problems, try to remove it, or

at least spread it out as much as possible," says Wi1cke. "If you aren't able to remove or

spread out the trash, keep watching it for signs of mold and heating. Aerate the beans

as often as necessary to prevent spoilage and keep the temperature of the stored beans

at 20 to 30 degrees F. If you aren't able to control heating problems by using aeration,

consider emptying the bin and running the beans through a grain cleaner before

returning them to storage."

(over)
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If you haven't completed harvesting soybeans yet, Wilcke says the following

strategies can reduce problems with pockets of trash in the storage bin: (1) Set the

combine to minimize the amount of non-seed material in the harvested crop. (2) Run

the soybeans through a grain cleaner to remove excessive trash. (3) Use a grain

distributor during bin filling to reduce segregation of seeds and trash.

Wilcke says soybean seeds are usually dry enough for safe storage at harvest.

However, wet pods and stems frequently lead to storage problems. "Since the price per

bushel for soybeans is usually two to three times that of other crops," says Wilcke,

"stored beans ought to be worth two to three times the management effort."

# # #
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Indoor plants are affected by weather too, horticulturist says

Houseplants aren't directly affected by autumn's falling temperatures however, they

do respond to the indirect effects of our cold, dark winters and dry, heated homes, says Deb

Brown, horticulturist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"Even in newer homes with lots of insulation and weatherstripping, the areas near

windows are generally cooler than the rest of a room," Brown says. "During the winter, pull

your shades or drapes at night and never allow houseplant leaves to touch the glass. Most

houseplants originate in the tropics so cold drafts are bad for them, and chilling can result

in water-soaked spots on the leaves or in wrinkly leaf growth."

Brown adds that icy water directly from the tap can also be a problem for

houseplants. She advises watering houseplants with lukewarm or room temperature water.

You can test it like you would a baby's bottle, by flicking a few drops on your wrist. If it

doesn't feel hot or cold, it should be fine for houseplants.

Furnaces dry the air, creating conditions that favor spider mites and other

houseplant pests. Brown suggests using humidifiers to raise humidity when possible.

Misting plants can set the stage for leaf spot diseases, however.

(over)
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..Be especially careful about your watering frequency at this time of year," Brown

advises. "Keeping plants watered properly lessens the chance of moisture stress and makes

the lower humidity less of a problem except for the potential increase in pests."

Autumn's shorter days mean that plants have fewer hours of photosynthesis. To

compensate, Brown says plant leaves should be clean. Dust on leaves can filter and absorb

light. Clean windows also help, but houseplant enthusiasts may want to supplement

natural daylight on their indoor plants with light from a fluorescent fixture.
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University of Minnesota offering beef production home study course

Beef cow-calf producers can learn essential information about feeding their cow

herds through a new home study course from the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

The course in "Breeding Herd Nutrition" includes six lessons covering the basics

of year-round nutrition. It's designed to provide the information necessary for

producers to make management decisions that will improve profitability. Lesson topics

include nutrition fundamentals, winter cow feeding, heifer feeding, forage sampling

and interpretation, diet formulation and pasture management.

The course provides an educational opportunity for those who find it difficult to

attend meetings due to work schedule, family commitmentsor geographic location.

Some 350 Minnesota producers took the course last spring. It's adapted from a similar

program that has achieved much success in Nebraska.

Class lessons will be mailed to participants every 8-10 days beginning in early

January from the Pipestone County Extension Office.

The fee covers the six lessons, a three-ring binder, supporting reference materials and

postage costs. Additional information and registration forms are available from the

Pipestone County Extension Office, 1192nd Ave. SW, Suite #2, Pipestone, MN; phone

(800) 967-2705 or (507) 825-6715.
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CHAPS computer program makes cow-calf performance evaluation easier

Collecting and evaluating performance records is a key task for beef producers

striving to maximize efficiency and profitability. A software program available through

the University of Minnesota Extension Service can make performance evaluation easier.

"Monitoring inventory inputs, outputs and turnover makes it possible to identify

inefficiencies in a beef cattle operation," says Philip Berg, U of M extension educator in

Pipestone County. "For example, did increasing by 20 percent the amount of grain fed

to replacement heifers increase first-cycle conception rates? Did buying a bull with an

expected progeny difference (EPD) of 10 pounds additional weaning weight actually

increase calf weights?"

The U of M Extension Service in cooperation with the Minnesota State

Cattlemen's Association supports a computer software program called CHAPS.

CHAPS is an acronym for Cow Herd Analysis of Performance Software. Producers can

purchase the program, which monitors cow-calf performance, for use on their own

computer. Those without computers can contract for entry of performance data.

"Most producers think of individual animal performance data to monitor genetic

progress and make decisions about cow culling, heifer selection and bull buying," says

Berg. "But it's also important to look at overall cow herd productivity. This makes it

(over)
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possible to evaluate management decisions for the past year through changes in overall

output. In other words, do the management regimes and selected individuals actually

perform at the expected level?"

Minimum information necessary for use with the CHAPS program includes caU

identification, cow identification, cowage, call sex, caU birth date, actual weaning

weight, and weigh date. Optional information that will provide a more detailed

summary report includes calf birth weight, calving ease, parent information, frame

score, contemporary groups, carcass data and call grade. The inputted information is

summarized into calf and cow reports.

To enroll in the CHAPS program, contact the Minnesota CHAPS Processing

Center, Pipestone County Extension Office, 119 2nd Ave. SW, Pipestone, MN 56164;

phone (507) 825-6715 or (800) 967-2705.
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Cattle Feeder Days set at Crookston, Morris, Slayton

New information for cattle feeders on nutrition, quality, and marketing will highlight

Cattle Feeder Days at three Minnesota locations in in December.

The 1998 Minnesota Cattle Feeder Days will be Dec. 7 at Crookston at the University of

Minnesota's Northwest Experiment Station, Dec. 8 at Morris at the U of M West Central

Experiment Station, and Dec. 9 at Slayton at the VFW. Each program will run from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m.

The program will be the same at each location. Topics and speakers will be:

--Feedlot deworming, Don Bliss, Mid-America Ag Research, Verona, Wis.;

--Economics of feeding corn silage, Alfredo DiCostanzo, U of M Extension Service;

-Quality assurance and beef checkoff, Ron Eustice, Minnesota Beef Council;

--Alternative corn hybrids in feedlot diets, Brad Johnson, South Dakota State

University, Brookings;

--Management and nutrition consequences in professional feedyards; Tom Peters,

Dekalb Feeds, Oregon, Ill.;

--Grid pricing and marketing, Don Schiefelbein, American Gelbvieh Association,

Westminster, Colo.

Pre-registration for the Cattle Feeder Days is encouraged but not required. There will

be a small registration fee. For further information contact Larry Smith for Crookston at (218)

281-6510; Bill Zimmerman for Morris at (320) 589-7423; or Philip Berg for Slayton at (507) 825

5416.
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U of M offers intensive grain marketing training at Mankato

Six days of intensive marketing training for grain producers is available in

Mankato early in 1999 through a new University of Minnesota Extension Service

program.

The Minnesota Master Marketer Program is designed for producers experienced

in marketing commodities and having some knowledge of futures and options. A key

objective of the program is to help producers learn to sell their grain for higher prices,

thus increasing their total farm revenue.

Subjects covered will be basic and advanced marketing strategies, financial

planning and farm budgeting, developing and implementing a marketing plan,

fundamental and technical analysis and starting and supporting successful marketing

clubs. Expert instructors will come from the U of M Extension Service, other

universities and private industry.

Encouraging the development of marketing or management clubs is one of the

program's objectives. Tight resources make it difficult for Extension to reach all

producers with intensive assistance. Marketing clubs provide a way to extend the

training through volunteers. Regular meetings held over a stretch of time allow

producers to learn about market dynamics and gain market experience.
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The Minnesota Master Marketer Program will meet in Mankato at the Best Western

Hotel. Session dates in 1999 are Jan. 6-7, Jan. 20-21 and Feb. 3-4. Registration fee for the

program is $250 through the end of December. To obtain a registration brochure, call

Heather Dorr at (800) 367-5363 or (612) 625-5267. For further information on program

content, contact Edward Usset, U of M grain marketing specialist, at (612) 681-7999.
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Look for patterns when evaluating crop yield maps

Crop yield maps made with data collected from combine yield monitors can be a

useful tool for making management decisions. But the maps require careful evaluation

and interpretation, says George Rehm, soil scientist with the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.

"In evaluating yield maps, it's important to look for repeating or definite patterns

rather than focus on small differences," says Rehm. "Unless there is an obvious reason

for yield differences, too much attention to the small differences can lead to errors in

management decisions."

Rehm says straight line patterns of yield differences that occur in the direction of

planting are likely to be the result of producer management. The cause may be

differences in planting date, change in hybrid or variety, switch in herbicide, skips in

herbicide application or soil compaction.

Straight line patterns that occur across the rows may be the result of existing tile

lines, old traffic patterns, manure applications to previous fields, old fence rows or

buried cables.

(over)
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Irregular yield patterns that are are likely to be due to natural factors over which

the producer has little or no control. Among the causes may be changes in soil type,

insect damage, differences in disease pressure, iron chlorosis in soybeans and non-

uniform manure application.

If yield differences appear on the map as irregular patches, the cause could be

changes in soil type, natural drainage patterns, weed infestations, insect damage,

disease pressure or major changes in fertility.

Collect yield maps from a field for more than one year before using yield map

information to make a management change, says Rehm. "Keep an open mind and be

willing to consider several factors that could cause yield differences," he adds. "Using

yield map technology effectively requires a commitment of time and resources."

George Rehm is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and

Environmental Sciences.
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Marshall, St. Cloud, Fairmont, Owatonna will host pork conferences

Swine production issues concerning health, marketing, alternative systems and

air and water quality will be main topics at four Minnesota Pork Conferences set for

early December. The University of Minnesota and the Minnesota Pork Producers

Association are sponsoring the events.

The conferences will be Dec. 1 at Marshall at the Best Western, Dec. 2 at St.

Cloud at the Holiday Inn, Dec. 8 at Fairmont at the Holiday Inn and Dec. 9 at

Owatonna at the Ramada Inn. They are designed for producers, agribusiness

professionals and others with an interest in pork production. The agenda includes

presentations by producers, veterinarians and University of Minnesota faculty

members

The opening general session will be at 9 a.m. It will feature a presentation on

market agreements by Brian Buhr, University of Minnesota economist. The session will

also include an update on U of M swine facilities and faculty positions, and a

presentation on wean-to-finish production.

The afternoon will feature concurrent sessions on environmental issues,

alternative systems, health management and Pork Quality Assurance.

(over)
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The session on environmental issues will cover the Generic Environmental

Impact Statement, European manure management technologies, future directions for

MPCA manure application requirements, odor research, odor assessment and

hydrogen sulfide monitoring

The session on alternative systems will feature producers relating their

experiences, whole farm planning and the U of M alternative swine production

program. The health management session will cover PRRS, porcine respiratory disease

complex and emerging pathogens. The Pork Quality Assurance Workshop will relate to

the food safety program of the National Pork Producers Council.

To obtain a registration brochure or additional information on the Minnesota

Pork Conferences, contact Jan Storebo, Veterinary Outreach Programs, University of

Minnesota, at (800) 380-8636 or (612) 624-3434.
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Sheep research report available from University of Minnesota

Sheep research results on alternative feeds, pasture mixtures, parasite control

and reproduction are part of a new sheep publication available from the University of

Minnesota. The "1998 Minnesota Sheep Research Report" includes 17 articles and two

progress reports on U of M sheep research.

The 94-page report has articles on feeding bagels and feeding alfalfa leaf meal.

Pasture articles cover kura clover-grass mixtures, nitrogen cycling in management-

intensive grazing, and smooth bromegrass and alfalfa. Articles on parasites cover biting

lice and influence of doramectin on internal parasites. Early pregnancy detection, estrus

synchronization and semen extenders are covered in articles on reproduction.

Copies of the "1998 Minnesota Sheep Research Report" are available for $5.00 per

copy. Send a check payable to the University of Minnesota to Sheep, Room 380 Haecker

Hall, University of Minnesota, 1364 Eckles Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108.
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'Ag Summit' will focus on strategic farm planning, commodity outlooks

Strategic farm business planning and outlooks for farm commodities will be

main topics at the "Ag Summit 1998" Conference Dec. 10 at Morris, Minn.

"Think global, plan local-positioning your farm business" is the theme of the

conference, which will be in Edson Auditorium at the University of Minnesota, Morris.

The conference is designed to provide insights into the strategic planning process for

farmers, agribusiness personnel, ag lenders, educators and other interested persons.

Sponsors are the University of Minnesota Extension Service and West Central

Experiment Station, along with Ridgewater College and Farm Credit Services.

The morning session will focus on strategic planning. This is a process for setting

a goal, identifying paths to reach the goal and monitoring progress toward the goal. It's

designed to allow a business owner to be proactive, rather than reactive to market

conditions. Topics and speakers will be:

--Strategic planning, Don Hofstrand, Iowa State University economist;

-Domestic impacts of global economic shocks, William Myers, Iowa State

University economist;

--What some farmers in Kansas are doing to take advantage of value-added

opportunities, Lynn Rundle, Kansas co-op representative.

(over)
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The afternoon session will be devoted to commodity specific outlooks. S. Richard

Tolman, U.S. Grains Council, will look at the global and domestic feed grain situation.

Then there will be concurrent presentations on beef, dairy, and swine outlooks. Topics

and speakers will be:

-Beef, Chuck Lambert, National Cattlemen's Beef Association;

-Pork, Brian Buhr, University of Minnesota Extension Service;

-Dairy, Don Berg, Land O'Lakes.

The registration deadline for the conference is Dec. 4, and the program fee is $35

per person. To obtain a registration flyer or additional information, contact your county

extension office or call the West Central Experiment Station at (320) 589-1711. College

credit is available from Ridgewater College for an additional fee. For information on

this, call Dan Perkins or Marlene Ellefson at (320) 589-4394.
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Dairy Expo in 51. Cloud will be Dec. 16

Dairy farm profitability will be a main theme at this year's Dairy Expo Dec. 16 in St.

Cloud, Minn. The event at the Holiday Inn will feature educational presentations and a trade

show with more than 40 exhibitors. It's sponsored by the University of Minnesota Extension

Service.

David Kohl, professor of agricultural finance at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, will be the

keynote speaker. He is nationally known for his energetic, humorous presentation of practical

suggestions on ways to improve farm profit. He has written for "Farm Journal," "Top Producer"

and other leading agricultural magazines. In his morning address he will outline management

strategies to improve profit. In an afternoon breakout session he will cover borrowing and

investing in agriculture.

Jeff Kircher, dairy producer from Hammond, Wis., will speak on herd management to

maximize profit. His cows averaged 115 pounds of milk per cow per day during one

consecutive six-month period in 1997.. In addition, Kevin Janni, U of M extension engineer, will

give a presentation on new developments in manure management.

A theater presentation by the U of M Partners for Farm Health and Safety will address

the typical stresses confronting farm families and provide stress management techniques.

Registration for the expo will begin at 9 a.m. Dec. 16, and the program will run from 10

a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The registration fee is $15, which includes an all-you-can-eat lunch buffet and

printed expo proceedings. For more information or an expo brochure, contact Jim SaUer at the

Stearns County Extension Office by phone at (320) 255-6169 or (800) 450-6171, or bye-mail at

jsalfer@extension.urnn.edu.
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University of Minnesota plans 1999 study tour to Washington, D.C.

Visits to the Smithsonian Institution and Capitol Hill and a dinner cruise on the

Potomac are some of the highlights of a 1999 University of Minnesota study tour to

Washington D. C.

The 24th Annual Wonders of Washington Study Tour will have three sessions in

1999-April17-22, April 24-29 and Oct. 21-24. The group size is limited to 40

participants for each session.

The tour provides education on citizenship, government, and our national

heritage. It's designed and directed by the U of M Extension Service. Trained tour

guides provide orientation sessions about U.S. history, the policy making process in

Washington D.C., and the places tour participants visit.

The first day of the tour include visits to the Kennedy Center, the Jefferson,

Lincoln, Vietnam Veterans and Korean Memorials. The second day includes a White

House photo stop, visits to the Holocaust Museum and the Air and Space Museum, and

the Potomac dinner cruise. Other tour highlights include visits to Capitol Hill, the

Supreme Court, the ~ational Archives, Mount Vernon, Arlington Cemetery, the

~ational Cathedral, and the Smithsonian. A show at Ford's Theater is on the agenda for

the fourth day.

(over)
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The tour includes transportation by air to and from Minneapolis/St. Paul

International Airport. Lodging is at the Hilton Crystal City at National Airport. Five

hot breakfast buffets and two dinners are included with registration.

The registration fee for each of the spring tours is $1,295. The fee for the October,

1999 tour is $1,095. To obtain a tour brochure or additional information, contact Leon

Meger at (800) 367-5363 or (612) 625-2722. The tour web site address is

http://www.extension.umn.edu/Courses/tours/wonwash9.htm.
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Today's dairy industry operates in international market

The following commentary is from Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator
with the University ofMinnesota Extension Service:

It's not necessary to look back too many years to realize how Illuch producers

and consumers of dairy products depended on local and state markets. It was the

hometown flavor. ~ow, as we face the 21st century, national and international dairy

markets playa much larger role in the price of milk from the farm and in the dairy

products and services we consume. Furthermore, we are tapping dairy technologies

from around the world.

Recently I attended the World Dairy Expo at Madison, Wis. It's not necessary to

be at this event very long to get a strong flavor of the influence of international

promotion and demand for our dairy products and services. The expo hosts visitors

from well over 65 foreign countries seeking our dairy genetics in L~e form of live

animals, bull semen and embryos. We see international displays of dairy equipment,

machinery and computer technology from many foreign lands. International visitors

buy and sell just as we Americans do.

During one noon lunch at the expo, I was standing at a table (no chairs) by

myself eating a toasted cheese sandwich and chocolate malt at the Badger Dairy Club

(over)
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tent. At the same table and standing next to me was a man consuming a similar lunch. I

took the initiative to shake hands with him as I noticed the red ribbon on his jacket

reflecting his homeland of New Zealand. We had a great IS-minute discussion on

dairying in New Zealand and his purpose for attending the show. He was David

Milne, chairman of the Livestock Improvement Office in New Zealand. His family

milks 400 Fresian-Jersey cows on a grass-based pasture program. He was there working

with an American AI stud on semen purchases. Small world? You bet, but I now know

and better understand dairying in New Zealand and I have a new dairy friend some

8,000 miles from my home.

Dairy farmers in the United States need to. become familiar with our global dairy

production and marketing framework and our dairy friends around the world. Both

study and personal contact are good ways to accomplish this.

Personally, I have broadened my dairy and agricultural horizons and

understanding by traveling to a number of foreign counties in the past decade, along

with attending dairy trade and cattle shows. I'm glad for the opportunity to shake

hands and become acquainted with people such as David Milne, a dairy farmer and

leader in New Zealand.

Yes, some may label producers in other countries as our competition. However, I

classify them as our allied industry dairy friends. I think we need to work with them

on joint ventures for the good of our U.S. and world-wide dairy industry. Boxing them

out and keeping them as strangers is not the answer. I have come to love and

appreciate our dairy neighbors around the world and owe the University of Minnesota

Extension Service a big thank-you for providing and supporting such opportunities.
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Rural Options programs funded by U of M Extension Service

New programs to help Minnesota farm families cope with hard financial times

have been funded through the Rural Options program of the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.

They include $88,000 for short-term educational assistance to farm families in

Northwestern Minnesota; $40,200 to train educators to help farm families with risk

management, stress management and financial planning; and $7,000 to write legal fact

sheets.

Northwestern Minnesota is most severely affected by the poor farm economy. Of

the 5,000 farmers in the seven counties of Northwestern Minnesota, about half have

more than 50 percent debt in their farming operations. Farm lenders say this points to

the need for serious financial restructuring, or in many cases, total liquidation.

A seminar series on tax, legal and estate planning will be held at four Red River

Valley locations. It will emphasize "just-in-time" information to help farmers who are

restructuring or leaving their farming operations. Early planning often means

substantial savings to farm families, S<lys Howard Person, Pennington County

Extension educator. It can also help farm families develop other careers.

Other funding will help organize agricultural marketing clubs, start a crops

diagnostics team and fund career exploration programs.

In addition to Northwestern Minnesota, many farm families throughout

Minnesota are adversely affected by low returns for their crops and livestock. To help

Extension educators work with them, a three-day staff training session is tentatively

scheduled for early January 1999 in St. Cloud. Topics include developing a practical

risk management plan, legal issues, tax planning, managing change and stress, and

career exploration.

The University ofMinnesota. including the University of Minnesota Extension Service. is an equal opportunity educator and employer.



Statewide, the current crisis is less visible than it was in the last prolonged farm

crisis in the 1980s. Bill Wilcke, Extension engineer, thinks that may be because this one

is largely related to crops, especially in Northwestern Minnesota. Losing crop farmers

is as serious as losing livestock farmers, he says, but it may be less visible.

When livestock disappears from a farm or another farmer builds a large

livestock facility, many people notice. But it's less visible when a crops farm goes out

of business selling to a neighboring farm which gets larger.

Extension educators throughout Minnesota are available for assistance. Call any

county office of the University of Minnesota Extension Service. In Northwestern

Minnesota, you can call 1-800-543- 7709, or (218) 281-3820 and speak with a FarmWrap

worker.

FarmWrap provides one-on-one assistance to farm families in cooperation with

several other organizations in the Red River Valley. Families can choose a team of

specialists to help deal with life's pressures, including bankruptcy, taxes, personal

safety, family harmony, stress, faith and other issues.
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Another Milker Training School in Rochester set for Jan. 12-13, 1999

A two-day school on proper techniques for milking cows will take place

Jan. 12-13 in Rochester. This Milker Training School will be at the Olmsted County

Extension Office, 14213rd Ave. SE. The January school was scheduled to accommodate

those who weren't able to get into the November school. That one was filled to capacity,

according to Dave Kjome, southeast Minnesota dairy educator with the University of

Minnesota Extension Service.

The program is designed for persons who milk cows and those who train others

in proper milking techniques. Subject areas include milk quality, cow handling and

behavior, milking machine operation and maintenance, mastitis control, cow comfort

and sanitation, post-milking equipment cleanup, and residue avoidance and record

keeping guidelines. The first-day schedule includes a visit to an area dairy farm near

Rochester to observe and critique milking procedures.

Ralph Farnsworth, U of M extension veterinarian, and Jeff Reneau, U of M

extension animal scientist in dairy management, will help teach the school.

The registration fee is $60, payable in advance or at the door. The fee covers

materials, a notebook, noon lunches, and refreshment breaks. Advance registration is

required through your county extension office or with Dave Kjome, University of

Minnesota Extension Service, Southeast District Office, Rochester, Minn.; phone (507)

280-2869. For more specific program details, contact your county extension office or

Kjome.
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Soybean conferences set at 5 Minnesota locations

Soybean conferences sponsored by the University of Minnesota Extension

Service and the Minnesota Soybean Research and Promotion Council will take place

across t-.1in.l1esota early in 1999.

"Growers have identified several management issues they would like to learn

more about, such as soybean cyst nematode, white mold, soil fertility, weed control and

production cost," says Dave Schwartz, U of M soybean extension educator. Outlooks for

weather and markets will also be conference topics.

Schwartz says the conferences will be geared for the geographical areas where

they're held. "The southern conferences will definitely touch on soybean cyst nematode,

while the northern conferences will deal with iron chlorosis and the value of

inoculating soybean seed," he points out.

Southern Minnesota conferences will be Jan. 4 in Worthington at the Ramada

Inn, Jan. 5 in Mankato at the Best Western Garden Inn, and Jan. 6 in Willmar at the

Holiday Inn. Northern Minnesota conferences will be Feb. 16 in Thief River Falls at the

Best Western and Feb. 17 in Fergus Falls at the Ottertail Power Co. Building.

There will be no registration fee for the conferences. Each grower attending will

receive a free Minnesota Soybean Field Guide.

For further information, contact Schwartz at (800) 587-0770 or Mike Youngerberg

at (888) 896-9678.
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Re-evaluate soybean variety choices annually

Soybean variety selection is a key early DlanageDlent decision that can have a big

iDlpact on the success of the 1999 crop. Seth ~aeve, soybean agrononti.st with the

University of Minnesota Extension Service, recoDlDlends re-evaluating soybean variety

choices annually.

"New and potentially improved varieties are available each year," says Naeve.

"They Dlay offer higher yield potential, better agronoDlic characteristics, or improved

seed quality. By re-evaluating your choices every year, you can use varieties that best

fit yearly changes in agricultural technologies, DlanageDlent practices, and potential

disease probleDlS."

Specific varieties Dlay be best suited for fields, or parts of fields, with a history of

special probleDls. Such probleDlS include iron chlorosis, soybean cyst neDlatode, white

Dlold, and other diseases. "It's iDlportant to choose varieties based on their entire range

of agronoDlic characteristics, and not rely on any single trait," he says. "That includes

resistance to Roundup."

(over)
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Each year the Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station publishes results from

exhaustive variety trials using seed from public and private sources. These results will

be available beginning in early December from several sources. These include a

publication that will be mailed to many producers, the Minnesota Soybean Home Page

(http://www.mnsoybean.org/), and county extension offices.

The Minnesota Soybean Growers' Association also publishes results of its annual

yield contest and those from county test plots. These will be available on the Minnesota

Soybean Home Page and in booklet form. Contact the MSGA at 360 Pierce Ave., Suite

110, North Mankato, MN 65003, or Naeve at (612) 625-4298 for more information.

Naeve is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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University of Minnesota dairy workshops are for all family members

Balancing work and family and managing life changes are key issues affecting

all dairy farm families. These issues are part of an array of dairy family, production,

career and consumer topics that will receive attention at Saturday workshops in early

1999 at three Minnesota locations.

The workshops will have programming designed for producers and their

spouses, as well as students, consumers, educators, public officials, dairy advisors and

agribusinesses. The University of Minnesota Extension Service is planning the

workshops in cooperation with several other units of the University.

"The Dairy Industry and the UtI workshops will be Jan. 9 at the University of

Melrose High School.

Each workshop will contain four sets of three concurrent sessions lasting 45

minutes each. There will be a presentation on family issues during each session. Other

presentations will center on dairy production, dairy products, and/or careers. Program

content will vary somewhat with each location.

(over)
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Additional family topics on the agenda at one or more locations include coping

with stress, gender differences in problem solving, farm transfer and role of spouses on

and off the farm. Sessions on production will cover such topics as dairy diagnostics,

cow nutrition, monitoring the dairy barn environment and calving interval. Sessions for

students will cover dairy industry opportunities and careers. Among the consumer

topics are nutrition and health benefits of dairy foods, dairy food safety, new product

development and dairy's economic impact.

Each site will have posters and booths on management of intensive grazing,

alfalfa leaf meal, feeding sunflower products, parlor profiles, Johne's disease and

Bovatec for growing heifers.

There is no charge for the workshops, which will begin with registration and

refreshments at 9:45 a.m. and conclude at 2:45 p.m. Lunch will be provided at all

locations. For additional information or a flyer with a list of topics and speakers for

each location, contact your county extension office.
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Strategic planning should be part of every farm business

Strategic planning should be part of every business. That includes farm businesses, says

Margot Rudstrom, economist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"It's the road map of where you want to go and a blueprint of how you're going to get

there," says Rudstrom, who is located at the West Central Experiment Station at Morris. "Just as

your daily 'to do' list provides a guide for your day's activities, your strategic plan provides a

checklist of longer term goals you want to accomplish."

Rudstrom says it's not enough to store some plans in your head. They need to be written

down so they can be shared with others. She offers the following checklist to get you thinking

about strategic planning in your business.

1. What is your mission statement?

2. What are your goals for your business and family over the next three years, next five

years, next ten years, etc.?

3. How will you use your business to meet these goals?

4. How will you monitor whether or not you have met your goals?

5. How will you determine if and when your goals have changed?

'The strategic planning process takes time, effort, and communication," Rudstrom points

out. "In the day-ta-day farming operation you are often busy dealing with urgent situations.

However, it's also important to take some time to deal with major long-term issues."

Rudstrom is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental Sciences.
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Mission statement can benefit farm business

Developing a mission statement can be a step toward success for any business, including

a farm. The mission statement expresses why the business exists, says Dave Resch, extension

educator in Scott County with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"A well thought out mission statement helps a farm manager in developing plans to

meet goals and objectives," says Resch. "It's the foundation for a successful business plan. It

keeps the business moving in the right direction."

Resch says all people involved in the farm business should have a part in creating the

mission statement and should understand what the owner wants to achieve.

"The mission statement needs to reflect the values and attitudes of the business owner,"

Resch says. "For most people, the hardest part of developing a mission statement is expressing

values and attitudes in a short, concise statement--usually 100 words or less."

Writing down values and attitudes gives a farm's mission statement great power, says

Resch, The written statement encourages and provides direction to all people involved in the

business to meet their goals and objectives. It expresses what the owner wants to accomplish

and defines success. Many businesses have their mission statement hanging on the wall.

The University of Minnesota Extension Service and other agencies can provide examples

and assistance for developing a mission statement.

# # #
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Pasture forage left after grazing boosts regrowth

Forage left in a pasture at the end of the grazing season isn't wasted. In fact, the

opposite is true, says Greg Cuomo, forage agronomist at the University of Minnesota's

\Vest Central Experiment Statio.i1 at Morris.

"Forage left in a pasture after grazing helps the pasture to regrow more quickly,"

says Cuomo. "This means more forage available for the next grazing."

Cuomo cites results from a three-year study at the West Central Experiment

Station. Grazing intensity treatments were grazed to leave 2-4, 4-6 and 6-8 inches of

residue after grazing. Pastures that were grazed to leave 6-8 inches of residue produced

5.5 tons of forage per acre per year over the three-year study. Pastured grazed to leave

4-6 inches produced 5.4 tons per acre per year, but those grazed to leave 2-4 inches of

residue produced only 4.7 tons per acre per year.

The pastures used in the study contained cool-season grasses (smooth

bromegrass, bluegrass and quackgrass) and legumes (alfalfa, red clover and birdsfoot

trefoil).

Cuomo is afaculty member in the College ofAgricuilurul, Fuod, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Seeding legumes into grass pastures yields low-eost forage

Renovating pastures by adding legumes yielded a bounty of low-cost forage in a

recent University of Minnesota research project. The three-year study took place at the

U of M West Central Experiment Station at Morris.

At the beginning of the study, pastures consisted primarily of smooth

bromegrass, bluegrass and quackgrass. Renovation began with spraying three-fourths

pound per acre of Roundup when pastures were four inches tall in the spring. The next

step was to no-till drill either alfalfa, a red dover and birdsfoot trefoil mix or a graziers'

mix containing many legumes and grasses. An untreated area served as a control.

"All pasture renovation treatments produced more forage than the control," says

Greg Cuomo, U of M forage agronomist who headed the team of scientists conducting

the study. "Over the three years of the study, alfalfa produced 7.0 tons per acre more

forage. The dover/trefoil produced 3.8 tons per acre more, and the graziers' mix

yielded 5.5 tons per acre more forage."

The study evaluated the cost of the extra forage, taking into account seed,

herbicide, machinery and labor expenses. The additional forage cost $8.07 per acre for

the alfalfa, $12.81 for the clover/trefoil, and $9.95 for the graziers' mix.

(over)
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"These costs are about 10-15 percent of the cost of bUying that forage as hay,"

says Cuomo. "And that doesn't include the benefits of increased forage quality and

intake, or that these pastures lasted beyond the study."

Of the many species planted in the study, Cuomo says alfalfa, orchardgrass and

red clover were the most persistent.

Cuomo is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Economist: pork production should cease at current prices

Liquidate or look to the futures market. Those appear to be the two best

strategies for producers now absorbing losses of $50-60 per head on market hogs, says

an economist with the University of :Minnesota Extension Service.

"Hog production should cease-even in the short run-when hog prices fall

below the variable costs of production," says Buhr. "According to Southwestern

Minnesota Farm Business Management Association records, top producers' average

variable costs of production on farrow-to-finish hogs are $22-26 per hundredweight.

Average variable costs of production for feeding out feeder pigs are $15-19 per

hundredweight. With November's monthly price averaging $18, and prices falling still

further in the first half of December, most swine producers should stop production

immediately."

He says the only thing preventing producers from stopping production is the

additional cost of restarting the operation later and the expectation that prices will rise

above variable costs in the next six to nine months.

"It's a game of u.1.Jcken and catch-22 rolled into one," he says. "Every producer

would like others to stop production and cause the price to rise. But every producer

also knows that continuing to produce lowers his or her own probability of survival.

This high-stakes game of chicken will extend the current market situation to forced

liquidation."

(over)
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His recommendation to producers is: "Carefully evaluate what you think it will

cost you to conduct a depopulation/repopulation, as though you had a disease

outbreak. Consider the benefits of having time to clean and disinfect facilities and the

opportunity to review your strategic business plan-a plan that should include a future

marketing plan and improved genetics. If the difference is less than the total variable

costs above prices, it would make sense to use any means to depopulate and preserve

as much capital as possible. Live to fight another day."

Other than this drastic remedy, it may be possible to cover variable production

costs through futures markets, says Buhr. June 1999 and July 1999 Lean Hog Futures

contracts are trading at the live equivalent of $35 and $37 per hundredweight. He says

put options may be the best alternative, although premiums are expensive. To protect

prices at $44 per hundredweight lean hog equivalent costs $3.50 per hundredweight.

That makes the decision one of, "Do you expect live hogs to average less than $30 in

June?" says Buhr. Put options would not lock a producer out of profit potential if

markets rebound from a massive liquidation.

"It's interesting to note that the spread between December 1998 futures and July

1999 futures is $28 per hundredweight," says Buhr. "That's absolutely unheard of.

Clearly, the trade expects prices to rebound."

Buhr is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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As packing plants operate at full capacity, hog prices drop dramatically

Packing plants that slaughter hogs have been operating at maximum capacity in

recent weeks. That's a key factor driving hog prices further and further down, says

Brian Buhr, economist with the University of Minnesota Extension Service.

"According to the principles of economics, drops in hog prices should increase

the quantity of pork demanded," says Buhr. "But when plants are operating at full

capacity, the quantity of pork demanded can no longer increase. Prices are forced to

decline further than under normal circumstances. As supplies continue to increase,

prices decline dramatically, as there is no moderating influence of increases in quantity

demanded."

And hog supplies have been increasing, Buhr points out. "Federally inspected

hog slaughter for the first full week in December was 2.213 million head, a new

record," says Buhr. "And carcass weights increased an average of seven pounds from

Oct. 1 to mid-November. As a result, pork production continued to grow and averaged

15 percent higher than a year ago for the first full week in December."

While producers would like to see packing plants increase slaughter capacity,

Buhr says this is extremely costly. "The ultimate question is if long-run pork demand

has increased enough for packers to consider adding capacity," he says. "If this is not

the case, there will be little incentive for packers to invest in additional capacity."

(over)
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While increased slaughter capacity would ease the current short run problem, it

would result in excess capacity and losses for plant owners dUring the next hog

production downturn if increased demand were not sustained, notes Buhr. "This is a

risk packers may not be willing to undertake," he adds.

Two factors have added to the packer capacity problem. One is the closing of

two large slaughter plants in the past two years, one in South Dakota and one in

Michigan. The other, says Buhr, is increased contracting and coordinated production

arrangements that have reduced the available "adjustable" plant capacity.

A hog price turnaround will come in two stages, Buhr predicts. The first stage

will be a reduction in slaughter hog supplies to a level where packer capacity is no

longer a constraint. At that point, prices will rise to a non-capacity constrained level.

"If slaughter levels continue at 8 percent above year-ago levels, weekly slaughter

levels won't drop consistently below two million head until the end of March in 1999,"

says Buhr. "Once that level is broken through, prices will move up to a second stage

where normal supply and demand will be the main influence. However, given high

pork supplies remaining, it is unlikely prices will rebound beyond $35 per

hundredweight in the next six months."

Buhr is afaculty member in the College ofAgricultural, Food, and Environmental

Sciences.
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Crop Nutrient Planning Workshops set

Developing plans to make the best use of crop nutrients for specific farms or

fields is the subject of workshops at three Minnesota locations in late January.

The Crop Nutrient Planning \Norkshops are part of the federal Enviromnental

Quality Incentives Program (EQIP). They will be Jan. 26 at the Holiday Inn Lakeside in

Detroit Lakes, Jan. 27 at the Best Western Kelly Inn in St. Cloud and Jan. 28 at the Best

Western in Marshall. They're designed for persons who want to learn to develop crop

nutrient plans such as agribusiness personnel; local, state, and federal agency staff

members, and agricultural producers.

Crop nutrient management plans promote economically and environmentally

sound use of all available nutrients for crop production. Agricultural producers who

follow and implement a management plan can increase operating efficiency while

decreasing the over-application of crop nutrients that are potential water contaminants.

Workshop sponsors include the University of Minnesota Extension Service, the

Natural Resource Conservation Service and the Minnesota Department of Agriculture.

The workshop fee for agribusiness persoIUlel is $2Owith pre-registration by Jan.

19, or $35 at the door. There is no registration fee for agricultural producers. For further

information or to pre-register, contact Kevin Blanchet at the Dakota County Extension

Office at (651) 480-7700.
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Rural Options:
"FAIR" farm program needs safety net, U of M economist says

The widely heralded "freedom to farm" bill of 1996 should be continued, but needs a

long term safety net, says a University of Minnesota applied economist.

Falling prices plus drought and disease in some areas have led to calls to reform the

1996 Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform Act (FAIR). And there are good reasons

to amend it, says C. Ford Runge, applied economist at the University of Minnesota.

FAIR represents an unfinished agenda, Runge says, and a variety of problems remain.

"First, the 'freedom to farm' is only partial, with many commodities left out of the decoupling

program. And those critical of how payments from the commodity program are distributed

consider the FAIR acronym ironic."

A recent study found that corn growers would be overpaid between $2.9 billion and

$12.7 billion over the seven years of FAIR for switching to a decoupled system. As in the

past, the largest farmers get the largest payments

And "since these payments will be made over and above any marketing receipts, the

largest producers will augment their already significant receipts with generous lump sum

transfers from USDA. This will further reinforce the concentration of roughly 90 percent of

payments in the hands of the 100,000 to 200,000 largest producers of field crops," Runge says.

(over)
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Another issue is whether contract payments, once decoupled from specific crops,

should be divorced from market receipts. Runge says an alternative would be to make them

"countercyclical," so that payments are made in times of low marketing receipts and recede

in high times.

Also, "political realists doubt that the end of the seven-year contract will actually

terminate transfers to producers, as advertised. Careful observers of the Congressional

Budget Office 'scoring' of spending have noted that $4 billion remains in the 2002 budget for

commodity programs, despite the alleged end of contract payments in that year.

"Although many defenders of FAIR argue that opening up the program to revision

carries risks, so does maintaining it with these flaws. If the flaws persist, they may erode

support for its most important innovations: decoupling and budget restraint. FAIR merits

continuation, but these flaws should be fixed."

An article by Runge, "U.S. Farm Policy: Can FAIR be Fixed?," is available

at www.dfm.umn.edu/dfm/farmsit.htm. or by writing to the Department of Applied

Economics, Waite Library, 232 Classroom Office Building, 1994 Buford Ave., St. Paul, MN

55108-6040.

###
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Rural Options:
More small meat processing plants could help hog farmers

Low hog prices have created more business for Minnesota's 139 custom

slaughter plants. Dick Epley, meats specialist with University of Minnesota Extension

Service, says most are at capacity because of the low hog prices and the busy venison

processing season. However, selling pigs to consumers for custom processing offers a

little relief for some producers.

There are some important points to remember about custom slaughter, Epley

says. First, custom slaughter is exempt from federal inspection by the U.S. Department

of Agriculture (USDA) This means the animal, carcass and organs are not inspected for

wholesomeness. So it's important that custom slaughtered animals appear healthy.

And since the animal and carcass have not been inspected, the meat can't be sold

as retail cuts. However, up to four people may own one animal and divide the meat up

four ways.

"But Minnesota has 27 plants that slaughter hogs under USDA inspection," Epley

says. Two of these are quite large, so that leaves 25 small plants that kill pigs under

USDA inspection. These plants can buy pigs from a producer, slaughter under USDA

inspection and sell the pork out of their retail case or, they can sell the pork to local

outlets such as the supermarket, cafe or school.

(over)
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The Minnesota legislature recently funded resumed inspection of state slaughter

establishments. And with the Minnesota Meat Inspection system being approved by

USDA, Epley says it's expected that about 30-35 of the current custom slaughter plants

will switch to Minnesota inspection. These plants, once they are approved, will be able

to function just like an USDA plant with one exception-the plant will not be able to

ship meat across state lines. However, Epley expects the interstate ban will be lifted

sometime in 2000 or 2001.

What's the implication of 30-35 more small plants slaughtering livestock under

inspection? First, Epley says the plants will try to sell to local markets like the

supermarket, cafe, or school. If they are successful, producers might see opportunities

to partner with the processor to develop a branded product (pork, beef or lamb).

"The interest in branded meat products should get another big kick when the

USDA finalizes the standards for organic meat," Epley says. "I think we are in for some

interesting and exciting times."

Epley can be reached at (612) 624-1735, fax (612) 625-5272,or e-mail

repley@che2.che.umn.edu.
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Outlook brighter for com, soybean producers in southern Minnesota

The economic outlook for southern Minnesota com and soybean producers is

looking brighter. "It's much brighter than we expected it would be back in August,"

says Dave Schwartz, soybean educator with the University of Minnesota Extension

Service. "A good sign is that seed dealers are reporting strong sales near the end of the

1998 tax year."

Although grain markets are depressed, Schwartz says several factors have

improved the overall outlook.

"Yields this fall were substantially higher than normal," he says. "Many

producers are reporting their best crop ever, with corn yielding 160-170 bushels per

acre and soybeans yielding in the mid-50s."

Loan Deficiency Payments (LDP) have been another plus. They have helped

offset record low grain markets by adding 20-40 cents for each bushel of com

harvested, and 40-60 cents for each bushel of soybeans harvested. An additional Market

Transition Payment of 18.7 cents per bushel for com was approved by Congress in

October.

(over)
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"Not all producers were able to take advantage of these payments," says

Schwartz, ''but the payments have had a significant impact in rural communities."

In terms of field work, most farmers are in excellent position for the coming

growing season, says Schwartz. They have been able to complete harvest, wrap up fall

tillage and apply a much higher percentage of anhydrous ammonia than normal. All

this work took place under fairly dry soil conditions, so soil compaction should be

minimal.

"Subsoil moisture as of mid-November was reported as at or above normal by

the Midwest Oimate Center in all areas of Minnesota except the northwest," says

Schwartz. "With the field work that's been done, most farmers should be able to get

crops planted a few days earlier next spring, which should benefit 1999 crop yields."
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Milker Training School for Spanish speakers set in Willmar

A two-day Milker Training School for persons who speak Spanish will take

place Jan. 19-20 in Willmar. Classes will be on the Willmar campus of Ridgewater

College in Room 118 of the Ag 4-plex.

The school is designed to provide practical training for dairy producers, dairy

employees and potential employees. It will cover milk quality, cow handling and

behavior, milking machine operation and maintenance, mastitis control and treatment,

cow comfort and sanitation, post-milking equipment cleanup and employment skills. It

will include lecture, decision case study, class labs and farm visits.

Instructors will be Brant Groen of Ridgewater College, Miguel Morales of

Monsanto, and Ralph Farnsworth and Jeff Reneau of the University of Minnesota

Extension Service.

The registration fee is $50 through Jan. 8 or $75 at the door. The fee covers course

materials, lunches and refreshments. To obtain a registration flyer or further

information, call Brant Groen at (320) 231-7647 or (800) 722-1151, ext. 7647.

Sponsors of the Milker Training School include Kandiyohi County, the

University of Minnesota Extension Service and the Ridgewater College Agriculture

Department.
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